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ABSTRACT
Gas Phase Techniques for the Study of Biomolecular and
Supramolecular Structures and Chemistry
Andrew J. Arslanian
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
This dissertation expounds on the investigations of the structure and chemistry of peptides
and supramolecular host-guest systems in the gas phase. These investigations used two different
kinds of analytical instrument: Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry
(FTICR-MS) and ion mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS, IMS). These investigations were
complemented by chemical modeling.
The FTICR was used to radially trap ions with its 4.7 T magnet, which allowed the ions to
undergo sustained off-resonance irradiation collision-induced dissociation (SORI-CID). A
subsequent event then measured the collision cross sections (σ) of the targeted precursor ion and
one of the selected product ions. These experiments were repeated multiple times to measure σ for
as many precursor/product pairs as possible. A similar kind of experiment was performed in the
IM-MS instrument, through in-source collision-induced dissociation and size-based ion separation
in the instrument’s mobility region. When the precursor/product σ ratios were compared, the
values obtained by both methods were in good agreement with each other. Application of the
FTICR-based technique to [2.2.2]-cryptand+Cs+ caused the externally bound Cs+ to migrate into
the cryptand’s cavity. Further development of the FTICR-based technique allowed me to perform
the post-SORI σ measurements in a time-resolved fashion. Data collected in this manner revealed
that collisionally activated peptides refold over a 5 – 10 second timescale, as determined by their
σ shrinking with time. These experiments allowed for observation of a peptide refolding.
The IM-MS instrument was applied to a supramolecular chemistry problem surrounding
cucurbit[7]uril (CB7), and its ability to bind two identical guests within its cavity. Literature
precedent and conventional wisdom suggested that only one guest would bind within CB7’s cavity
while the other guest would be bound externally. When ion mobility cross sections (Ω) were
obtained for [CB7 + Guest2]2+ systems, it was discovered that both guests could be bound within
CB7’s cavity. This was possible because the guests possessed the correct shape and chemistry to
favor dispersive interactions between CB7’s cavity and the adjacent guest, and ion-dipole
interactions with CB7’s carbonyl-lined portal.
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Chapter 1 Introduction: Techniques for the Study of Host-Guest Complexes in the Gas
Phase, with Emphasis on Cucurbituril Complexes
This chapter is adapted (in part), with permission, from reference 1 (specifically pp. 208 – 216
from pp. 208 – 237). Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry.1

The phase in which chemistry is studied plays a crucial role in the observations that can be
made. Condensed phase studies require substantial amounts of sample (milligram to gram
quantities) for NMR or crystallization, and consideration of the effects of neighboring molecules
and counter ions. Since my research is largely focused on systems with non-covalent interactions
(peptide/metal cation, supramolecular host/guest, etc.), full assembly of such non-covalent
structures in the gas phase is difficult because the entropy for doing so is very unfavorable and
there also must be some means of dissipating binding energy so that nascent complexes do not
simply dissociate. Therefore, gas phase experiments typically involve non-covalent complexes that
form in condensed phase and are transferred intact to the gas phase, or that possibly form during
the process of transfer from solution to the gas phase. Additionally, reactants (host or guest) can
be introduced in the gas phase to interact with the non-covalent system, allowing structural
modification in the gas phase. An additional gas phase benefit is the fact that neighboring species
such as solvent molecules or counterions are not present, such that the non-covalent interactions
are dominant. This isolation can lead to insight into structure, binding energies, and kinetics.
Comparison with condensed phase results can also shed light on the role of solvent or neighboring
species.
Gas phase studies have primarily been performed via mass spectrometric and ion mobility
techniques. As the gas phase chemistry toolbox has been previously reviewed2-4 and described
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specifically with regard to host/guest cucurbit[n]uril (CB[n]) complexes in the gas phase,5, 6 this
section will focus on the analytical techniques used for gas phase studies.

1.1 Mass Spectrometry
In its basic form, mass spectrometry uses a mass analyzer to determine the molecular weight
and charge of a gas phase ion, which is especially useful for confirming the stoichiometry of a
target complex. However, additional information can be gained from more advanced “tandem”
mass spectrometric techniques, which usually employ more than one stage of mass analysis. These
techniques frequently involve deliberate fragmentation of the ion to gain structural or
thermochemical information. Additional tandem techniques examine reactions to determine
kinetics or involve the use of lasers to probe photochemistry.
However, before any of these techniques can be used the analyte must be delivered into the
gas phase. Electrospray ionization (ESI) has been key to the analysis of non-covalent complexes710

due to its “soft” nature, which maintains the fragile non-covalent interactions between host and

guest. Another soft ionization method that has been employed in supramolecular chemistry is
matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI),11-14 although it has been less used in gas
phase cucurbituril studies; as a result, MALDI will only be reviewed briefly. We will examine ESI
in more depth due to its heavy use in gas phase cucurbituril investigations.
MALDI employs laser desorption methods to ionize and transfer condensed phase analytes
into the gas phase. This is done by co-crystallizing the analyte with a (typically) organic matrix
material. The resulting crystals are then irradiated with either an ultraviolet or infrared laser, which
deposits energy into the crystal matrix. The excited matrix material erupts into a plume containing
intact analyte. Reactions in the laser plume result in ionization of the analyte, typically by
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protonation or addition of a metal cation, forming quasi-molecular ions that are directed into the
mass analyzer. The ionization process can be carried out either at atmospheric pressure or in
vacuum. Overall, MALDI is a soft ionization method that results in intact analytes, conserving
covalent and non-covalent interactions, typically with a 1+ charge.15
Like MALDI, electrospray ionization is a relatively simple yet powerful method for
generating gaseous ions from large molecules without depositing large amounts of energy in the
resulting ions. Electrospray requires just a few things: a solution of the sample in an appropriately
volatile solvent along with chemistry that allows the sample to become charged as the solvent is
removed, and a power supply to provide a large voltage difference between the solution and the
inlet to the mass spectrometer (Figure 1-1. Application of an electrical potential to the ESI spray
solution results in emission of charged droplets that contain analyte molecules.

Figure 1-1 (Figure 9.1 in Reference 1) Schematic depiction of an electrospray ionization (ESI) source operated in
positive ion mode. Reprinted with permission from L. Konermann, E. Ahadi, A. D. Rodriguez and S. Vahidi, Analytical
Chemistry, 2013, 85, 2-9. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.
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The charge carriers (typically protonated or metallated species) gather at the dropletatmosphere interface due to charge repulsion, while analytes may reside deeper in the droplet. As
solvent evaporates, the electrostatic repulsive forces within the droplet exceed the solvent’s surface
tension (the Rayleigh limit), resulting in coulombic explosion into smaller droplets. This process
repeats until only charged analyte remains, ready for mass spectrometric analysis.
While the detailed mechanism for this process is still debated, two main theories together
explain much of the ionization process. These are the ion evaporation model and the charged
residue model.16 The ion evaporation model involves emission of analyte ions from the charged
droplet due to repulsive forces within the droplet. This results in a reduction of the droplet’s charge.
As solvent evaporates and the droplet continues to shrink, multiple analyte emission events may
take place. The charged residue model involves repeated solvent evaporation and coulombic
explosion events until a single analyte molecule is left within a charged drop. As the remaining
solvent evaporates the charge is left on the analyte, producing the target ion. Both mechanisms are
probably operative, but some evidence suggests ion evaporation is more prevalent for smaller
analytes whereas the charged residue mechanism is more likely for larger analytes (such as large
biomolecules).
Of these two models, the ion evaporation model more likely explains how cucurbituril
complex ions enter the gas phase. When cucurbituril are mixed with ions in solution (metal cations,
alkylammonium species, etc.) the cucurbituril and ions coordinate to each other, resulting in a
solution of cucurbituril ions. As the solution undergoes the electrospray process there is no need
to fix charge on the cucurbituril as described in the charged residue model, because the charge is
already coordinated to the cucurbituril. All that remains is for the ion to leave the droplet and enter
the gas phase, as described by the ion evaporation model. However, recent work17, 18 suggests that
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the charged residue model does have a place in this discussion. When host and guest interact
weakly in condensed phase (for example, when guests are strongly hydrophilic), it is possible to
form host-guest complexes by removing the solvent during transfer to gas phase. As solvent
evaporates, interaction between host and guest becomes dominant over solvent-host or solventguest interactions, allowing host-guest complexation.
A wide variety of mass analyzers have been used for gas phase ion work, including: the
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS), the linear triple quadrupole (LTQ) mass
spectrometer, quadrupole ion trap (QIT) mass spectrometer, and the Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FTICR-MS). Determination of molecular weight is
straightforward in these instruments. In TOF-MS ions are accelerated across a potential difference
prior to traversing a field-free region and striking a detector. The potential difference and time to
detector are used to determine the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of the ion.19 The QIT determines
mass-to-charge ratios by using DC and RF voltages to create stable ion trajectories that are then
ejected to the ion detector.19 The mass-to-charge ratio in LTQ-MS is determined by adjusting the
applied RF voltage on the quadrupole rods to allow ions of certain m/z through to the detector.19
At this juncture I deviate from the published review paper1 to discuss FTICR-MS in greater
depth, since it was the primary type of mass spectrometer used for my research. In FTICR-MS, a
superconducting magnet is used to radially trap ions through the Lorentz force, which causes the
charge (ions) to orbit a magnetic field line with a frequency characteristic of the magnetic field
strength, and, most importantly, the ion’s charge and molecular mass. This orbital motion is
otherwise known as cyclotron motion, hence the name “ion cyclotron resonance.” Ion detection is
accomplished as ions pass by detector plates upon which the ionic charge induces an image charge.
Since the detector plates are arranged opposite each other, a current is induced across a capacitor
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as the ions repeatedly pass by the detector plates. However, initial ion motion is incoherent,
meaning individual ions are strewn along the cyclotron path, preventing detection due to roughly
equal numbers of ions near each detector plate at any point in time (as depicted in Figure 1-2A).

Figure 1-2. A) Incoherent ion motion around the magnetic field line; B) Coherent ion motion after RF waveform
excitation. The depicted trapping cells are approximately the same diameter (6 cm) as the Dearden group’s Bruker
Infinity cell.

Thus, ion motion must become coherent, all ions orbiting together in a single packet, for
detection to occur. Coherent ion motion is induced by application of a radiofrequency waveform
(RF excite), whose frequency contains or matches the ions’ cyclotron frequency, to excite the ions
to larger cyclotron radii. As the ions’ charges and the RF waveform interact, the ions group
together and their angular velocity increases, which causes the cyclotron radius to increase, thereby
conserving the ions’ characteristic frequency (as depicted in Figure 1-2B). If the RF waveform is
applied indefinitely, the ion packet will be removed from the trapping cell as the orbit radius
expands beyond the trapping cell’s limits. Thus, the RF waveform is only applied for a short period
of time, after which the ions move together (coherently) in the larger orbit (unless something
perturbs them), and the ion packet is ready for detection. Ion cyclotron frequencies are detected in
6

a time-resolved way, producing a time domain transient. Individual ion frequencies are teased out
of the time domain data via Fourier transform mathematics, providing the “FT” portion of
“FTICR.” Conversion from the frequency domain to the m/z domain, in terms of first principles,
is accomplished via equation 1-1, thereby providing the “MS” part of “FTICR-MS”:
𝜔𝜔

𝜐𝜐𝑐𝑐 = 2𝜋𝜋𝑐𝑐 =

1.535611×107 𝐵𝐵

(1-1)

𝑚𝑚/𝑧𝑧

In this equation, υc is the cyclotron frequency in Hertz, ωc is the cyclotron frequency’s angular
velocity in rad s-1, B is the instrument’s magnetic field strength in tesla, m is the ion mass in units,
and z is the ion charge in multiples of fundamental charge.20 From m/z information the molecular
weight of the ion can be determined if the charge state (z) is known. Given the fact that an FTICRMS’s resolving power is generally higher than other types of MS instruments,20 the charge state is
easily determined from the spacing of isotope peaks in the mass spectrum. From the molecular
weight, the stoichiometry of non-covalent complexes can easily be determined through careful
consideration of their molecular weight, the charging agents and their masses, the number of
charging agents that can coordinate to the ligand/host, etc. While stoichiometric information is
certainly valuable, additional structural information can be determined using more advanced
methods.
The first of these is collisional activation (CA), which can cause conformational changes
(collision induced unfolding – CIU) and/or ion fragmentation (collision induced dissociation –
CID). This is achieved by accelerating ions into collisions with neutral gas molecules (He, N2, and
Ar are common) to deposit energy into the ion’s internal vibrational modes. Once sufficient energy
has been deposited, the ion will change shape (CIU) due to disruption of key intramolecular
interactions or dissociate/fragment if enough energy is deposited into key vibrational modes. While
CIU is often characterized by post-CA cross section measurement (and will be discussed later),
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CID is characterized by mass spectral acquisition. Analysis of the subsequent CID spectrum can
reveal structural information, such as how a ligand/host and charge agent/guest are interacting and
can help confirm stoichiometry. Additionally, if energy resolved CID is performed, relative
binding constants can be estimated, indicating how strongly a guest is bound.
For TOF and LTQ instruments CA is performed by accelerating the ions from the high
vacuum region of the mass spectrometer through a cell containing the collision gas. The ions and
their fragments then continue onward to the detector, in the case of TOF, or through a second
quadrupole, for the LTQ. In QIT instruments CA is accomplished by scanning the RF voltages to
accelerate the ions through their trajectory into the buffer gas that is used to stabilize the trajectory.
The precursor and product ions are then ejected towards the detector by again scanning the RF
voltages.
Collisional activation in FTICR-MS requires introduction of the collision gas during ion
analysis and is of two varieties. The first involves ion excitation at the cyclotron frequency. The
well-defined collision energy is dependent on the amplitude of the RF field applied to excite the
ions and on how long the field is applied. After the field is turned off, the high velocity ion
undergoes (ideally) a single collision with a neutral gas molecule, leading to fragmentation. This
is called resonant (on-resonance) CID, or simply CID. The second approach is called sustained
off-resonance irradiation collision-induced dissociation (SORI) and involves excitation of the ions
with RF pulses that are slightly (1000 Hz is common) different from the resonant cyclotron
frequency. With off-resonant excitation, the angular velocity of the ions increases when the ion
motion has the same phase as the RF electric field used to perform the excitation, but decreases
when the motion is out of phase with the RF field; the angular velocity cycles between the thermal
radius minimum and a maximum value that is determined by the amplitude of the RF field and the
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frequency difference between the cyclotron frequency of the ions and the RF frequency. This type
of excitation results in multiple low-energy collisions with the neutral gas molecules, each adding
energy such that the cumulative effect can be greater energy transfer into the ion than can be
achieved in any single collision. SORI often leads to different fragmentation pathways than the
single collisions of resonant CID. A key weakness of SORI is that because collisions can occur at
any point in the off-resonant excitation cycle, the translational energy of the system at the time of
collision is unknown (although average collision energies can easily be determined).21 Additional
information about SORI is conveyed in Chapter 2.
Trapping mass spectrometry has also been used for other advanced techniques that can
yield additional information about non-covalent complexes. One of these techniques is called cross
sectional areas by Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (CRAFTI),22,

23

which enables

measurement of ion-neutral collision cross sections that reflect the size or conformation of the
complex. Collision cross section data can help determine conformation, distinguishing, for
example, how guest ions are bound to macrocyclic host molecules.24 The theory and execution of
CRAFTI experiments is further discussed in Chapter 2.
Another advanced technique takes advantage of ion trapping to study gas phase chemical
reactivity. This involves introduction of gaseous reactants into the sample cell, following reaction
progress as a function of time. Instruments that electromagnetically trap ions can also be used to
perform photochemical investigations by introduction of a laser into the ion trap. This approach
has been used to study fluorescent characteristics of cucurbituril-trapped dyes.25
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1.2 Ion Mobility Spectrometry
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is the usual method of choice for measuring ion-neutral
collision cross sections. ESI and MALDI, as described above, are both easily coupled with IMS.
A schematic for an IMS-MS (or IM-MS) instrument developed by David Clemmer is shown in
Figure 1-3 and features many instrumental regions common to IM-MS instruments.26 A schematic
and detailed description of the IM-MS instrument used for my research is found in Chapter 2.
Several kinds of ion mobility instrument are in use,27-29 and while they each operate in a slightly
different way, the underlying theory is the same: ion-neutral collisions cause ions to separate based
on size. The rest of this section will focus on drift tube ion mobility mass spectrometry (DTIMMS or simply IM-MS as it is colloquially known in the literature).

Figure 1-3 (Figure 9.2 in Reference 1) Schematic diagram of a high-resolution ion mobility time-of flight mass
spectrometer. Reprinted with permission from C. A. Srebalus, J. Li, W. S. Marshall and D. E. Clemmer, Analytical
Chemistry, 1999, 71, 3918-3927. Copyright (1999) American Chemical Society.
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In DTIM-MS, ions are gated into a mobility analyzer (drift tube) and the time required to
traverse the analyzer (the “arrival time”) is measured. The drift tube has a constant electric field
by which ions are pulled through the drift tube at a rate that is a function of their mass-to-charge
ratio. Ions with the same m/z but different collision cross sections spatially separate due to
interaction (collisions) with a neutral drift gas (He, N2, Ar are common),30, 31 which is maintained
at a constant pressure within the drift tube and possesses no net-flow direction. Larger ions undergo
more collisions than smaller ions, thereby reaching the end of the drift tube later than ions with
smaller cross sections. The Mason-Schamp equation describes the relationship between ion
properties and the drift gas:
3𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

2𝜋𝜋

𝐾𝐾 = 16𝑁𝑁 �𝜇𝜇𝑘𝑘

𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇

1

(1-2 (Equation 10.1 in Reference 1))

𝛺𝛺

Here K is ion mobility, e is the fundamental charge, z is the number of charges on the ion, N is
neutral gas number density, T is drift gas temperature, μ is the reduced mass of the ion and the
neutral gas, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Ω is ion collision cross section.
The ions can be detected using a mass spectrometer, as seen in Figure 1-3, or less
informatively, with an electrode which collects the ion current. Typical ion mobility spectra plot
the number of ions collected on the y-axis and drift time on the x-axis. While many different kinds
of mass spectrometers have been coupled to IMS over the last two decades,27 the most common
mass spectrometers are TOF and LTQ. This coupling provides sufficient information to not only
identify the ion and its stoichiometry, but also to determine its conformation.
While all IM-MS experiments result in Ω quantification, the experiments can be made
more complicated through pre-IM, or inter-IM (if two IM drift tubes are coupled together), ion
activation. Ion activation is used to cause the ions to undergo dissociation or gross conformational
change to better understand ion structure and chemistry. One example is called collision induced
11

unfolding (CIU) and it has gained significant traction in recent years as a way to investigate protein
structure as a function of ion-neutral collision energy.32 CIU is accomplished by accelerating ions
from the ion source into a high-pressure region located in front of the drift tube. Collisions between
ion and neutral deposit energy into the ion’s vibrational modes, causing the ion to heat up. If
enough energy is deposited the intramolecular interactions keeping the ion in a compact state can
be overcome and the ion will unfold. The ion then travels through the drift tube as described above,
and its drift time (Ω) quantified. CIU experiments are often performed in an energy-resolved
manner by adjusting how hard ions are accelerated from the ion source into the high-pressure
region. This allows drift time (Ω) to be analyzed as a function of collision energy (Figure 1-4),33
which can reveal greater detail about ion structure, including the stability of the original compact
conformation.

Figure 1-4. A sample CIU plot for the 16+ charge state of bovine serum albumin (BSA) as acquired on a DTIM-MS
device. The 5 dashed rectangles enclose distinct Ω (collision cross sections, CCS on y-axis) that result as a function
of lab-frame collision voltage. Adapted with permission from Gadkari, V. V.; Ramírez, C. R.; Vallejo, D. D.;
Kurulugama, R. T.; Fjeldsted, J. C.; Ruotolo, B. T., Enhanced Collision Induced Unfolding and Electron Capture
Dissociation of Native-like Protein Ions. Anal. Chem. 2020, 92, 15489-15496. Copyright 2020 American Chemical
Society.
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1.3 Theoretical Modelling
Because computational techniques are ideally suited to modeling isolated molecules or
complexes in the gas phase, they are frequently used in conjunction with gas phase experimental
work. Modern computational methods can supply structural, thermochemical, and/or
spectroscopic information at a level of detail that is often difficult or impossible to achieve using
purely experimental methods, and easily allow geometries and structures to be explored at much
lower cost than would be needed to experimentally synthesize and study them. At the same time,
computational results require experimental validation, and experimental results provide crucial
benchmarks for testing the accuracy of theory. Thus, the combination of gas phase experimental
and theoretical work is a natural and powerful one; when the results agree, our confidence in both
increases, and when they do not agree, important questions arise as to why. The marriage of gas
phase experiment and theory is so strong that it is now almost a required feature in the gas phase
ion chemistry community.
Gas phase theory has made important contributions to the study of non-covalent
complexes. Recent non-covalent systems of interest are typically biomolecular and are larger than
the small molecule systems that are frequently the subject of computational work, yet are small
enough that high-level theoretical approaches are within reach of commonly-available
computational resources.
Theoretical approaches always involve a trade-off between the accuracy of the results and
the hardware, software, and time available to carry out the calculations. Molecular mechanics
methods, which use sets of empirically-developed optimum geometries and force constants (called
“force fields”) and simple Newtonian physics to calculate molecular structures, are the least
“expensive” in terms of time and hardware requirements, and can be employed on simple desktop
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computers. These methods are frequently used to determine which structures are reasonable. They
are particularly useful when searching large numbers of possible conformations or when modeling
how structures may evolve over time (molecular dynamics). They can even be used (cautiously!)
to examine how non-covalent complexes form and dissociate.
While molecular mechanics methods usually produce reasonably accurate predictions
about molecular geometry, because they are not based in quantum mechanics they are usually less
effective for determining highly-accurate thermochemistry or spectroscopy. Quantum-based
methods, such as semiempirical or ab initio calculations, are required for such studies, with ordersof-magnitude greater requirements in computing resources. The intermediate-level semiempirical
methods have found regular use with non-covalent systems, but are not usually the final level of
theory used (perhaps because they do not seem to offer great improvements over molecular
mechanics). Instead, various levels of ab initio and density functional theory (DFT) calculations
are used to obtain “final” answers on non-covalent systems. These calculations benefit greatly
from multi-core CPU or clustered supercomputing systems. At the current state-of-the-art,
calculations using appropriate large basis sets with electron-correlated ab initio techniques or
density functional methods are capable of computing binding energies that agree with experiment
to within perhaps 5 kJ mol-1 on average.
Computational methods are also used to calculate ion-neutral collision cross sections for
comparison of model structures with experimentally-determined collision cross sections. Structure
calculations are performed first, usually with either molecular mechanics or quantum-based
methods, and the lowest-energy structures resulting from those calculations are then used as input
to other software (such as MOBCAL34, 35 or IMoS36) that computes the corresponding collision
cross section. Comparison between these numerically and experimentally determined cross section
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values can help elucidate the gas phase structures (conformations) present, and lead to better
understanding of observed chemistry.
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Chapter 2 Experimental and Computational Methods
2.1 Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer-based Methods
The primary research instrument for most of my work was the Dearden lab’s Bruker Apex
47e Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FTICR-MS). It possesses a 4.7
T superconducting magnet that is cryogenically cooled by liquid helium. The microelectrospray
ion source of this instrument has been heavily adapted from its original state, which was produced
by Analytica of Branford, CT. Microelectrospray tips are hand-ground from 50 µm inner diameter
fused silica capillary tubing. After cutting a short section for use as an ESI emitter tip, the
polyamide coating is flame stripped to facilitate hand-grinding.

Figure 2-1 After an on-resonance excitation the ion cyclotron radius enlarges. In our Bruker Infinity Cell, the
maximum average signal intensity peaks around a cyclotron radius of 20 mm, then drops off to the maximum radius
of 30 mm.

Within the magnet resides a Bruker Infinity trapping cell,1 which features a physical trap
radius of 30 mm. Since ions at their thermal cyclotron orbit, in a 4.7 T magnetic field, have radii
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ranging from 0.03 mm (K+) to 0.18 mm (host-guest ions), the maximum trap radius only comes
into play during experiments that feature any form of on-resonance excitation, which enlarges an
ion’s cyclotron orbit radius. To optimize my CRAFTI experiments (described later) I determined
the maximum orbit radius that still gives high intensity ion signal by tracking tetrabutylammonium
(TBA) ion peak intensity as a function of excited radius. Final radii were achieved through fixed
amplitude, varied time length excite waveforms, and through varied amplitude, fixed time length
excite waveforms. As seen in figure Figure 2-1 (variable amplitude, fixed time length), average
ion signal intensity peaks at 19.9 ± 0.2 mm (as determined by Igor Pro 8’s gauss fit function), then
drops off until it reaches a minimum at 3 cm, the maximum physical trapping radius. While
experiments have been done at larger radii, a majority of my CRAFTI experiments were done by
limiting the maximum radius to no larger than 24 mm, with (arbitrary) preference given towards
21 mm. Obvious from figure Figure 2-1 is the fact I appeared to neglect radii smaller than 16 mm.
This is due to CRAFTI’s dependence on high center-of-mass energy collisions with background
gas, which are only achieved at large orbit radii. While informative, examining small orbit radii
would not have returned any practical information since my experiments focused on the highest
KEcm possible for a given system. While TBA was used for determining the optimal excited orbit
radius, in FTICR this radius is independent of ion mass-to-charge ratio,2 thus making these results
generally useful for any ion in our trap:
𝑟𝑟 =

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(2-1)

2𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

In this equation Vpp is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the RF excitation, texc is the time length of
the excite, d is the trapping cell diameter, and B is magnetic field strength.
Experiments performed on the FTICR-MS included: 1) simple collection of mass spectra
– meaning no other ion manipulation events in the experimental sequence (easy), 2) sustained off20

resonance irradiation collision induced dissociation (SORI) (difficult), 3) cross sectional areas by
FTICR-MS (CRAFTI) (more difficult), and 4) SORI-CRAFTI (most difficult). However, despite
the difficulty of the different experiments, ultimately the FTICR was used to collect mass spectra
for further analysis.
The simple collection of mass spectra (1) on the FTICR-MS is straight forward compared
to the other three types of experiments. Once a sample solution is introduced into the ion source
via microelectrospray, and the source is optimally tuned for peak ion transmission, the FTICR-MS
is used to collect cyclotron frequencies for all ions in the trap. This is achieved by applying an onresonance excitation waveform to the trapping cell, then allowing the instrument to run through its
excite-for-detect sequence. To collect simple mass spectra, I used chirp excites. The chirp itself is
a range of frequencies that are swept through at a fast rate, bringing all ion populations within the
designated frequency range to an (approximately) identical orbit radius for detection. This allows
broadband excitation and detection of multiple ion population frequencies at once. For these
reasons, I used chirp excites when determining the ion content and m/z values of a new sample.
The subsequent mass spectra were analyzed by identifying signal peaks and matching them with
theoretical m/z values for my known samples. I also used chirp excites to confirm ion transmission
and trapping after instrument cleaning and maintenance.
Sustained off-resonance irradiation (SORI) (2) experiments involve a collisional activation
step prior to the excite-for-detect sequence, which, typically, results in fragmentation of the
targeted ion species.3 This is achieved through multiple low-energy collisions with a neutral
background gas that is deliberately introduced into the trapping cell prior to the SORI event. While
on-resonance excitation schemes drive an ion population to a persistently large cyclotron radius,
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off-resonance excitation causes the cyclotron radius to repeatedly expand and shrink over the
designated time length, as depicted in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2 The ion trajectory that results from sustained off-resonance excitation. The green arrow indicates the
trajectory of a single SORI cycle.

A major benefit from this ion trajectory is the fact that the ion packet is left near the center
of the trapping cell, so long as the total SORI timescale is an integer multiple of a single SORI
cycle, which is determined by:
1

(2-2)

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ = ∆𝜈𝜈

Here, Δν is the difference between the target ion’s cyclotron frequency and the applied waveform’s
frequency. Thus, if a frequency offset of 1000 Hz is used, a single SORI cycle is 1 ms, and the ion
packet will be left at the center of the trapping cell if the SORI timescale is an integer multiple of
1 ms. Since ions are left at the trapping cell’s center, a subsequent excite-for-detect sequence,
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typicaly employing a broadband chirp excite, will enlarge their cyclotron radius again to facilitate
detection. If ions had not been left at the center of the trapping cell, the subsequent excite-fordetect sequence could potentially enlarge their cyclotron radius beyond the confines of the trap,
limiting detection due to ion ejection.
As mentioned previously, SORI is typically used to induce fragmentation via collisional
activation. Thus, one of the primary ways I used SORI experiments was to characterize a precursor
ion’s structure based on its fragmentation pattern, which was useful for identifying product ions
for later targeted experiments (Chapter 3). I also used SORI experiments in an energy resolved
fashion to determine the relative energy at which a precursor ion dissociates, resulting in product
ion formation.
Energy-resolved SORI experiments provide data often referred to as ion disappearance (for
precursor ions) and ion appearance (for product ions) curves, as seen in Figure 2-3, which is sample
SORI data for protonated leucine-enkephalin (LE+H+). As you can see from the y-axis, the data
has been normalized against total ion signal to show each ion’s proportional signal contribution at
a given SORI energy. The x-axis is the maximum center-of-mass kinetic energy for collisions
between ion and neutral, given in electron volts (eV). The black curve is the precursor ion, which
decreases in a sigmoidal fashion as the maximum collision energy increases. The box on the left
side of the black curve contains the SY50 value, where SY stands for ‘survival yield,’ and SY50
is the maximum collision energy at which the precursor’s normalized signal intensity has fallen to
50% of its initial value. I used SY50 values to compare dissociation energies for different precursor
ions, as will be discussed in Chapter 3. The red, yellow, and blue curves are product ion appearance
curves, with each curve representing a different fragmentation pathway. The asymptotic maximum
for each curve conveys how favored a given pathway is relative to another at high relative collision
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energies. As evident from Figure 2-3, the pathway that results in formation of the b4+H+ product
is favored over the other pathways, with the water loss pathways least favored of all. Taken
together, the SY50 and the favored dissociation pathways provide information that can lead to
elucidation of gas phase structure and conformation.

Figure 2-3 Sample SORI appearance/disappearance curve for protonated leucine-enkephalin (LE+H+). While I
personally collected this data to learn how to use SORI on the FTICR-MS, LE+H+ has been extensively characterized
in the literature and this data doesn’t add any new information to the literature.

The third (3) type of experiment I did on the FTICR was ion-neutral collision cross section
(σ) measurement using cross sectional areas by FTICR-MS, CRAFTI for short, as pioneered by
the Dearden lab.4-6 Like SORI experiments, CRAFTI experiments are done at high pressure (1×108

– 1×10-6 mbar) such that a coherently orbiting ion packet decoheres through single ion-neutral

collisions. The effect of ion packet decoherence is pressure-dependent time domain dampening
(Figure 2-4A), which manifests itself in the frequency (m/z) domain through peak broadening
(Figure 2-4B). Using this fundamental theory, CRAFTI σ are then calculated by:
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Figure 2-4 A) Time domain transient reflecting pressure-dependent sinusoidal decay; B) Pressure-dependent
frequency peak broadening. The left peaks are for tetraoctylammonium and the right peaks are for
tetrahexadecylammonium. Obvious from comparing the qualitative full-width-half-maximum peak widths is THDA’s
peak broadens more than TOA’s peak at a given pressure. This reflects the difference in ion cross section size, where
THDA is physically larger than TOA. It should be noted that the frequency peaks shifted to slightly higher m/z at the
highest pressures. This is likely related to the reduction in space charge effect, which affects the measured cyclotron
frequency.

𝜎𝜎 =

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑚𝑚

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

(2-3)

𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑞𝑞 𝛽𝛽𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Where FWHM is the frequency (m/z) peak’s full-width-at-half-maximum, Nneut is the neutral
collision gas’s number density, m is the ion mass, q is the ion charge, d is the trapping cell diameter,
β is a trapping cell geometry factor (0.897 for the Bruker Infinity Cell), Vpp is the excitation peakto-peak amplitude, and texc is the excite duration. Since d and β are instrument constants, m and q
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are inherent to the system of interest, and N (more or less), Vpp and texc are user selected parameters,
the goal of CRAFTI experiments is to measure FWHM. In practice, this is achieved by selecting
multiple N values, by adjusting our pulsed leak valve system’s open and close times (discussed
later), collecting mass spectra at each N value, then extracting FWHM using our processing macros
(developed in-house using Igor Pro 6, 7, and 8, Lake Oswego, OR). FWHM vs N is then plotted,
and the slope is used to determine σ.
In my CRAFTI experiments, coherent ion motion was induced using on-resonance single
frequency excite waveforms. The simplest CRAFTI experiment, single-CRAFTI, featured a single
ion type, and thus, a single frequency excite waveform. As shown in equation 2-1, when a single
frequency excite waveform is used, the subsequent cyclotron radius depends on the voltage
amplitude (Vpp) and time duration (texc), allowing great control over the target cyclotron radius.
An extension from equation 2-1 is the ion-neutral KEcm after a single frequency excite:
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

2 𝑡𝑡 2
1.20607×107 𝑧𝑧 2 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 2𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

𝑑𝑑2 𝑚𝑚

4.20607×107 𝑧𝑧 2 𝐵𝐵2 𝑟𝑟 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑚𝑚+𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑚𝑚+𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(2-4)
(rearrangement of equation 2-1)

(2-5)

(combine equations 2-4 and 2-5)

(2-6)

This shows that KEcm depends on the post-excitation cyclotron radius. Due to extensive literature
precedent that shows σ depends on KEcm, the Dearden group typically performs CRAFTI
experiments at multiple KEcm and plots the results to further analyze the energy-resolved σ. As
seen in Figure 2-5, σ proceeds exponentially to an asymptotic maximum, which is then accepted
as σ. This exponential behavior, especially where the curve reaches an asymptotic value, also
indicates that the experiment has reached energies high enough that ion cloud decoherence occurs
through single ion-neutral collisions, which is a key requirement for CRAFTI as developed by the
Dearden group. If the ion cloud is not decohered through single ion-neutral collision, then the σ vs
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KEcm curve does not reach an asymptotic value, and the energy-resolved σ likely result from
multiple ion-neutral collision.7 This happens for ions whose m/z is “large” relative to magnetic
field strength, since KEcm scales as B2, as seen in equation 2-6.8 We currently estimate that KEcm
larger than 30 eV is required for single collision σ measurement. In the Dearden group’s 4.7 T
FTICR this limits ion m/z to ~750 u when argon is the collision gas, and ~ 1400 u when SF6 is
used as the collision gas.

Figure 2-5 Figure for a typical CRAFTI experiment, wherein multiple KEcm are used to obtain σ. As KEcm increases,
relative σ increases to an asymptotic maximum. After fitting with an exponential function in Igor Pro, the asymptotic
value is obtained and accepted as σ.

While I performed many CRAFTI experiments in this way, I eventually shifted to only
performing my experiments at a single, maximum KEcm since that was where the accepted σ would
come from anyway. Comparison of this strategy (single KEcm CRAFTI) with the typical strategy
(multiple KEcm CRAFTI) resulted in σ values, when the pressure calibration was finely controlled,
that were in excellent agreement with each other.
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While CRAFTI has captured qualitative trends extremely well6 one key weakness is the
need for accurate pressure measurements in order to obtain accurate σ. This can be overcome when
relative σ are measured for two or more ions within the same experiment, and their respective σ
related to each other via ratio, as this eliminates the need for accurate pressure measurement.
Additionally, if one of these ions is a standard used for comparison with many different analytes,
a family of ions can be analyzed and compared with each other. Development of this multiple ion
CRAFTI technique was started prior to my time at BYU, but I did contribute to the resultant peerreviewed research article, which called the technique multi-CRAFTI.9
To perform multi-CRAFTI experiments, two single frequency excite waveforms are used
in the form of a stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) file, which generates the
respective excitation waveform based on user selected frequencies.10 Dr. Dearden wrote a
LabView program that accepts two m/z values and the desired excitation time length, then creates
a SWIFT file for use in multi-CRAFTI experiments. This program can either concatenate the two
single frequency excites in a strategy known as sequential-multi-CRAFTI (which was featured in
reference 9), or sum the two excites so both are applied simultaneously, known as simultaneousmulti-CRAFTI, as featured in reference 11.11 While there are still questions about whether the
sequential or simultaneous method is best, the ultimate effect of the SWIFT excitation is both ions
(ion 1 and ion 2) are excited to the same KEcm so σn are compared at the same energies, typically
as a ratio:
𝜎𝜎1
𝜎𝜎2

=

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹1 𝑚𝑚1 𝑞𝑞2 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,2

(2-7)

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹2 𝑚𝑚2 𝑞𝑞1 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,1 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,1

A key takeaway from this equation is that multi-CRAFTI ratios remove the need for accurate

pressure measurements since FWHMn are measured together, at a given pressure, within the same
experiment!
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A natural extension of any CRAFTI-type experiment is ion activation prior to the CRAFTI
event. This is possible due to FTICR’s highly efficient ion trapping strategy, which allows ion
manipulation prior to the excite-for-detect sequence. This natural extension lead to the fourth type
of experiment (4) I routinely performed: SORI-CRAFTI, which is the most difficult and time
consuming of any experiment I routinely performed. As the name suggests, SORI was used to
collisionally activate precursor ions while CRAFTI was used to measure the activated ions’
resultant σ.
Initial SORI-CRAFTI development, detailed in Chapter 3, involved multiple event steps
that increased and decreased the trapping cell’s background pressure. Specifically, prior to SORI
collision gas was introduced via our instrument’s pulsed leak valve system (detailed below), then
SORI took place, followed by an extended time period to remove the collision gas, which was
followed by another event to again raise the background pressure for the CRAFTI measurement.
This event sequence was used because, at that time in my research development, I understood that
SORI and CRAFTI had disparate pressure requirements, with CRAFTI being 1 – 2 orders of
magnitude lower in pressure than SORI. Attempts to perform CRAFTI at SORI-like pressures
resulted in no data collection, likely because all ions were dissociated or scattered out of the
coherent ion packet due to collisions with the high-pressure gas. Despite the initially, slow
approach, I was able to use SORI to dissociate metallated leucine-enkephalin precursor ions and
measure the σ for the remaining precursor, and product ions, simultaneously.12
At the encouragement of Drs. Dearden and Austin, I later attempted SORI-CRAFTI
experiments at constant elevated pressure during the SORI to CRAFTI event sequence. In other
words, background gas was not removed prior to the CRAFTI measurement. Only after the
CRAFTI sequence, which is the entire excite/detect sequence, was the background gas removed.
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To achieve this style of SORI-CRAFTI, background gas pressure was only raised to the near
maximum possible for high quality CRAFTI measurements, which is 1 – 2 orders of magnitude
lower than I typically used for SORI. This required adjusting the SORI excite amplitude and time
length so that sufficient energy could still be deposited into the precursor ion’s vibrational modes
through multiple low energy collisions with the background gas, despite the lower gas pressure.
After much effort, I found system specific parameters that allowed collisional activation of
precursor ions (evidenced by product ion formation) and σ measurement within the same
experiment. A delightful advancement/realization regarding the constant pressure experiment was
the fact that the ‘wait’ event between SORI and CRAFTI could be varied, with minimal effect on
background pressure, allowing time-resolved σ measurement. Multiple systems were studied in
this way, with the wait time varied from 0.001 ms to 5 or 10 s, depending on the system. While
detailed in Chapter 4, these SORI-wait-CRAFTI experiments allowed me to “watch” peptide ions
refold after collisional activation and quantify the refolding kinetics!
As evident in discussing FTICR experiments 2-4, the background pressure had to be
elevated for SORI, CRAFTI, and SORI-CRAFTI experiments to proceed appropriately. That’s
because collisions between the ion packet(s) and the neutral background gas were crucial in all
three types of experiment. To that end, collision gas, primarily argon, was introduced via a Freiserstyle pulsed leak valve system, a schematic of which is shown in Figure 2-6.13 It features two
solenoid valve systems (s1 and s2) and a sapphire precision variable leak valve. An instrument
trigger opens s1, which introduces collision gas into the variable leak valve chamber for a
designated period, at which point s1 closes. Naturally, gas immediately starts to pass through the
variable leak valve into the trapping cell, raising its pressure. Within 500 ms the trapping cell
pressure reaches its asymptotic maximum, which is maintained until s2 is triggered. Once s2 opens,
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a rotary vane pump removes the collision gas from the variable leak valve chamber, returning the
trapping cell to its baseline pressure within 2 s.
As discussed with CRAFTI, accurate argon pressures were required to accurately
determine σ (equation 2-3). Unfortunately, gauge pressures (cold cathode gauge located about 1
m outside the trapping cell) were quantitatively inaccurate, despite being qualitatively sufficient
to determine relative cell pressures. To aid accurate pressure measurements, the Dearden lab
developed the linewidth pressure measurements (LIPS) technique based on energy resolved Ar+Ar σ.14 LIPS is performed by electron ionization (EI) of a portion of the argon collision gas that
was introduced via the pulsed leak valve system. A CRAFTI experiment then takes place at a given
KEcm, and the FWHM extracted from the data. Then, using the measured FWHM and the energyresolved σ value, the argon pressure is determined for a given valve s1 open time.

s1
s2

Figure 2-6. Schematic for the Dearden group’s pulsed leak valve system.
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Unfortunately, during my tenure in the Dearden lab, the electron gun used for EI was
replaced by a laser window, so Ar+-Ar LIPS measurements were not possible. I overcame this by
using Cs+-Ar LIPS, after carefully characterizing the energy-resolved σ trend. The σ trend was
characterized by first determining the argon pressures using the LIPS technique on 18-crown6+NH4+, whose σ was characterized using Ar+-Ar LIPS and published by the Dearden group in
2018.6 While this sounds a bit convoluted, the use of Cs+ for LIPS made sense over 18-crown6+NH4+ since Cs+ is extremely easy to electrospray, is relatively inexpensive compared to 18crown-6 ether, and can be incorporated into a sample solution without worrying about host-guest
interactions between target analytes and the crown ether ligand. Testing Cs+-Ar LIPS to reproduce
other published σ from the Dearden lab was successful, confirming Cs+-Ar as a viable LIPS
alternative to Ar+-Ar. Additional information can be found in section 4.2.
Lastly, the instrument is controlled by the National High Magnetic Field Lab’s Predator
Data Acquisition software.15 This software permits customizing the event sequence to suit a
particular experiment’s needs, which was crucial in the development of SORI-CRAFTI.

2.2 Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry Methods
June 2020 brought a welcome addition to the BYU Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry’s core mass spectrometry instrumentation in the form of an Agilent 6560 IM-qTOF
(ion mobility-quadrupole-time-of-flight mass spectrometer). While the instrument and ion
trajectory can be seen in Figure 2-7, I’ll describe relevant instrument parts here. All of my ion
mobility work used Agilent’s nanoelectrospray ionization source with chemically etched,16 30 µm
i.d. electrospray tips, generously provided by Dr. Ryan Kelly. As ions leave the atmospheric
sampling capillary, they encounter a voltage lens that accelerates them into the front ion funnel.
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Our instrument features the upgraded ‘Fragmentor’ lens, that is capable of higher than standard
lens voltages, which allows ions to be accelerated to greater energies such that collisions with
background gas can result in fragmentation or large-scale conformational rearrangement.17, 18 Once
in the drift tube, ions encounter nitrogen buffer gas at approximately 3.94 torr, which helps effect
the size-selective portion of the mobility separation. I typically allowed the quadrupole to operate
without m/z selection, but a few tandem MS experiments required it to be used in selection mode.
When I needed to select ions of certain m/z I used a 4 m/z wide window to increase the odds of
product ion isotopic peaks in the product scans. Aside from the tandem MS experiments, I didn’t
use the collision cell for anything beyond an ion guide.

Figure 2-7 Agilent 6560 IM-qTOF instrument schematic, originally from the brochure located within the literature
section of Agilent’s website description of this instrument (https://www.agilent.com/en/product/liquidchromatography-mass-spectrometry-lc-ms/lc-ms-instruments/quadrupole-time-of-flight-lc-ms/6560-ion-mobility-lcq-tof#literature).

The reason I used the Agilent 6560 IM-qTOF was to measure thermal energy ion-neutral
collision cross sections, Ω, and relate those values to likely ion conformations. Drift ion mobility,
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which is based on first principles of ion mobility in the presence of a static electric field and
collisions with buffer gas, uses the low-field (Mason-Schamp) equation to determine ion mobility,
K:19, 20
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Where z is the ion’s integer charge value, e is the fundamental ion charge, mi and mg are the ion
mass and collision gas mass, respectively, such that the quotient in the denominator of the middle
equation becomes µ, which is the ion-neutral reduced mass. kB is the Boltzmann constant, p is
experimental pressure, T is experimental temperature, and p0 and T0 are standard pressure and
temperature such that the second quotient in the denominator of the middle equation becomes N0,
which is reduced neutral number density. Lastly, Ω is collision cross section. Since ion mobility
experiments directly measure K, the final equation within equation 2-8 can be rearranged to obtain
Ω.
In practice, all of my ion mobility experiments were done by the stepped field method,21
wherein the drift voltage is stepped (typically upwards) over the course of the experiment, causing
the ions to elute from the drift tube at different times. This strategy is used to determine the actual
amount of time ions spend in the drift tube, compared to how long they spend in the instrument
between the electronic gate and the TOF detector. This is crucial to accurately measuring K, and
determining Ω.
As discussed extensively in reference 2122 an ion mobility instrument’s temperature,
pressure, and electric field voltages directly affect measurement of K and Ω. When reporting ion
mobility measurements, the authors of reference 52 advocate for disclosing temperature, pressure,
and all electric field voltages, as selected in the instrument’s software. Experimental parameters
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for my ion mobility experiments will be conveyed in the relevant chapter(s), but here I will discuss
why I selected certain method parameters over Agilent’s standard settings.
Most of my ion mobility work focused on host/guest systems, where a macrocyclic host
binds a guest through non-covalent interactions. Conserving these interactions as much as possible
was crucial to transferring solution-phase structures into the gas phase. The 6560’s source
conditions, and electric field voltages within the focusing funnels, could alter non-covalent
interactions if they were too harsh. Thus, source and instrument settings were selected to conserve
non-covalent interactions as much as possible. Agilent allows broad control over instrument
parameters and fine-tuning them would have been a highly iterative process. Serendipitously, I
found a peer reviewed ion mobility paper from Valérie Gabelica and coworkers that discussed
optimizing parameters for the Agilent 6560 IM-qTOF in order to conserve non-covalent
interactions of native state biomolecules.23 This paper did most of the heavy lifting required for
fine tuning the instrument, and I was able to implement the described positive-ion mode method
with ease. In discussions with Dr. Dearden and his research group I commonly referred to this
method as a “gentle” one.
Table 2-1 (reproduced from reference 53) lists all relevant parameters, their value for
Agilent’s standard method (column 2) and their optimized values for use with N2 drift gas (column
5). Column 3 lists “gentle” parameters published by a different research group, and column 4 lists
values optimized for use with He drift gas. While I used most of the values listed in column 5 for
my “gentle” method, I used a different source gas temperature (300 °C instead of 220 °C), and a
different source capillary voltage (typically 2250 V instead of 3500 V, but the voltage used
depended on the minimum value that produced a consistent Taylor cone). My initial experience
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on the 6560 was based on Agilent’s standard method, so changing to this gentle method provided
an opportunity to compare the two methods.

Table 2-1. Tuning Parameters (Positive Mode) in the Pre-IMS Zone. All Voltages Are Floating on the Ion Mobility
Tube Entrance. The Parameters Are Transposable to the Negative Mode by Reversing the Signs.
Parametera

Installation

May et al.24

by Agilent

Optimized on native

Optimized on native

Ubi7+, drift tube in He

Ubi7+, drift tube in N2

Source: gas temperature

325 °C

25 °C

220 °C

220 °C

Source: drying gas

5.0 L/min

13 L/min

1.5 L/min

1.5 L/min

Source: nebulizer pressure

20 psig

None

9 psig

9 psig

Source: capillary

4000 V

Nanospray

3500 V

3500 V

Optics 1: fragmentor

400 V

300 V

300 V

IM front funnel: high

150 V

110 V

110 V

100–180 Vp-p

100–180 Vp-p

140 V

160 V

160 Vp-p

100 Vp-p for softness,

pressure funnel delta
IM front funnel: high

150 Vp-p

80 Vp-p

pressure funnel RF
IM front funnel: trap funnel

180 V

delta
IM front funnel: trap funnel

150 Vp-p

80 Vp-p

RF
IM front funnel: trap funnel

160 Vp-p for CIU
10 V

10 V

10 V

95 V

70 V

90 V

10 V

2V

2V

IM trap: trap entrance

91 V

69 V

89 V

IM trap: trap exit

90 V

67 V

87 V

exit
IM trap: trap entrance grid
low
IM trap: trap entrance grid
delta
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Table 2-1 Continued
Parametera

Optimized on native

Optimized on native

by Agilent

Ubi7+, drift tube in He

Ubi7+, drift tube in N2

IM trap: trap exit grid 1 low

88 V

64 V

84 V

IM trap: trap exit grid 1 delta

6V

5V

5V

IM trap: trap exit grid 2 low

87 V

63 V

83 V

IM trap: trap exit grid 2 delta

10 V

9V

9V

Acquisition: trap fill time

20,000 μs

1000 μs

1000 μs

Acquisition: trap release time

150 μs

200 μs

250 μs

a.

Installation

May et al.24

Adapted with permission from Gabelica, V.; Livet, S.; Rosu, F., Optimizing Native Ion Mobility Q-TOF in
Helium and Nitrogen for Very Fragile Noncovalent Structures. Journal of The American Society for Mass
Spectrometry 2018, 29 (11), 2189-2198. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

Comparison was accomplished using leucine-enkephalin (LE), a pentapeptide (YGGFL)
and common mass spectrometry thermometer ion.25 Since LE is a peptide that fragments in
predictable ways (bn, an, yn, etc.) based on internal energy, the a4/b4 signal ratio is often used to
determine how “hot” one mass spectrometric method is in comparison to another. Physically this
makes sense since the a4 fragment results from CO loss from the b4 fragment, and a hotter method
will result in more a4 product than a cooler/gentler method. LE data acquired on July 20, 2020,
using Agilent’s standard method resulted in an a4/b4 ratio of 2.1 ± 0.3. Data acquired with the
“gentle” method on September 8, 2020 (after finding the Gabelica paper) resulted in an a4/b4 ratio
of 1.00 ± 0.02, which is less than half the ratio resulting from Agilent’s standard method. Clearly
the method from reference 59 was cooler than the standard Agilent method and would be better
suited to preservation of noncovalent interactions.
Tandem MS experiments were done by selecting a given m/z (with a 4 m/z wide window)
in the quadrupole. After selection, ions were accelerated across a voltage difference (collision
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voltage) into the collision cell (Figure 2-7) where they collided with nitrogen gas, held at a pressure
of 2.78 × 10-5 torr. These ion-neutral collisions deposited energy into the ions’ internal vibrational
modes, which led to precursor ion dissociation once sufficient energy had been deposited. After
leaving the collision cell, ions entered the TOF for m/z separation and detection.
My tandem MS experiments were energy-resolved, using collision voltages from 0 – 30 V
(laboratory frame) in 2 V steps. My experience is that these 16 different collision energies were
sufficient to characterize precursor disappearance curves (product ion appearance curves) and
quantify the SY50 for precursor dissociation, similar to SORI in the FTICR methods section
(Figure 2-3).

2.3 Computational Chemistry Methods
To complement my experiments, I routinely performed computational chemistry
calculations to identify the likely conformations that ions would adopt in the gas phase. This was
accomplished using Spartan ’18 molecular modeling software to build the molecules and perform
conformational searching. Low energy conformers identified by the conformational search were
then, typically, subject to higher-level energy calculations to obtain more accurate conformation
energy ordering. The lowest energy conformers (no more than 10) were then submitted for DFTlevel geometry optimizations and single point energy calculations. The lowest energy structures
were then used for representative figures in publications and presentations, and energies were used
for comparative calculations to quantify trends in size and structure.
Spartan ’18 features two different kinds of conformational search strategies. The first is a
systematic search, driven by the Merck molecular force field (MMFF), involving bond rotations,
angles, and torsions to identify low energy conformers. This strategy is often called an exhaustive
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search as it effectively investigates all possible conformational space to find the global minimum
conformer, and all possible local minima.26 Unfortunately, this strategy is highly inefficient when
conformational freedom becomes too large. To investigate systems with many degrees of
conformational freedom a second strategy can be used. This strategy is a Monte Carlo (MC)
sampling method wherein all atoms are displaced a random distance (within a few angstroms), in
one plane, from their initial position followed by MMFF-driven geometry optimization. This MC
method rapidly identifies the lowest energy conformers by using previous minima as starting
points for later atomic displacement.26 While this strategy makes the MC method highly efficient
for large systems, it also limits how much conformational space is actually sampled since identified
minima will be highly related to each other. I exclusively used the MC method for most of my
studies since they involved large systems with many degrees of conformational freedom.
After the conformational search I submitted all conformers for DFT-level single point
energy calculations to obtain accurate energy ordering. I most often used the B3LYP-D3/6-31+G*
method, where D3 is Grimme’s dispersion correction since all of my systems featured some extent
of dispersive interactions.27 This step often resulted in energy ordering that differed from the one
identified by MMFF energies.
The lowest 1 – 10 conformers were then submitted for DFT-level geometry optimizations
and single point energy calculations. The geometry optimizations were typically done at the
B3LYP-D3/6-31+G* level of theory, followed by single point energy calculations at the B3LYPD3/6-311+G** level (B3LYP-D3/6-311+G**//B3LYP-D3/6-31+G*). While the Dearden group
favors the M06-2X functional,28 I used the above methods since the M06-2X functional is not
parameterized for dispersive interactions while addition of the D3 dispersion correction makes the
B3LYP functional parameterized for dispersive interactions. Additionally, B3LYP-D3 is, slightly,
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more efficient than the M06-2X method. However, I acknowledge that this is an arbitrary choice
since these methods are used, as indicated above, to obtain representative structures for publication
and for relative energy comparison. I should also note that if my research was focused on
spectroscopic data collection,29-34 or quantitative bond dissociation measurements,35-40 then more
careful selection of computational methods would be warranted to quantitatively complement
experimental measurements. Lastly, I should note that Spartan’s preferred computational method
for dispersion correction is any selection from the variety of the ωB97_-D methods,41 and I used
the ωB97X-D functional for my cucurbituril work at the request of my collaborator Mehdi.
However, these favored functionals are computationally expensive compared to B3LYP-D3 and
M06-2X, and final structures and energy trends typically did not differ from the cheaper methods.
Finally, I used collision cross section prediction software to obtain theoretical collision
cross sections, σtheor, for comparison with experiment. The specific software I used was IMoS
(version 1.10c).42 IMoS enables cross section prediction by three different methods: 1) the
projection approximation method (PA), which integrates the area of a projected shadow from a
molecule and neutral collision partner to arrive at the predicted collision cross section, a sample of
which is depicted in Figure 2-8A;43-45 2) the exact hard-spheres scattering method (EHSS), which
actually determines an ion’s mobility based on angle-specific elastic scattering after collisions
between hard sphere ions and hard sphere neutrals (Figure 2-8B), and the effective drag the ion
would experience if driven by an electric field. After obtaining the mobility value, the collision
cross section is inferred from the low-field ion mobility equation (equation 2-8);46 and 3) the
trajectory method (TM), which also determines an ion’s mobility after collisions with a neutral
gas, but also includes long-range potentials to account for interactions between ion and neutral
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which may affect the ion’s experienced drag (Figure 2-8C). Like EHSS, the collision cross section
is then inferred from equation 2-8.47, 48
The specific method selected depends on what type of collision cross section data I want
to model. If I’m complementing CRAFTI data, then the PA is used since it is a hard sphere method
and collision energies associated with CRAFTI are in the hard sphere to energetic hard sphere
regimes.7 The Dearden group has generally experienced excellent agreement between CRAFTI
data and PA predicted collision cross sections.9, 11 While the EHSS method seems like it may also
be appropriate to complement CRAFTI data, and anecdotally I have learned that it returns trends
similar to PA, I have no experience using it. As discussed earlier, CRAFTI is regarded as a single
collision method because the ion packet needs to decohere due to single collisions for CRAFTI
theory to be valid. This means that a single ion-neutral collision will remove the ion from the
coherent ion packet (due to CID or scattering), which leads to time domain signal decay. EHSS is
a multiple collision method, accounting for an ion’s experienced drag, and may not be appropriate
to complement CRAFTI data obtained at high collision energies. However, further study would be
appropriate before eliminating EHSS as a valid CRAFTI complement, especially for larger ions
which may experience multiple collision removal from a coherent ion packet.
In practice, when using the PA method, I submit all conformers from the above
computational workflow to obtain theoretical collision cross sections. I then use the predicted
values, and the DFT-level relative energies to determine a Boltzmann weighted collision cross
section for comparison with CRAFTI results.
The trajectory method is selected to complement ion mobility data since it accounts for
long-range interactions between ion and neutral, typical of the thermal collisions that cause ions
to spatially separate based on mobility. Though my ion mobility experience is more limited than
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my FTICR and CRAFTI experience, the TM performs satisfactorily and was useful for
complementing ion mobility data.49 In practice, when using the TM, the lowest energy conformer
from the above computational workflow is submitted for numerical cross section prediction.

Figure 2-8. A) An example of Edward Mack, Jr.’s device used to determine projected area collision cross sections.
Reprinted with permission from Mack, E., Average Cross sectional Areas of Molecules by Gaseous Diffusion Methods.
Journal of the American Chemical Society 1925, 47, 2468-2482. Copyright 1925 American Chemical Society. B) A sample
of ion-neutral collisions as determined by the EHSS method. C) A sample of ion-neutral collisions as determined by
the TM using Lennard-Jones 4-6-12 potential. Note how some neutral trajectories are curved towards the ion due to
long-range interactions, but those trajectories do not result in collision. B and C were reproduced with permission
from IMoS User Manual for IMoS 1.10c, copyright Carlos Larriba.
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Chapter 3 The Development of SORI-CRAFTI
3.1 My First Research Project
The first project that I worked on was assigned to me by Dr. Dearden. It used CRAFTI to
measure the collision cross section of singly charged monomers and doubly charged dimers. This
was significant because these two types of systems are isobaric while possessing different collision
cross sections. Since CRAFTI doesn’t spatially separate ions with different physical sizes, the way
to measure the respective collision cross section was by taking advantage of the instrument’s ultrahigh resolving power. Dr. Dearden proposed that we use leucine-enkephalin (YGGFL) since there
was literature precedent that its dimers can be present in the gas phase.1, 2 After much trial and
error, I succeeded in obtaining a mass spectrum, Figure 3-1, for protonated leucine-enkephalin
(LE+H+) in its singly charged monomer (LE1m), doubly charged dimer (LE2d) (2LE + 2H+), and
singly charged dimer (LE1d) (2LE + H+) forms. The peak in Figure 3-1’s left inset labeled ‘1+
Monomer and 2+ Dimer Mix’ indicates that the monoisotopic peak contains analytical signal for
both LE1m and LE2d. The peak labeled ‘Pure 2+ Dimer’ occurs +0.5 m/z units from the
monoisotopic peak because it is the first carbon-13 peak (+ 1 mass unit) and its charge (z) is 2.
(That may seem obvious to the reader, but it was a major ‘AHA!’ moment for me).
After finding the correct electrospray source parameters to result in signal for LE2d, Dr.
Dearden and I worked together to perform multi-CRAFTI experiments to determine the cross
section relationship between LE1m and LE2d, LE1m and LE1d, and LE2d and LE1d, the results
of which are in Table 3-1. The results show that the dimer / (monomer + dimer) ratios are both
1.5, which is excellent quantitative agreement, and the dimer / dimer ratios are 1. These results
indicate that the dimers are the same size, regardless of the charge state, which suggests that
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LE2d’s two charges are highly stabilized to minimize repulsion, which would enlarge LE2d’s cross
section.

Figure 3-1. Mass spectrum, with Hanning apodization, for leucine-enkephalin. The left inset highlights isotopic peaks
corresponding to the mixture of singly charged peptide monomer and doubly charged peptide dimer, while the right
inset highlights the isotopic envelope of the singly charged peptide dimer. The other peaks in the mass spectrum belong
to sodiated leucine-enkephalin (LE + Na+) at m/z 578, potassiated leucine-enkephalin (LE + K+) at m/z 594, an
unknown peptide contaminant at m/z 615. All peaks between m/z 650 and m/z 1100 are noise peaks.

Table 3-1. Multi-CRAFTI ratios for leucine-enkephalin’s monomer and dimer forms.
Multi-CRAFTI Pair

Multi-CRAFTI Ratio

LE2d / LE1m

1.51 ± 0.02

LE2d / LE1d

1.0 ± 0.1

LE1d / LE1m

1.50 ± 0.01

Previous work by Michael Bowers and coworkers used peptide monomers and dimers to
characterize a new ion mobility instrument.2 While they only reported arrival times for LE1m and
LE2d, they also reported cross section values for optical isomers of alanine substituted LE
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(YAGFL). Using the cross section values reported in their paper, the YAGFL doubly charged
dimer / singly charged monomer ratio is 1.6, in good agreement with our ratios of 1.5.
While high resolution was key to making the cross section measurements, the Lorentzianshaped frequency peaks broaden due to collisions with the neutral gas. This broadening limited
our instrument’s resolution and careful data analysis practices were required to extract the
information we needed. A key step in processing CRAFTI data is fitting the frequency peaks with
Lorentzian functions. This is accomplished with macros written by Dr. Dearden in Igor Pro. The
macro accepts an initial peak width guess to guide the fitting procedure. If the guess is too wide
then the code may not fit the targeted peak, as seen in Figure 3-2a, where the center peak was
targeted, but a side peak was fit instead. Providing a narrower initial width guess can better target
the correct peak without loss of information, as seen in Figure 3-2b.

Figure 3-2. Lorentzian fits to characterize the pressure-dependent peak broadening as part of CRAFTI experiments.
A) If the estimated Lorentzian width is wider than the peak to be fit, the Lorentzian function will fit an adjacent peak
that falls within the designated Lorentzian width. B) When the predicted Lorentzian width is appropriately
wide/narrow, the function will fit the targeted peak.

The next step in my initial project was measuring σ of constitutional isomers, like nbutylammonium (nBA) and t-butylammonium (tBA), because a mixture of the two would be
detected as a single peak in the mass spectrum, and the resultant σ should return a weighted average
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based on ion population composition. Preliminary modeling was done to numerically determine if
the size difference between nBA and tBA was sufficient to distinguish the two isomers by
CRAFTI. The σPA for nBA is 53.05 Å2 and for tBA is 50.41 Å2, a 5% difference in size, which is
easily measured by CRAFTI.3 Experimentally, the respective σ were identical (nBA = 45.6 ± 0.5
Å2 and tBA = 45.6 ± 0.8 Å2), which meant we couldn’t distinguish the two ions based on size
alone. I next tried these experiments multi-CRAFTI style, using cesium cation (Cs) as the internal
standard. Cross section ratios of nBA/Cs and tBA/Cs returned values that made more sense, 3.7 ±
0.3 and 3.4 ± 0.2, respectively, but student t-tests to compare the means revealed that the ratios
were statistically similar, likely due to the large standard deviations. Despite that setback, an
encouraging result arose from a multi-CRAFTI measurement of a 50/50 nBA/tBA mixture vs Cs,
which returned a mix/Cs value of 3.5 ± 0.2, which is in-between the individual ion ratios. However,
statistical analysis indicates that these ratio values were statistically identical.
I also attempted to solve the problem by using 18-crown-6 ether (18C6) as a ligand attached
to nBA and tBA through the ammonium group. The projection approximation predicted a size
difference of ~4%, also suggesting that CRAFTI could detect differences between the two
individual ion populations. These experiments were also done multi-CRAFTI style, using
tetrabutylammonium (tetraBA) as the internal calibrant. Cross section ratios (#BA+18C6/tetraBA)
were 1.12 for nBA+18C6, 1.10 for tBA+18C6, and 1.13 for a 50/50 nBA/tBA+18C6 mixture.
While the first two ratios are reasonable, the mixture’s cross section ratio is not. Subsequent efforts
returned similar results, with no success in obtaining evidence that CRAFTI returns a weighted
average σ when a mixture of conformational isomers is studied.
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3.2 Discovery Mode
Having met limited success with my first project, I entered discovery mode to generate new
research avenues. This led me to notice other peaks in leucine-enkephalin’s mass spectrum,
specifically the LE+Na+ and LE+K+ peaks. These intrigued me so I performed multi-CRAFTI
experiments to compare them, and the rest of the alkali metal cation series (Li+, Rb+, and Na+) with
the protonated peptide, LE+H+. I did this by using LE+K+ as the internal standard since it falls
approximately in the middle of the periodic table’s alkali metal column. Using LE+K+ as an
internal standard means that its ratio is always 1, a ratio less than 1 means the analyte ion is smaller
than LE+K+ and a ratio greater than 1 means the analyte ion is bigger than LE+K+. Multi-CRAFTI
results revealed that protonated LE is larger than LE+Li+/Na+/K+, and approximately the same size
as LE+Rb+/Cs+. As for the metal cation series, the ratio increases with increasing cation radius.
This makes sense given the fact that each of these cations possesses the same charge (1+), but
different charge densities because the cations are different sizes. Smaller cations, like Li+ and Na+
are more charge dense than the larger cations, which draws in LE’s heteroatoms for tighter binding.
This results in more compact gas phase structures than cations that are more charge diffuse.

Figure 3-3. Multi-CRAFTI and projection approximation ratios for LE+H+ and LE+Alkali M+ vs LE+K+.
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When peptides coordinate metal cations, the peptide can either possess a canonical form
where the n-terminus and c-terminus are neutral, or a zwitterionic form where the n-terminus is
protonated and possesses a 1+ charge and the c-terminus is deprotonated and possesses a 1- charge.
Computational modeling of LE+M+ accounted for these possibilities. Following a MMFF-driven
conformational search and submitting all identified conformers for DFT-level single point energy
calculations at the B3LYP-D3/6-31+G* level, a Boltzmann weighted cross section value was
numerically determined by the projection approximation. Subsequent ratio values are also shown
in Figure 3-3 as the blue and green markers. While agreement between experiment and the
zwitterionic ratios is best for Na+ and Cs+, Rb+ agrees best with the canonical ratio, and H+ and Li+
don’t agree with either PA ratio. Thus, it is evident that there is no clear trend that shows whether
the canonical or zwitterionic forms are present in the gas phase.
Additional computational modeling involved submitting the single lowest energy conformer
for each LE+M+ canonical and zwitterionic form for geometry optimization and single point
energy calculation at the B3LYP-D3/6-311+G**//B3LYP-D3/6-31+G* levels (Spartan ’18
defaults to appropriate functionals with pseudopotentials for 6-31+G* (LANL2DZ) and 6311+G** (DEF2-TZVPPD) when Rb and Cs are present). These calculations revealed that the
canonical and zwitterionic forms are within a few kJ/mol for all LE+M+, suggesting that both the
canonical and zwitterionic forms can be present in the gas phase.
I also performed SORI experiments on LE+H+ and the five LE+M+ ions. These results will
be further discussed in the section containing my peer-reviewed research article. Ultimately, the
combination of CRAFTI and SORI experiments, and a better understanding of FTICR theory and
how to operate the instrument opened my eyes to the possibility of combining SORI and CRAFTI
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in a tandem-in-time way to dissociate precursor ions with SORI and measure the precursor and
product ratios with CRAFTI.

3.3 Research Article
This section contains a manuscript submitted to the Journal of the American Society for Mass
Spectrometry in late March 2022. As of May 17, 2022 it is still in review.

3.3.1 Title and Authors
Collision Cross-section Measurements of Collision-induced Dissociation Precursor and Product
Ions in an FTICR-MS and an IM-MS: A Comparative Study

Andrew J. Arslanian, Noah Mismash, and David V. Dearden*

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 846021030, USA

3.3.2 Abstract
Sustained off-resonance irradiation - cross-sectional areas by Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (SORI-CRAFTI) is an FTICR-MS strategy to collisionally
activate precursor ions, then measure their ion-neutral collision cross-sections, as well as those of
selected products, at the same time. We benchmarked SORI-CRAFTI using protonated leucineenkephalin, to excellent agreement (typically within 1-2%) with previous studies performed via
collision-induced dissociation-ion mobility (CID-IMS). SORI-CRAFTI was then applied to alkali
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metal-cationized leucine-enkephalin, and compared with CID-IMS via precursor/product crosssection ratios. Qualitative agreement between SORI-CRAFTI and CID-IMS was excellent (again,
usually within 1-2%), however, neither SORI-CRAFTI nor CID-IMS could determine if
metallated leucine-enkephalin was present in its canonical or zwitterionic form. When SORICRAFTI was used on [2.2.2]-cryptand+Cs+, SORI activation resulted in a 5% decrease in collision
cross section, consistent with migration of the externally-bound Cs+ into the cryptand’s cavity and
similar to the cross section observed when electrospraying from an isopropanol-rich solvent. Thus,
SORI-CRAFTI is useful for studying gas phase ion chemistry of small to medium sized molecules,
and host-guest systems.

3.3.2.1 Introduction
Cross-sectional areas by Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry
(CRAFTI) is a strategy to measure ion-neutral collision cross-sections without a dedicated ion
mobility instrument, requiring only minimal modification of an existing Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FTICR-MS).4 CRAFTI measures ion-neutral collision
cross-sections through the pressure-limited frequency peak broadening that occurs due to ionneutral collisions.5, 6 After obtaining multiple mass spectra at various pressures (typically spanning
1 order of magnitude), the target frequency peak's variation in full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) as a function of collision gas pressure is extracted and used to calculate the ion-neutral
collision cross-section, σ:6
𝜎𝜎 =

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁

𝑞𝑞

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

(3-1)

𝛽𝛽𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Here FWHM is the frequency peak's full-width at half-maximum, N is the neutral number density,
mion is the ion's mass, d is the trapping cell diameter (0.06 m for our Bruker Infinity cell), β is the
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trapping cell geometry factor (0.897 for the Bruker Infinity cell),7 Vpp is the peak-to-peak excite
amplitude, and texc is the duration of the excite pulse. Since mion, q, β, N, d, Vpp, and texc are known,
controlled, or otherwise directly measured experimental variables, the purpose of CRAFTI
experiments is to measure FWHM and thus determine σ.
Because the FTICR-MS is a capable single-instrument chemical laboratory, CRAFTI can
be coupled to pre-measurement ion activation strategies with relative ease. Such coupling might
allow cross-section measurement after collision-induced dissociation, collision-induced unfolding,
chemical reactions, etc. and might provide additional structural information available after ion
activation. Such information could include cross-sectional size of product ions, protein size after
collisional unfolding, or the time dependent size of ions formed through chemical reactions. One
purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of the SORI-CRAFTI approach and to
benchmark it against more conventional IMS-based ion activation-mobility measurement
techniques. While this paper focuses on SORI-CRAFTI, additional "ion activation-CRAFTI"
strategies are also expected to work.
SORI-CRAFTI analyzes precursor and product ions in the same experiment by measuring
their ion-neutral collision cross-sections. This is accomplished by first dissociating the precursor
ion through sustained off-resonance irradiation collision-induced dissociation (SORI-CID), then
simultaneously exciting the precursor and a selected product ion for cross-section measurements.
By performing the experiments in this fashion, the relative cross-sections of precursor and
product(s) can be directly compared under identical pressures, and the products can be compared
against each other. Such experimental design may lead to details about gas phase ion structure
unavailable by other means.
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To benchmark this technique, leucine-enkephalin (LE), as seen in Scheme 3-I, was used
due to being a common mass spectrometry standard.8 Proof-of-concept work focused on LE+H+
since its gas-phase dissociation chemistry has been extensively characterized by tandem mass
spectrometry (as reviewed in reference 8), the precursor and some products have been
characterized using infrared spectroscopy,9 and the cold precursor has been characterized using
both ultraviolet and infrared spectroscopy.10 The numerous tandem mass spectrometry studies
reveal that LE+H+ dissociates through water loss, bn, an, and yn product channels, and that the
products obtained depend on energy during collision-induced dissociation. Polfer et al.9
determined that the n-terminus is LE's most probable protonation site, that the b4 fragment (Scheme
3-I) has an oxazolone structure that can cyclize then undergo ring opening to rearrange the
sequence, and that the a4 structure (Scheme 3-I) possesses an imine trans double bond between the
fourth amine (numbered from the n-terminus) and the phenylalanine side chain. In both the b4 and
a4 structures, the n-terminus is protonated and solvated by the carbonyl backbone. Burke et al.10
reached slightly different conclusions about the low energy structure adopted by LE+H+,
specifically with regard to intramolecular interactions present around the c-terminus. The
structural differences were attributed to the fact that the Polfer study was at room temperature
while the Burke study was performed on cold (25 - 110 K) LE. A delightful takeaway from the
Burke study is that the experimentally determined LE+H+ structure has a conformational size in
agreement with rotationally averaged cross-section measurements obtained through ion
mobility.11, 12 The information from the Polfer9 and Burke10 papers was highly valuable to us in
benchmarking SORI-CRAFTI with LE+H+, and its fragments.
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Scheme 3-I

In the face of such detailed information about leucine-enkephalin, the dearth of studies
related to the metal cationized peptide is surprising. A 2011 review8 relates just two articles which
describe LE+Na+ fragmentation. That entire discussion comprises one-half of one column of a
review that is 22 pages in length. Two additional studies published in the late 1980s discuss LE+M+
fragmentation where M+ is Li+, Na+, or K+.13, 14 These studies, which differ in the precursor
structure (canonical vs zwitterion) reveal that collisionally-activated LE+M+ dissociates to form
bn+17+M+ ions (Scheme 3-I), where '17' corresponds to an additional -OH group on the new cterminus (if canonical) or the additional proton on the n-terminus, and a bare oxygen from the
original c-terminus moving to the new c-terminus. Oxygen-18 labeling confirmed that the original
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c-terminus' hydroxy group (or bare oxygen) migrates to the new c-terminus during CID. To the
best of our knowledge, no other literature discusses LE+M+. Thus, in an attempt to fill the gap
surrounding alkali metal-cationized leucine-enkephalin, SORI-CRAFTI was applied to measure
the relative collision cross-sections of precursor and product ions.

3.3.3 Experimental
Leucine-enkephalin (LE) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich as an acetate salt hydrate and
was used without further purification. Lithium chloride was purchased from Fisher Chemical,
sodium chloride and cesium chloride from Mallinckrodt Pharmaceutical, potassium acetate from
J.T. Baker Chemical, and rubidium chloride from Spectrum Chemical. All alkali metal salts were
used without further purification. [2.2.2]-cryptand (222) was obtained from IBC Advanced
Technologies, Inc. (American Fork, Utah, USA) and was also used without further purification.
HPLC grade methanol, water, and isopropanol (Fisher Chemical) were used to make the
electrospray ionization (ESI) solutions. All LE solutions were dissolved in 50:50 methanol:water.
One solution contained LE+Li+, Na+, and K+, while LE+Rb+ and LE+Cs+ each had their own
sample solutions. The solutions themselves were approximately equimolar in LE and Li+, while
Na+ and K+ were present adventitiously, with total LE concentration being 50 micromolar. LE+H+
was also present during experiments due to our protic solvent system; no acid was added to the
ESI solutions. [2.2.2]-cryptand solutions were either 50:50 methanol:water, or 94:6
isopropanol:water, for reasons detailed below. Samples featured all five alkali metal salts, with
excess [2.2.2]-cryptand. ESI samples for use on the FTICR contained 70 µM [2.2.2]-cryptand, 10
µM Li+ (Na+ and K+ again present in the Li+ salt), 10 µM Rb+, and 10 µM Cs+.
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All SORI and SORI-CRAFTI experiments were performed on a Bruker Apex 47e Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer with a Bruker Infinity trapping cell, and a
(heavily modified) Analytica microelectrospray ionization source (Branford, CT, USA).15 The
instrument is controlled by a Predator data acquisition system.16 A Freiser-style pulsed leak valve17
was used to introduce collision gas into the trap for ion cooling at the start of the trapping sequence,
for SORI-CID, and for CRAFTI measurements. Data were analyzed in Igor Pro 8 (WaveMetrics,
Lake Oswego, OR, USA) using custom macros to extract peak widths and amplitudes from the
mass spectra.
We performed two types of FTICR-MS experiments to investigate LE+M+. The first was
a variable energy sustained off-resonance irradiation collision induced dissociation (SORI-CID)
experiment to obtain precursor ion survival (product ion appearance) curves for all five LE+M+
systems. Energy was varied by using a fixed SORI excite amplitude with variable single frequency
excite duration. All SORI excite frequencies were 1 kHz off-resonance, though the exact frequency
difference was determined during data processing and used to compute relative collisional energy
deposition.18 Argon (Airgas, 99.997% purity) was used as the CID gas, and was pulsed into the
trapping cell prior to the SORI event. The pulsed leak valve was pressurized for 500 ms, followed
by a 1 second delay to allow the cell pressure to equilibrate. Argon pressure was measured using
a cold cathode gauge located about 1 m outside of the trapping cell. Following the SORI event, a
3 s wait event was used to pump argon out of the trapping cell and allow ions to cool and dissociate.
While we typically find a 1 s wait time sufficient to pump out the collision gas, a 3 s wait provided
more consistent SORI results for LE+Rb+/Cs+.
The second type of experiment was SORI-CRAFTI. Motivations for these experiments
were discussed earlier. SORI was used to dissociate LE+M+. This was accomplished by using a 1
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kHz off-resonance single frequency excite that was long enough in time, and strong enough in
amplitude, to cause the precursor peak to decrease by approximately 50% compared to initial peak
intensity. Prior to the SORI event, argon collision gas was leaked into the trapping cell to a gauge
pressure of ~2×10-5 mbar. After the SORI sequence, a 1 s wait evacuated the pulsed leak valve
system and returned the instrument to base pressure (~9×10-9 mbar), and allowed the ions to cool.
The total wait time between SORI and CRAFTI was slightly more than 2 s.
The CRAFTI sequence then started by leaking argon gas into the trapping cell again and
using resonant RF excitation for ion detection. The resonant excite was the sum of two single
frequency waveforms, designed to excite two ions simultaneously in a strategy known as multiCRAFTI.19 (Multi-CRAFTI originally used two concatenated on-resonance waveforms to excite
targeted ions in a sequential fashion, as opposed to the simultaneous strategy employed here. We
are currently undertaking a study to compare the sequential and simultaneous multi-CRAFTI
strategies.) Ion-neutral collisions shortened the time domain signal, causing frequency peak
broadening. The full-widths at half-maximum (FWHM) of both ion peaks were extracted and
plotted as a function of neutral number density, N. The FWHM vs N slopes were subsequently
used in equation 1 to calculate the two ions' relative collision cross-sections. Since cross-sections
were obtained using multi-CRAFTI, they could be directly compared with each other and with
cross-section ratios obtained through computational modeling.
Multi-CRAFTI experiments on 222+M+ were performed by simultaneously exciting two
ions (222+M+ and 222+K+) and measuring their respective FWHM as a function of neutral number
density. SORI-CRAFTI experiments on 222+Cs+ were performed as described for LE+M+ (Δf =
1 kHz on the high m/z side, ~50% relative precursor peak loss), though the multi-CRAFTI portion
was performed by simultaneously exciting 222+Cs+ and 222+K+ instead of a product ion.
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Additionally, 222+K+ was not SORI activated. In all cases, cross-sections within each experiment
were compared by ratio: M+/K+.
An Agilent 6560 ion mobility Q-TOF-MS instrument was used to compare with SORICRAFTI. Our 6560 also features an additional counter electrode (‘Fragmentor’) at the end of the
sampling capillary which enables ion acceleration, and high energy collisions with background
gas, to cause in-source ion activation,20 similar to nozzle-skimmer source dissociation.21 While
this upgrade has been used for collision induced unfolding (CIU) by other research groups,22 we
used it for collision induced dissociation (CID). This setup was used to measure collision crosssections of precursor and product ions for direct comparison with SORI-CRAFTI results. All IMMS (and CID-IM-MS) experiments were performed using the Agilent nanoelectrospray source.
The instrument was controlled using MassHunter Workstation Data Acquisition (Version B.09.00,
Build 9.09044.1 SP1). Nitrogen was used as the drift gas, with the drift tube kept at a pressure of
3.95 torr. The stepped field method was used to obtain collision cross-section measurements for
all systems,23 with the drift voltage varied systematically from 1000 V to 1600 V in 100 V steps.
Other pertinent instrument parameters are summarized in Section 2.2. All data were analyzed using
MassHunter IM-MS Browser (Version B.08.00). Lastly, sample solutions for use on the Agilent
6560 were approximately 20 µM in LE, with one sample composed of equimolar LE and Li+, while

adventitious Na+ and K+ were also present. The other sample contained 10 µM LE, 5 µM Rb+, and
5 µM Cs+.

Computational modeling, for LE canonical and zwitterionic forms of precursors and

appropriate products, was performed using Spartan '18 Parallel Suite (Wavefunction Inc., Irvine,
CA, USA). Spartan's conformer distribution algorithm, using the MMFF force field supplied in
the computational package (parameters for Rb+ and Cs+ were added to the force field)24 and Monte
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Carlo searching were used to identify low energy structures for all LE+M+ systems. Single point
energy calculations were then performed on the resulting MMFF structures at the B3LYP-D3/631+G* level of theory,25, 26 to obtain more accurate energies and Boltzmann weight scoring. The
lowest energy conformer was then submitted for full geometry optimization and final energy
calculations by the B3LYP-D3/6-311+G**//B3LYP-D3/6-31+G* method to obtain representative
structures and compare canonical and zwitterionic forms. For atom types not included in the 631+G* or 6-311+G** basis sets, Spartan '18 defaults to LANL2DZ and DEF2-TZVPPD,
respectively, each with appropriate pseudopotential.
Modeling for 222+M+ was also done using Spartan '18. Conformational searches were
done as described above. All conformers were then submitted for DFT single point energy
calculations at the M06-2X/6-31+G* level. The lowest energy conformer for each 222+M+ was
then submitted for geometry optimization at the M06-2X/6-31+G* level. Since 222+Cs+ could
feature Cs+ bound either internally or externally to the cryptand, both structures were also
submitted for single point energy calculation at the M06-2X/6-311+G** level. As noted above,
Spartan defaulted to split basis sets for Rb+ and Cs+. M06-2X/6-31+G* optimized conformations
for each system were submitted to IMoS 1.10c for cross-section prediction via the projection
approximation (PA),27 with a Boltzmann-weighted average calculated as described below.
Unlike ion mobility, CRAFTI does not spatially separate ions with the same m/z but
different collision cross-section. Rather, all like-m/z ions are in the same coherent ion packet,
regardless of their cross-sectional differences. To account for how different possible conformers
contribute to the overall measurement, Boltzmann-weighted average collision cross-sections are
used for comparison with experiment. Modeled collision cross-sections were obtained using IMoS
1.10c.27 This was done by submitting all structures generated from Spartan's conformation search
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for 500-rotation PA calculations in argon. After extracting the cross-section values, a Boltzmann
distribution was calculated based on the DFT-derived energies described earlier. Cross-section
ratios (precursor/product) were then calculated for all relevant combinations to facilitate
comparison with experimental cross-section ratio values. Relative standard deviations of the
absolute and ratio cross-section values are less than 1%. Because collision energies in CRAFTI
are high (> 30 eV in the center-of-mass frame in these experiments) we believe a hard-sphere
model is best for modeling the resulting cross-sections, and thus employ the projection
approximation. For comparison with ion mobility results, trajectory method (TM) cross-section
values were also obtained via IMoS 1.10c. The TM calculations used nitrogen as the collision gas,
had nitrogen's quadrupole moment active (parameter qpol in the IMoS.cla file), and used ESP
charges calculated from the final ab initio energy calculation in Spartan '18. Comparison of
different cross-section modeling approaches for the analysis of CRAFTI data, and how it compares
with ion mobility methods, will be the subject of another study.

3.3.4 Results and Discussion
3.3.4.1 Benchmarking SORI-CRAFTI with LE+H+.
To demonstrate SORI-CRAFTI as an analytical method, CRAFTI experiments were
performed on the following pairs (after SORI-CID of LE+H+): precursor/water loss (m/z 556/538),
precursor/b4 (556/425), precursor/a4 (556/397), and b4/a4 (425/397). All cross-section ratios were
calculated with the precursor in the numerator and the product in the denominator so that ratios
are likely to be 1 or larger. CRAFTI (purple bars) and PA (black bars) cross-section ratios are
displayed in Figure 3-4. The precursor and water loss product have a ratio of 1.00 ± 0.03,
suggesting that they are approximately the same size. The computational ratio for the water loss
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product is 1.03, which is a Boltzmann-weighted average of multiple possible dehydration
products,28 whose atomic coordinates for the unrefined structures can be found in Appendix 1. In
short, three different possible ions were considered: 1) dehydration at c-terminus, which results in
an oxazolone structure, and 2-3) cyclic peptides that result from dehydration between the nterminus and the second or third carbonyl oxygen (numbered from the n-terminus). In all three
cases the positive charge is still associated with the n-terminus.
The precursor/b4 ratio is 1.20 ± 0.02 and the precursor/a4 ratio is 1.23 ± 0.02. While these
two ions have statistically different measured cross-section ratios, as determined by t-test (α =
0.05), computational modeling suggested that the two product structures are similarly sized. A
multi-CRAFTI experiment was performed to directly compare the cross-section ratio of the b4/a4
pair. The ratio was 1.01 ± 0.02, which is consistent with the computationally determined value of
1.030 ± 0.002. Computational modeling of these two fragments was based on structures from
reference 9, which proposed that the b4 fragment's primary structure is an oxazolone structure and
the a4 structure involves an imine trans double bond towards the phenylalanine residue. The
oxazolone structure causes the b4 fragment to have a condensed shape compared to the more linear
a4 fragment. These structural differences could account for why the two products are similarly
sized even though they differ in mass by 28 u. Reference 9 also proposed, as a secondary structure,
an acylium b4 fragment. The PA b4(acylium)/a4 ratio was 1.025 ± 0.001, nearly identical to the
b4(oxazolone)/a4 PA ratio. Thus, even if the acylium b4 structure dominated over the oxazolone
structure, the cross sections are so similar that current methods cannot distinguish them.
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Figure 3-4. Experimental and computational cross-section ratios (y-axis) for LE+H+/Product. Products used in
analysis are listed on the x-axis. Experimental values are ratios based on averages of 9 measurements and error bars
are the mean standard deviations. Projection approximation values are ratios of Boltzmann weighted averages, while
trajectory method values are from the single lowest energy conformer. Ion mobility values are ratios based on
averages of 4 measurements, and error bars are the propagated mean standard deviations.

Overall cross-section ratio agreement between CRAFTI and the PA model is qualitatively
good, though statistically imperfect, as determined by confidence intervals around the mean ratio
values (α = 0.05). However, the fact that there is no trend in how CRAFTI and the PA model
disagree suggests that the differences are attributable to random error, rather than systematic error,
which is encouraging.
Figure 3-4 also shows CID-IM-MS results (red bars) and TM predicted cross-section ratios
(blue bars). Qualitative agreement between CRAFTI and IMS results is excellent, with ratio trends
captured well. Quantitative agreement is generally not as good, though this likely stems from the
fact that ion-neutral collisions in CRAFTI and IMS are fundamentally different. As discussed
earlier, CRAFTI involves hard-sphere collisions at tens to hundreds of eV in the center-of-mass
frame (dependent on ion m/z). This minimizes the importance of long-range interactions between
ion and neutral.29, 30 Thus, CRAFTI cross-section measurements tend to be representative of hardsphere collisions. On the other hand, drift ion mobility depends on thermal collisions between ion
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and neutral. At these lower collision energies, long-range interactions are often important,31
enlarging the resulting cross-section measurements.
Another possible explanation for less-than-exact agreement between CRAFTI and IMS
ratios arises from the difference in ion activation between SORI-CRAFTI and CID-IMS. SORI
causes precursor ions to travel through cyclotron paths whose radii grow and shrink with a period
of 1/Δf (where Δf is the frequency offset between the ions' resonant frequency and the RF
excitation).32 As precursor ions travel through these growing and shrinking paths, they undergo
multiple low energy collisions with neutral gas. The ultimate result frequently is deposition of
more energy than the amount deposited via single collisions during on-resonance collision induced
dissociation. Generally, the longer the off-resonance RF excitation is applied, the more energy is
deposited into the precursor. In our experiments, the off-resonance RF excitation was applied for
50 to 200 milliseconds. Conversely, CID-IMS depends on ion-neutral collisions as ions travel (in
the Agilent 6560) from the atmospheric pressure sampling capillary into the front ion funnel, a
process measured best in microseconds. Thus, it is possible that SORI-CRAFTI produced
significant populations of hot precursor ions, with sufficient energy to rearrange into structures
with larger cross-sections than are produced in the CID-IMS process. Additionally, because it takes
place in an FTICR-MS, SORI-CRAFTI allows for longer designated wait periods (1 second in our
experiments) between activation and measurement than CID-IMS does (1 millisecond, where the
wait period is the result of ion accumulation in the trapping funnel, rather than a dedicated cooling
period). This could result in product ions cooling to different kinetic minima, that differ in crosssection value, in the two types of experiment. Taken together, the activation energy and wait period
differences could result in different precursor and product ion populations that differ in crosssection. Lastly, there is a possibility that precursor ions were still collisionally activated (hot)
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during the cross-section measurement. More recent SORI-CRAFTI work featured a varied timeresolved delay between SORI and CRAFTI which revealed that LE+H+ cools from a large crosssection to an asymptotic minimum cross-section within 1.5 seconds after the SORI excitation is
turned off.33 Since our total ion cooling time was 2 seconds, it is possible that some portion of the
precursor ion population was still hot during the cross-section measurement.
We note that a similar study, performed in 2008, also used drift ion mobility CID-IMS to
study LE+H+ and the b4 and a4 fragments.11 A unique highlight of that study is the triple drift tube
design which allowed greater product ion separation than was possible on our Agilent 6560. The
greater separation revealed that the total a4 product ion population was composed of three distinct
subpopulations. Using reference 10’s labeling and nomenclature, these subpopulations were: I) a
cyclic structure, II) a cis-imine N-terminal protonated structure, and III) a trans-imine N-terminal
protonated structure, with (estimated by us) precursor/product ratios of: I) 1.24, II) 1.20, and
III)1.13. These ratios are in good agreement with what we determined by CRAFTI (1.23) and IMS
(1.17). Given that the CRAFTI measurements agree better with I and II while IMS agrees better
with II and III, it is possible that each instrument sampled different ion populations due to the
timescales available after the collisional activation step and prior to the measurement step. The
lone exception for excellent agreement with CRAFTI is product III, which, ironically, was the ion
structure we used for modeling purposes. Interestingly, our modeled PA value of 1.28 is much
higher than the value of 1.13 (TM) from reference 10, despite both studies using similar (not
identical) starting structures. This may be due to differences in how low energy conformers were
identified. As described, we used Monte Carlo conformational searching driven by MMFF to
identify low energy conformers, while reference 10 used structures identified in reference 9 which
were found using molecular dynamics and the Amber force field. Despite that exception, CRAFTI,
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in-house CID-IMS, and previous CID-IMS-IMS-IMS, reach similar conclusions about the crosssection relationship of LE+H+ and the a4 product ion.
The 2008 study also analyzed the b4 ion population, and concluded that it included cyclic
and oxazolone subpopulations, with (estimated by us) ratios of 1.22 and 1.18, respectively. These
ratios are also in good agreement with our CRAFTI value of 1.20.

3.3.4.2 SORI and SORI-CRAFTI Analysis of LE+M+.
Taking lessons learned from benchmarking experiments, LE+M+ (M+ = Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+,
and Cs+) systems were analyzed by SORI and SORI-CRAFTI. As pointed out earlier,
LE+Li+/Na+/K+ were analyzed by tandem mass spectrometry in the late 1980's13, 34 and were found
to primarily dissociate into bn+17+M+ fragments. For this project, SORI results were used to guide
the targeted SORI-CRAFTI experiments.

3.3.4.3 SORI Results.
As described previously, we performed energy-resolved SORI experiments to obtain
precursor ion disappearance and product ion appearance curves for all five LE+M+ precursors.
This was done to identify which products were favored. The results were then used for targeted
SORI-CRAFTI experiments. Figure A1-1 contains six plots summarizing the results. Table A1-4
lists all observed product ions from SORI experiments for each precursor ion.
As is typical of peptides, multiple dissociation pathways were observed for all LE+M+
precursors. The favored pathway for LE+Li+/Na+/K+ resulted in formation of the b4+17+M+
product. Less favored pathways resulted in the LE+M+-H2O, b4+M+, a4+M+, and b3+17+M+
products. Collisional activation of LE+K+ also resulted in formation of the c3+K+ product.
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Additionally, several less-favored pathways resulted in other small molecule (CO, NH3, CO2, etc.)
losses. The favored pathway for LE+Rb+ was Rb+ loss, though another pathway also led to the
b4+17+Rb+ product. The only observed dissociation pathway for LE+Cs+ was Cs+ loss.
The fact that multiple products arose from small molecule (H2O, CO, NH3, CO2) loss
suggests that all, or some portion, of the precursor peptide population is present as zwitterions,
because several of these products can be lost from the n-terminus (NH3) and c-terminus (CO, CO2),
of zwitterionic precursors. It is also possible that the peptide is present in its canonical form, but a
mobile proton from the c-terminal hydroxy group migrates to the n-terminus during collisional
activation, which then leads to ammonia or carbon dioxide loss. However, this may be difficult to
confirm without spectroscopic measurements such as IRMPD.
The relative SORI-CID precursor dissociation energies are compared in Figure S1(F) by
plotting all the precursor survival yield curves together. These are then compared based on their
energies at the 50% survival yield (SY50) point. Since SY50 energies for each LE+M+ are similar,
survival yield curves were collected multiple times under different ion source conditions (cold/hot
drying tube and various ion source pressures), and experimental conditions (1 s wait or 3 s wait
between SORI and excite-for-detect) to determine if SY50 energy ordering was reproducible. The
order for different metal ions varied with different conditions, suggesting the energy resolution of
the experiment was insufficient to distinguish these complexes. As explained above, the peptide
takes similar fragmentation routes, regardless of cation identity. However, the SY50 for each
LE+M+ was always greater than the SY50 for LE+H+, as was recently demonstrated for various
peptide+Na+ systems.35 This could be due to the metal cation affording stability to the peptide that
does not occur when the n-terminus is protonated (and is 1+ charged overall).
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Many, though not all, dissociation products observed as a result of SORI-CID were also
observed following in-source CID in the Agilent 6560. Specifically, SORI-CID of LE+M+ resulted
in 45 total quantifiable product ions while in-source CID (Agilent 6560) resulted in 29 quantifiable
product ions. The difference in total product ions quantified by each strategy is likely related,
again, to the difference between SORI-CID in the FTICR and in-source CID in the IMS-qTOF. To
reiterate: SORI's off-resonance nature allowed more gradual precursor activation, probably to
higher total energies, than is possible by in-source CID. Thus, SORI results in more possible
dissociation pathways, and quantifiable product ions, than does in-source CID. Additionally, postactivation equilibration time may have played a role, since longer times between activation and
detection would allow more precursor ions to dissociate. As stated earlier, post-SORI equilibration
time was about 3 seconds, while post-in-source-CID equilibration time was less than 120
milliseconds (including time spent in the trapping funnel, drift tube, and q-TOF) prior to detection.
Attempts to increase ion equilibration time in the Agilent 6560 resulted in severe signal
degradation with no increase in quantifiable product ions. It should also be noted that the fraction
of precursor ion dissociated using CID-IMS was significantly lower than in SORI-CID. This also
likely resulted from the degree of ion activation possible in each type of CID, with SORI-CID
achieving higher levels of activation due to many more low energy collisions between ion and
neutral than occurred in CID-IMS. One possible way to increase ion activation levels in the Agilent
6560 is by using a heavier collision gas in the instrument's source region, as recently
demonstrated.22
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3.3.4.4 SORI-CRAFTI Results.
Figure 3-5 shows cross-section ratios for LE+Li+ (A), Na+ (B), and K+ (C) precursors and
selected product ions as obtained by SORI-CRAFTI (left, purple bars) and CID-IMS (right, red
bars). LE+Rb+ is not included since the cross-section ratio obtained via SORI-CRAFTI
(LE+Rb+/b4+17+Rb+) didn’t have a counterpart obtained via CID-IMS. LE+Cs+ is not included
because neither SORI nor traditional CID resulted in peptide dissociation.
The first thing to note in Figure 3-5 is the excellent qualitative agreement between CRAFTI
ratios and IMS ratios. The only systems for which qualitative agreement is poor is for the smallest
product ions (b3+17 for Li+ and Na+, and c3 for K+), which are the lowest m/z ions detected, the
smallest in terms of cross-section value, and produce the lowest intensity signal of all product ions
measured in this study. The disagreement likely arises more from inaccuracies in the CRAFTI
measurement than from IM. A fundamental shortcoming of CRAFTI is its reliance on initial ion
signal, as σ is measured based on the rate at which ions are removed from coherent ion packets.

Thus, weak initial ion signal results in poor CRAFTI results, such as increased %RSD, which
could result in a wider quantitative gap between the CRAFTI and IMS ratios.

A second thing to note in Figure 3-5 is that there are no computationally modeled crosssection ratios present, as were present in Figure 3-4 for LE+H+. Modeled structures used for
LE+H+ and its fragments were based on structures well characterized by gas phase action
spectroscopy, as discussed above. This facilitated cross-section prediction, and comparison with
experimental results. On the other hand, structures for LE+M+ and the resulting fragments are
based on accurate m/z values and chemical intuition. Since each metallated precursor, and the
bn+17+M+ products, can be present in their canonical or zwitterionic forms, modeling and analysis
were not straightforward. Despite extensive efforts, described below, neither the precursors, nor
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the bn+17+M+ products, could confidently be identified as canonical or zwitterionic. Thus,
modeled ratios are not included for comparison with experimental results.

Figure 3-5. Multi-CRAFTI ratios (y-axis) for LE + Li+/Na+/K+/Rb+ and their respective products (x-axis). CRAFTI
ratios are averages of 7 - 9 measurements while IMS ratios are averages of 4 measurements. In each case, error bars
are one standard deviation of the mean.
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The third thing to note in Figure 3-5 is the fact that b4+K+ was not observed using CIDIMS. It is possible that b4+K+ results from further dissociation of a different product+K+ ion such
that additional time after activation is required for the former's formation. As discussed previously,
the FTICR affords much longer 'wait' times than the IM-MS, which could account for b4+K+'s
presence in the FTICR but not the IMS-ToF.
Lastly, it is interesting to note that cross-section ratios for identical product ions are highly
similar, regardless of cation identity and size. This suggests that each product ion coordinates to
the metal cation in similar ways, and that the physical cation size plays little role in the physical
size of the peptide+M+ structure.
Efforts to characterize precursors and products as either canonical or zwitterionic involved
comparison of experimental ratios with computational ratios and high-level ab initio calculations
for relative energy comparisons.

3.3.4.5 Comparison of Experimental and Computationally Predicted Ratios.
As each precursor, and the bn+17 products, have canonical or zwitterionic forms, four
different computationally predicted ratios were considered. These were: [canonical precursor] /
[canonical fragment], [zwitterionic precursor] / [zwitterionic fragment], [canonical precursor] /
[zwitterionic fragment], and [zwitterionic precursor] / [canonical fragment]. Comparison of each
of these with the experimentally measured ratio revealed multiple different possibilities either in
agreement, or very close in agreement, or poor agreement, with experiment (Tables S6 and S7).
Additionally, there was no consistent trend across precursors and products based on metal cation
identity. Ultimately, cross-section values did not clearly distinguish between the possibilities.
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3.3.4.6 Ab Initio Calculations for Relative Energy Comparison.
To try and clear up whether precursors and product ions are present in their canonical or
zwitterionic forms, we turned to higher-level DFT calculations to determine which peptide form
was favored in the gas phase. This was accomplished by submitting the lowest energy structures
found in MMFF Monte Carlo conformation searches for geometry optimization and energy
calculations at the B3LYP-D3/6-311+G**//B3LYP-D3/6-31+G* level of theory (as noted in the
'Experimental' section, Spartan '18 defaults to LANL2DZ for Rb+ when using 6-31+G* and DEF2TZVPPD when using 6-311+G**, each with appropriate pseudopotentials). These calculations
revealed that canonical and zwitterionic lithium and sodium precursors are within 1 kJ/mol of each
other, potassium precursors are within 14 kJ/mol of each other (with zwitterionic being favored),
and rubidium precursors are within 7 kJ/mol of each other (with canonical favored). Thus, our data
suggest that both canonical and zwitterionic precursor forms may be present in the gas phase for
all metals. Similar calculations for the bn+17+M+ products revealed that the canonical form is
favored by at least 24 kJ/mol over the zwitterionic forms. The only system excepted from this trend
is b3+17+Na+, whose canonical form is favored by just 2 kJ/mol. Again, based on these results, no
definite conclusions could be reached about canonical versus zwitterionic precursor and product
ions. Thus, computationally predicted cross-section ratios were not included in Figure 3-5.
While it is disappointing that the complementary approach of cross-section measurement,
tandem MS, and high-level DFT calculations was insufficient to confidently identify LE+M+
precursors, and bn+17+M+ product ions as canonical or zwitterionic, this result is unsurprising.
This complementary strategy cannot always elucidate fine structural features to the same extent as
condensed phase methods such as NMR and X-ray crystallography, or gas phase methods like
action spectroscopy. In the case of investigating gas phase chemistry, IRMPD may be a better
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option to definitively identify precursor and product ions as either canonical, zwitterionic, or a
mixture of both.
Overall, SORI-CRAFTI and CID-IMS were able to quantify the collision cross-section
ratio for several precursor/product pairs, which can facilitate peptide identification through
complementary information acquired in the course of each experiment, namely: m/z, collision
cross-section, and fragmentation pattern. In this regard, SORI-CRAFTI, like CID-IMS, may be a
useful tool for molecular structure identification.
3.3.4.7 [2.2.2]-cryptand and Alkali Metal Cations.
Since SORI-CRAFTI was unable to determine whether metallated LE was present in its
canonical or zwitterionic form, we turned our attention to a different system to show how SORICRAFTI could be used to probe gas phase ion structure. We chose [2.2.2]-cryptand, a macrocyclic
host capable of binding metal cations through its six ether oxygens (Figure 3-6 inset).36 Of the
alkali metal cations, lithium through rubidium are all small enough to fit within [2.2.2]-cryptand,
forming an alkali metal cryptate. However, cesium has been shown to bind both internally and
externally to [2.2.2]-cryptand, depending on solvent, with aqueous solvents favoring external
binding and less polar solvents favoring internal binding.37 Initial multi-CRAFTI results, from a
50/50 methanol/water electrospray solution, comparing 222+M+ and 222+K+ (Figure A1-2)
showed a large jump in ratio value (M+/K+) between Rb+ and Cs+, indicative that Cs+ is bound
externally to [2.2.2]-cryptand. This result has been consistent over many years in our lab,
regardless of which researcher makes the measurement.
Using a fresh electrospray sample (50:50 water:methanol) of [2.2.2]-cryptand and cesium
chloride (sodium and potassium were present due to contamination), we repeated multi-CRAFTI
measurements for 222+K+ and 222+Cs+, which returned a ratio in agreement with previous values
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(1.15 ± 0.01). We then attempted to anneal 222+Cs+ to an internally-bound conformation using
SORI. After SORI activation of 222+Cs+ to induce ~50% relative peak intensity loss, relative
cross-section values for 222+K+ and 222+Cs+ were again obtained by multi-CRAFTI. The ratio
decreased to 1.10 ± 0.01 (Figure 3-6, middle bar), indicating a -4.5% change in 222+Cs+ collision
cross section. A student t-test comparing the two multi-CRAFTI ratios confirmed that the mean
values are statistically different. This result strongly suggested that either: 1) 222+Cs+ (external)
was activated and annealed to 222+Cs+ (internal); or 2) the initial ion population was composed
of both internally and externally bound 222+Cs+, and SORI activation caused 222+Cs+ (external)
to dissociate, leaving the remaining population enriched in the internally bound complex.

Figure 3-6. 222+Cs+/222+K+ cross-section ratios measured by two different techniques, and two different solvent
systems.

To test the interpretation that the resultant 222+Cs+ population featured Cs+ bound
internally, we performed the same multi-CRAFTI measurement using a 6:94 water:isopropanol
solvent system. This is based on NMR evidence which showed that solvents with similar dielectric
constants to isopropanol resulted in 222+Cs+ (internal), while solvents with dielectric constants
similar to water resulted in 222+Cs+ (external).38 The multi-CRAFTI ratio for the isopropanol
solution was 1.11 ± 0.02 (Figure 3-6) in statistical agreement with the SORI-CRAFTI ratio, and
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statistically different from the CRAFTI ratio obtained without activation. While we could not
confirm whether SORI heating caused annealing to convert Cs+ (external) to Cs+ (internal), or
whether dissociation of Cs+ (external) to leave behind a population enriched in Cs+ (internal), it is
clear that SORI induced a net structural change in the ion population, which was measurable by
CRAFTI.

3.3.4.8 Evaluation of SORI-CRAFTI and CID-IMS.
Table 3-2 summarizes how many precursor/product pairs were measured for each precursor
ion by each method. Interestingly, although SORI produced a wider range of fragment ions (a total
of 53, including those from LE+H+) than were seen using in-source CID (a total of 37, including
those from LE+H+), collision cross sections for more fragment ions were measurable using IMS
than we were able to measure using CRAFTI. It is impressive to note that CID-IMS measured
nearly double the number of precursor/product ion pairs, in a fraction of the time, compared to
SORI-CRAFTI. A few differences in the methods likely led to this result. In regard to data
acquisition rate, SORI and CRAFTI are targeted FTICR methods, which results in activation of
one precursor species, followed by cross-section measurement of the precursor and one product
ion. By its nature, that is a slow process. Additionally, in our current data acquisition setup, SORI
requires collision gas introduction prior to the SORI event sequence, then collision gas removal
prior to reintroducing collision gas at lower pressures for the CRAFTI sequence. The pump-up and
pump-down portions result in experimental time lengths approaching 10 seconds per scan, which
quickly becomes 50 to 100 seconds when multiple scans are averaged. Since CRAFTI requires
data collection at multiple pressures to form a single replicate, that one replicate, of only 2 ions,
takes approximately 10 minutes if 6 pressure points are used. Thus, for statistically relevant data
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of 3 or more replicates (9 replicates as presented here), SORI-CRAFTI experiments require 30
(90) minutes to complete. By comparison, CID-IMS is a non-targeted (all ions) analytical method.
As ions were directly infused via nanoESI, they traveled more or less together through the
instrument's source region which is where collisional activation took place. Thus, all precursor
ions present in each sample were activated simultaneously, resulting in broad product ion
formation. All ions then traveled through the instrument's drift region prior to detection in the timeof-flight segment. In our CID-IMS method, one replicate, containing all 39 ions, was completed
in 3.5 minutes, and 4 replicates were completed in 14 minutes. Taken together, the number of ions
quantified and the rapidity of data acquisition, makes CID-IMS the obvious choice for omics-type
workflows.
While SORI resulted in more product ions than CID, differences in cross-section
measurement between CRAFTI and IMS account for why SORI-CRAFTI could only measure 21
precursor/product pairs, compared to the 36 measured by CID-IMS. CRAFTI measures collision
cross-section through pressure-limited, single collision removal of ions from the coherent ion
packet. This results in frequency peak broadening, which is directly proportional to collision crosssection (equation 1). CRAFTI requires as strong an initial signal intensity as possible since ions
will be lost from the ion packet as pressure increases. As mentioned above, 6 different pressure
points were used, which covered one order of magnitude pressure range. The final pressure caused
such low signal intensity that averaging of 10 scans was required to produce quantifiable signal
peaks. For those product ions whose relative signal intensity is weak to begin with, (for example,
a non-favored dissociation pathway), the signal peak is generally lost in the noise prior to reaching
the maximum pressure required for cross-section measurement. This prevents measuring the crosssection ratio for that precursor/product pair. In contrast, drift ion mobility does not depend on
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single collision ion removal from the ion group, nor does it require various pressures to measure
ion-neutral collision cross-sections, so there is minimal pressure-induced ion loss, preserving
signal intensity. Additionally, the Agilent 6560 is designed for sensitivity, possessing multiple ion
funnels that refocus the ion beam and prevent ion loss,39, 40 thus product ions whose relative signal
intensity may be weak in the FTICR are easily detected by the Agilent 6560.

Table 3-2. The Number of Product Ions Whose Cross-section was Measured by Each Method.
Precursor

SORI-CRAFTI

LE+H+

3

LE+Li+
LE+Na+

LE+Rb+

Total
Acquisition time

11

6

6

1

LE+Cs+

9

5
6

LE+K+

CID-IMS

0

21

31.5 hours

10
0
0

36

14 minutes

These differences between SORI-CRAFTI and CID-IMS present opportunities to further
improve CRAFTI. First, it is possible to use a form of broadband excitation to collisionally activate
ions in the FTICR, making activation less targeted.41 Second, it may be possible to measure
CRAFTI cross-sections at a single high pressure instead of over a range of pressures, which would
simplify and speed up data acquisition. Finally, it may be possible to use broadband RF excitation
for detection instead of waveforms that are either a single frequency or the sum of two frequencies.
This would also simplify and speed up data acquisition.
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Despite these drawbacks, and the need to improve SORI-CRAFTI to make it more
generally useful, the technique was useful for studying internally- and externally-bound 222+Cs+.
When electrosprayed from water:methanol, which should have produced externally-bound Cs+,
SORI heating of the externally-bound Cs+ complex was sufficient to facilitate annealing to an
internally-bound Cs+ complex. Subsequent CRAFTI measurement then confirmed this change.
This suggests that energy-resolved SORI-CRAFTI might be used to produce an annealing curve
based on cross-section value or ratio.
Additionally, CRAFTI itself remains an excellent tool for investigating gas phase ion
chemistry as demonstrated recently.42 Reference 39 examined fragile host/guest systems which
dissociated at very low relative collision energies. Multi-CRAFTI was key to characterizing how
the guest ions were bound to the host. Attempts to replicate that work on the Agilent 6560 were
unsuccessful because these fragile complexes were not observed using the Agilent instrument. The
paper concludes that the fragile host/guest systems likely dissociated through multiple low energy
collisions prior to (or during) mobility separation. This did not happen in the FTICR since it is
maintained at ultrahigh vacuum for a majority of the experiment, preventing multiple low energy
collisions from occurring prior to cross-section measurement. Additionally, because CRAFTI is
conducted at higher collision energies, it measures hard sphere ion-neutral collision cross-sections.
Thus, there are fewer complicating effects from long-range ion-neutral interactions that can
enlarge the observed cross-section and complicate both data interpretation and computational
modeling.43 Its hard-sphere nature means CRAFTI is easily modeled using inexpensive projection
approximation calculations.
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3.3.5 Conclusion
An FTICR-MS is a formidable gas phase processing laboratory capable of ion activation and
high resolution, accurate mass measurements. To its repertoire, CRAFTI adds the ability to
measure hard sphere ion-neutral collision cross-sections. This aids investigation of the connection
between gas phase structure and chemistry. When CRAFTI is combined with SORI (SORICRAFTI), gas phase structures of precursor and selected product ions can be studied together in
the same experiment. While this targeted approach has potential for ion chemistry or -omics
studies, it does require more time to implement when compared with IM-MS instruments that offer
pre-measurement ion activation capabilities. Additionally, SORI can also be used to cause ion
structural changes, which are then reflected in comparative CRAFTI measurements.
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Chapter 4 Time-resolved CRAFTI Measurements
4.1 Defying My Logic to Move Forward
During an annual progress review, Dr. Austin suggested that I try the SORI-CRAFTI
experiments at a constantly elevated pressure rather than pumping out the collision gas after SORI
and reintroducing it prior to CRAFTI. While I had pondered doing the experiments in that fashion,
I didn’t attempt the experiment out of concern that it would not work. Specifically, my concern
with doing the experiments in this manner was related to the different pressure regimes that
optimized SORI and CRAFTI. SORI is most efficient, for ion heating and dissociation, at pressures
around 1×10-5 mbar, while CRAFTI pressures are typically optimal around 2×10-6 mbar. This
would limit my pressures to those required by CRAFTI, causing me to worry that SORI might not
work as efficiently, resulting in minimal product ion formation. However, possible benefits of
constant pressure SORI-CRAFTI included shorter data acquisition times by eliminating pumpdown and pump-up times, being able to perform CRAFTI measurements at a single KEcm and
Nneut, and most importantly, the ability to vary the amount of time between the SORI event and the
CRAFTI event, which could open the door to time-resolved measurements. After much
consideration, I decided to cast my worries away and try the experiments at constant elevated
pressure.
The following results and discussions are novel because they combine SORI and CRAFTI to
study gas phase ion conformational changes by quantifying the ion’s σ in a time-resolved manner.
However, this body of work is not the first time that mass spectrometry has been used to study
time-resolved conformational changes. A review published in 1996 describes multiple mass
spectrometry experiments that were used to characterize solution phase protein refolding based on
the emergence of disulfide bonds. As these bonds formed, the isotopic envelope would shift as
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hydrogens were lost.1 While the described studies were helpful to characterize solution phase
refolding, they were not pure gas phase experiments since the proteins’ conformational changes
occurred in the condensed phase. To the best of my knowledge, it appears that Martin Jarrold and
David Clemmer were the first to study gas phase protein unfolding and refolding, using ion
mobility.2, 3 These studies revealed that protein Ω increased with the charge state, which was
interpreted as solution phase unfolding. Additionally, Ω changed with pre-IM collisional
activation, either to refold the protein2 or to unfold it further.3 Later on, Clemmer and coworkers
stored cytochrome c ions in a Paul trap, for variable lengths of time, prior to injection into the IM
region. Analysis of the 9+ charge state revealed that the Ω distribution, and presumably the
resultant gas phase conformations, shifted based on how long ions were stored in the trap. When
the storage time was kept extremely short (20 ms) a single, compact conformer was present, but
longer storage times (250 – 5000 ms) resulted in dynamic changes to produce four different
conformers.4
During the same period, Fred McLafferty and coworkers used an FTICR and electron
capture dissociation (ECD) to study gas phase protein conformational changes induced by
blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD)5, 6 or an IR laser pulse.7 ECD causes protein ions
to cleave at the backbone, such that intramolecular interactions around the cleavage site are
conserved. Naturally, ECD become more efficient as the protein backbone becomes more
accessible, i.e. when the protein is more unfolded, since fewer non-covalent interactions are
present. Results in two separate studies, which differed in the type of protein studied, indicated
that both BIRD and IR laser activation cause the protein to unfold in a temperature resolved way,
with ECD fragmentation becoming more efficient at higher temperatures. Additionally, when ECD
was delayed after IR laser irradiation, fragmentation efficiency increased to a maximum after a 60
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s delay, then decreased to a minimum after a 120 s delay. This suggested that the protein unfolded
and refolded with time.8, 9
More recently an IM technique called collision induced unfolding (CIU) has emerged,
wherein ions are accelerated from the ion source into a high pressure region where they undergo
multiple ion-neutral collisions, followed by injection into the IM region for mobility separation.1014

This technique has revealed that proteins unfold in an energy-resolved way, which reveals

additional information about their gas phase stability.
Based on this mountain of literature precedent, it should be possible to use SORI to cause an
ion to undergo conformational changes that can be detected by σ measurement by CRAFTI.

4.2 The First SORI-wait-CRAFTI results
Initial experiments focused on leucine-enkephalin since I possessed a lot of experience
using it for mass spectrometric studies. The constant elevated pressure experiments were done by
introducing collision gas prior to the SORI event, to a pressure of approximately 1×10-6 mbar,
followed by a fixed amplitude SORI event for a fixed amount of time, which was followed by a
variable time length event I call ‘wait,’ which is then followed by the CRAFTI excite-for-detect.
During this sequence the gas pressure is maintained at the elevated level, only being reduced during
the subsequent instrument initialization event. Additionally, the experiment was repeated with
different SORI timescales to determine if the amount of SORI heating mattered. Last, data
processing focused on extracting the frequency peak’s FWHM and plotting it against the wait time,
as seen in Figure 4-1. This is because accurate cross section measurements are only possible with
calibrated Nneut, which the Dearden lab has done using the linewidth pressure measurements (LIPS)
technique.15 This technique uses the known cross section for a specific system to determine Nneut.
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The LIPS technique used argon cation in argon gas, whose cross section was well characterized
over a range of collision energies.16 Experimentally, argon gas would be leaked into the cell and
ionized via electron ionization (EI), forming Ar+. After a brief pump-down time, argon gas would
be reintroduced at various pressures and the CRAFTI measurement performed. Then using the
reported literature cross section value for a given collision energy, accurate pressures would be
obtained by solving equation 2-3 for Nneut. While this technique provided the ability to obtain
accurate cross section values for a range of systems,17, 18 the EI gun was removed to install a laser
window for another colleague’s spectroscopic work, preventing use of the LIPS technique. Despite
these limitations, plotting FWHM seemed reasonable because FWHM and σ are directly
proportional (equation 2-3), and any change in FWHM represents a change in σ.
Returning to Figure 4-1, when no SORI activation was applied (red curve) it is apparent
that the FWHM was relatively stable with time for about 1 s, then the FWHM perhaps rose with
longer wait times (although the data are noisy enough that the rise in cross section is questionable).
When varying amounts of SORI activation were applied (green, blue, black, and purple curves),
the initial cross section was higher, but decayed exponentially with additional wait time. This
suggested that in the absence of activation the peptide was not heated, allowing it to maintain a
tight conformation around the metal cation, but that non-zero SORI events caused the potassiated
peptide to unfold, after which it relaxed to a smaller conformation during longer wait periods. The
apparent gradual rise in the non-activated experiment was concerning because that could indicate
either conformational changes in the peptide, or that Nneut was still rising during the wait time. To
overcome this limitation, and represent my data as σ vs wait time, I shifted my attention to finding
a new system amenable to pressure measurements by LIPS.
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Figure 4-1. Initial SORI-wait-CRAFTI data collected for LE+K+. While SORI t = 0.0 s is plotted with lines between
the dot markers, the non-zero t SORI plots are fit with exponential functions.

4.3 Cesium+ - Argon LIPS
After combing the literature, I realized that Cs+ electrosprays exceptionally well, and is
monoatomic, like Ar+. I also reasoned that such a fundamental system likely had its Cs+-Ar σ
measured and published, permitting the use of LIPS once again. It turned out that I was partially
correct. While Cs+-Ar σ had been reported,19 the values did not make sense to me since they were
corrected for scattering angles in a beam-type instrument. When I attempted to use the Cs+-Ar
values, the calibrated argon pressure was 5 times larger than expected.
In another “aha” moment, I remembered that Dearden and coworkers had published
accurate σ values based on the LIPS technique.18 I realized that I could use one of the reported
system’s energy dependent σ value to calibrate the argon pressures, then use those pressures to
measure the Cs+-Ar collision σ. I selected 18C6+NH4+, which had a σ value of 125.5 ± 0.7 Å2 at a
KEcm of 130 eV. After performing LIPS, the pressures were 5 times lower than those obtained
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using reference 19’s Cs+-Ar σ, and more in line with historical argon pressure values in the lab.
This suggested that I was heading the right way. I then measured Cs+-Ar at a Predator console
amplitude of 1 V and a smaller-than-preferred cyclotron radius (Section 2.1) and obtained a σ
value of 16.7 ± 0.3 Å2. After waiting a few days, I then used Cs+-Ar to characterize the argon
pressures and repeated some CRAFTI measurements reported in reference 18 on [15-Crown-5
ether + methylammonium]+ (112.3 ± 0.6 Å2),18 and [15-Crown-5 ether + nonylammonium]+ (160.1
± 1.7 Å2).18 Ultimately, I obtained values in excellent agreement with the reported values, 113 ± 2
Å2 and 162 ± 2 Å2, respectively! This indicated that Cs+-Ar LIPS would be a viable strategy to
characterize each experiment’s argon pressures and obtain accurate σ.

Figure 4-2. The KEcm – dependence of the Cs+- Ar σ. The cross section decreases with an increase in energy due to
inter-penetration of the ion’s and neutral’s electron clouds.

I should also note that after a few months of using Cs+-Ar LIPS, with mixed results, I
remembered that I was characterizing argon pressures based on Cs+ at a cyclotron radius of 6.9
mm instead of 19 mm, near the radius where peak signal intensity occurs (Figure 2-1). After this
realization I measured the KEcm-dependent Cs+-Ar σ and obtained a trend, seen in Figure 4-2,
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similar to other monoatomic ion – neutral cross section measurements.16, 19 The value of 14.37 ±
0.01 Å2 was obtained at a cyclotron radius of 20.4 mm, which is near the peak signal intensity
when cyclotron radius is quantified (Figure 2-1). Using this value resulted in more accurate,
precise, and consistent CRAFTI results.
Lastly, when I started calibrating the pressures using Cs+ - Ar LIPS for the SORI-waitCRAFTI experiments I observed that the pressure continued to rise during the post-SORI wait
period. I analyzed the rise in pressure by plotting the calculated neutral number density, Nneut, as a
function of post-SORI wait time, at multiple s1 valve open durations, as seen in Figure 4-3A.
Evident from this figure is the fact that initial and final Nneut depend on how long the pulsed s1
valve is open, with longer open durations leading to higher Nneut than shorter open durations. While
not indicated, the percent rise from the initial Nneut to final Nneut varied from 46 – 70% (s1 open
duration = 100 and 40 ms, respectively), decreasing linearly as s1 open duration increased. Overall,
the notable rise in Nneut, indicates that Nneut must be determined after CRAFTI-type data collection,
and possibly multiple times during the day if multiple CRAFTI-type experiments are performed.
Additionally, I performed linear regression on each curve using Igor Pro’s ‘line’ fit
procedure. The R2 values were all greater than 0.85, suggesting that the rise of Nneut with time is
indeed linear. The linear regression slope values were plotted as a function of s1 valve open
duration as depicted in Figure 4-3B. In the case of Figure 4-3A, slope conveys the rate that N rises
with time. It is apparent that longer s1 open durations not only result in higher initial pressures,
but also correlate with faster leak rates. This makes sense by returning to Figure 2-6, the pulsed
leak valve schematic. When s1 pressurizes the leak valve reservoir a pressure differential is created
between the reservoir and the FTICR main vacuum chamber. Higher pressure differentials, caused
by longer pulsed leak valve open durations, may cause the leak rate across the sapphire precision
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leak valve to increase compared to lower pressure differentials. However, this explanation may
not be valid if the precision leak valve’s setting determines a leak rate independent of the pressure
differential.

Figure 4-3. A) N continues to rise during the post-SORI wait time, as determined at multiple pulsed leak valve open
time durations. Linear regression was performed on all curves, returning R2 values greater than 0.85 in every case.
B) Slope values from linear regressions depicted in A as function of s1 valve open duration. The slopes from A indicate
how N rises with time. It is not surprising that the slopes increase with pulsed leak open duration since the pulsed leak
valve reservoir reaches higher initial pressures as the valve is open longer. The higher pressure differential could
cause gas to leak in faster than a lower initial pressure.

4.4 Post-Activation CRAFTI Measurements
4.4.1 Time-resolved Measurement of Cross Sections for Small, Flexible Ions
I then returned to leucine-enkephalin to determine if post-activation cross section
measurements could be made in a time-resolved fashion, and if we could glean useful information
from such experiments.
My first series of experiments was performed on LE+H+, LE+Na+ and LE+K+. Collisional
activation was achieved using a 100 ms SORI event with a frequency offset of 1000 Hz, and an
excitation amplitude sufficient to make the maximum SORI KEcm for all three systems equivalent
to one another. The post-SORI wait time varied from 0.001 s – 3 s to collect time-resolved σ.
Additionally, these experiments were performed when I was measuring Cs+ - Ar LIPS at a less94

than-optimal cyclotron radius, so my σ results were inconsistent. These results are seen in Figure
4-4. Within each of Figure 4-4’s graphs is a key that denotes which system is analyzed, and the
exponential fit parameters determined by Igor Pro’s ‘exp_XOffset’ fit function, where y0 is the
asymptotic σ minimum in Å2, tau is the decay constant in s/Å2, 1/tau is the decay rate in Å2/s, χ2
is the goodness-of-fit value (lower is better), and the SORI maximum KEcm is noted.

Figure 4-4. The first SORI-wait-CRAFTI results featuring conversion to σ from FWHM (Figure 4-1).

The first thing to note is that the post-activation σ decays exponentially with time and
reaches a stable asymptotic minimum by the end of the wait period. This reproducible result
suggested that the ions were “hot” (vibrationally excited) after the SORI event, then reached
thermal equilibrium with the trapping cell, as manifest by the decrease in σ. In terms of decay rate,
it appears that LE+H+ and LE+Na+ behave similarly, possessing similar decay rates, while
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LE+K+’s rate was nearly double the other two. This suggested that charge agent size could play a
role in how quickly an ion releases excess vibrational energy enroute to a stable minimum σ.
Lastly, the relative σ relationship between the asymptotic minima, as ratios to the K+ system
(H+/K+ = 1.061 ± 0.008, Na+/K+ = 0.94 ± 0.01), follow the trends reported in Figure 3-3 (1.07 ±
0.02 and 0.99 ± 0.02, respectively). While we still had a lot of questions about what physical
processes were driving the ion cooling, this external check provided confidence that we were
heading the right way.

4.4.2 Time-resolved Measurement of Cross Sections for Rigid Ions

Figure 4-5. A) Skeletal strucutre of cucurbit[5]uril showing one subunit. B) Cartoon depiction of CB5 from the side
and C) from the top.

To understand what physical processes were driving the σ change we decided that rigid ion
systems could lead us further towards the light. Thus, I performed these same SORI-wait-CRAFTI
experiments on cucurbit[n]urils with metal cations attached, and with bare Cs+. Cucurbit[n]urils
(CBn) are macrocyclic host molecules formed by the condensation of formaldehyde and [n]
glycouril subunits.20-22 CB5, seen in Figure 4-5, is composed of 5 subunits and possesses 10 (2n)
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carbonyl oxygens, which allows CBn macrocycles to efficiently bind cations. CB6 and CB7 (not
pictured) have the same general structure but more subunits. While larger CBn (n = 7, 8, 10) are
more flexible than CB5 and CB6, which are highly rigid, all CBn are assumed to be less flexible
than LE and other peptides.
The SORI-wait-CRAFTI experiments were performed with a 200 ms SORI event, whose
‘Excitation’ parameter was either on or off. When the ‘Excitation’ capability was active, the 1000
Hz off-resonance waveform’s amplitude was strong enough to cause ~50% precursor peak loss.
The SORI event was followed by a wait event whose timescale varied from 0.001 – 5 s to collect
σ in a time-resolved way. For Cs+ results, the argon pressures were calibrated on 18C6+NH4+,
while the CBn results were obtained with argon pressures obtained via Cs+-Ar LIPS. The results
from these rigid hosts are displayed in Figure 4-6.
The first thing to note in Figure 4-6 is the three different scales used for the y-axes, which
were selected as appropriate for each data set. Figure 4-6A’s scale covers a range of 10 Å2 while
B’s covers 120 Å2. This is important to note when Figure 4-6A is examined closely. While σ varies
up and down with time, the variation is minimal, covering a range of approximately 1 Å2, which
is well within CRAFTI’s capabilities for an ion the size of Cs+. Additionally, Cs+ is monatomic
which means that the SORI event could not deposit vibrational energy into it. Thus, if large
variation in σ with time were observed, that variation could have been attributed to the effect of
off-resonance excitation on the ion cloud dynamics or to scattering due to prolonged exposure to
the experiment’s high pressures. Since σ is reasonably flat with time, it appears that neither offresonance excitation nor ion scattering affects the SORI-wait-CRAFTI results. The results in
Figure 4-6B reflect more noise and variation, though this is likely a reflection of the difficulty
encountered when performing CRAFTI on CBn ions, not the SORI-wait-CRAFTI technique itself.
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Additionally, there is no clear trend for σ varying with time, which suggests that the variation is
random. Overall, the fact that σ varies little with time for these rigid ions compared to the
exponential decay trend observed for LE (Figure 4-4) suggests that the exponential decay trends
were real, and attributable to SORI causing the ions to become vibrationally excited, then relaxing
with time.

Figure 4-6. SORI-wait-CRAFTI results for three rigid ion systems. A) Bare Cs+, B) [CB5 + K2]2+.. Note the different
y-axis scales.

4.4.3 Return to Leucine-enkephalin
I then returned to LE and performed new SORI-wait-CRAFTI experiments, this time
including LE+Li+ as well. These four experiments (LE + H+, Li+, Na+, and K+) were also done at
identical maximum SORI kinetic energies, under the assumption that the respective σ are highly
similar, the neutral number density for each SORI experiment is identical (or varies little), that
conversion of collision energy into internal energy is similar, that the frequency offset is
equivalent, and that the SORI time scales are identical.23 After determining appropriate SORI
excitation amplitudes for each ion system, I performed the four experiments on the same day,
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measuring the argon pressures after the first two experiments. The results are presented in Figure
4-7.
The first thing to note, compared to Figure 4-4, is the lower standard deviation present as
narrower error bars. Careful review of experimental parameters revealed no apparent reason for
the lower RSD compared to previous experiments. The second thing to note is the presence of
clear exponential decay trends for the measured σ as a function of post-SORI equilibration time
(which is the same as ‘wait’ time). This reproducible trend again suggests that SORI caused the
ions to become vibrationally excited, which led to their gas phase conformation reaching a larger
size. Once the SORI event stopped, the ions then cooled with time to reach smaller, stable
conformations assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the trapping cell and the high pressure
argon. Third, the relative σ ratios to LE+K+ again follow CRAFTI results reported in Figure 3-3.
While this flexible peptide can adopt a multitude of conformations based on the charge agent’s
size, the σ range is narrow for low energy conformations, and the relative relationships to an
internal standard ion should be stable. It is encouraging that it is.
Lastly, the decay rate (1/τ) nearly follows the same trend as those reported in Figure 4-4,
which is that the relative σ for LE+K+ relaxes faster than for LE+Na+ or LE+Li+. This suggests
that the decay rate, which is a numerical representation of the dynamic conformational changes
that the ions go through as a function of time, as they find the nearest low energy structure, may
depend on metal cation size. It is possible that the smaller, more charge dense cations (Li+ and
Na+) prevent the peptide from finding the most favorable ion-dipole interactions that lead to low
energy structures because their small size limits the available space for coordination, as compared
to K+. However, the decay rate for LE+H+ is more like that of LE+K+ instead of that of LE+Na+
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as occurred in the previous experiment. But, it should also be noted that the decay rates’ RSD is
50%, which suggests an unreliable result.

Figure 4-7. SORI-wait-CRAFTI results for LE+H+, Li+, Na+, and K+. The SORI portion was performed so that each
of the four systems reached the same maximum SORI KEcm.

4.4.4 Time-resolved Measurement of Cross Sections for Large, Flexible Ions
At this point I felt it necessary to attempt these experiments on larger, more flexible ions
since their greater degrees of conformational freedom could lead to more interesting results.
Additionally, the wider mass spectrometry community seems hyper-focused on biomolecules at
the time, so moving towards protein-sized systems seemed appropriate. Instead of jumping straight
to proteins, I settled on the small peptides angiotensin II (Ang II) and bradykinin (BK), both of
which have been studied extensively by mass spectrometry.5, 24-34 These larger systems, whose
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singly charged states have m/z values of 1046 and 1060, respectively, also provided the
opportunity to push the limits of our instrument’s KEcm limitation for CRAFTI (discussed in
section 2.1). While SF6 could have made these experiments easier in terms of KEcm, we currently
do not have a way to determine accurate SF6 pressures, preventing accurate σ measurement.
However, since SORI-wait-CRAFTI experiments are most concerned with detecting the change
in σ as a function of time, the low KEcm available with argon collision gas (15.6 eV for protonated
Ang II and 15.2 eV for protonated BK) may be enough to accomplish this goal.

Figure 4-8. Initial SORI-wait-CRAFTI data for BK2+. Whether SORI was used for activation or not, the cross section
decreased exponentially with time, suggesting that BK2+ entered the gas phase with an extended conformation, then
refolded with time.

My first attempts with bradykinin were focused on its doubly charged form (BK2+) since I
could not identify the correct ion source parameters to obtain signal peaks for its singly protonated
form. Since BK2+’s m/z value is 530, this system did not test CRAFTI’s KEcm limitation. This
series of experiments featured a SWIFT isolation event35 to remove BK2+’s isotope peaks, leaving
only the monoisotopic peak. Additionally, the experiments were done with the SORI event’s
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‘Excitation’ parameter on (Vpred = 0.9 V, t = 0.100 s) and off (Vpred = 0.0 V, t = 0.100 s) to ascertain
the effect SORI had on the σ change. Surprisingly, as seen in Figure 4-8, both experiments
produced σ trends that decayed as a function of time.
The ‘SORI off’ results (red circles) were concerning at first because we expected the σ to
not change with time, but we eventually realized that the SWIFT isolation event could provide offresonance translational activation of the isolated ions. The amount of activation was likely
significant because the SWIFT duration was 0.105 s with a Vpred of 3 V, which would be substantial
for a typical SORI event. Thus, inadvertently, the ‘No SORI Activation’ results actually did feature
activation, and the ‘SORI on’ (black squares) results featured more activation than anticipated.
The black curve (‘SORI on’) has a decay rate almost 4 times the rate of the red curve
(‘SORI off’) and is related to the manner in which vibrationally hot ions cool in the gas phase. If
the ions do not possess enough energy to dissociate, they will cool through some combination of
IR photon emission (radiative cooling)36 and collisions with background gas (collisional
cooling).37-53 I note here that reference 36 is a review article detailing much of the available
radiative cooling literature as of 1992, while no apparent comparable review article exists for
collisional cooling, hence the inclusion of references 37 – 53. Overall, this collection of literature
precedent establishes trends for gas phase vibrational cooling that informed my interpretation of
SORI-wait-CRAFTI data.
Because IR photon emission occurs over several seconds for large ions and the
experiments’ wait periods lasted up to 10 s, it is reasonable to conclude that IR photon emission
occurred during the time scale of our experiments. Additionally, since the IR photon emission rate
increases with the ion’s internal temperature it makes sense that the black curve’s decay rate is
higher than the red, since the ions represented by the black curve were activated by two off-
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resonant excitation events while the ions represented by the red curve were activated by a SORIlike event once (inadvertently).36, 54
Collisional cooling also occurred over the 10 s timescale since the argon pressure was
maintained at an elevated pressure and continued to slightly rise during the wait period. By
determining the ion’s thermal radius, assuming SORI left the ion packet at the center of the cell at
its thermal radius, the thermal velocity can be found. With the thermal velocity in hand, the
collision frequency’s (ξ) lower bound can be found through:55
(4-1)

𝜉𝜉 = 𝜎𝜎𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑣𝑣

Once the collision frequency is known, the total number of collisions (Σcoll) during each wait time
step is found through:
(4-2)

𝛴𝛴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝜉𝜉𝜉𝜉

Where t is the total wait time at a given time step. Determining the number of possible ion-neutral
collisions at each wait time step revealed that at 1 ms of waiting 0 collisions occurred, 5 s of
waiting could result in 22 collisions, and 10 s of wait time could result in 47 collisions. Stated
above, this is a lower bound for the total number of collisions. Since the ions are also oscillating
along the magnetic field, between the trap’s endcap, they likely undergo more collisions than what
is accounted for with the above assumptions. Given the fact that these ion-neutral collisions would
occur at the ion’s thermal radius and velocity, it is safe to assume that these collisions are likely
deactivating since their KEcm is ~ 0.002 eV for BK2+, which is significantly less than the maximum
SORI energy possible during the experiment’s SORI event.
Additional support for this conclusion is found in reference 50,50 which used a 1 – 1.2 T
electromagnet FTICR to investigate the effect of different collision gases on the collisional cooling
of vibrationally excited trifluoroacetate anion after infrared photon absorption. The collision gases
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ranged from typical bath gases (He, Ar, N2) to water, n-alkanes, and substituted alkanes. The
results indicated that collisional cooling rates increased with bath gas polarizability and the ability
for the ion and bath gas to form hydrogen bonds during their collisions, which facilitated internal
energy transfer from the vibrationally hot trifluoroacetate anion to the polyatomic collision gas.
The typical bath gases resulted in the slowest and least efficient collisional cooling rates since they
were less polarizable than the organic polyatomic gases, and possessed few, if any, vibrational
modes that facilitated internal energy transfer. Lastly, I determined that the KEcm for collisions
between trifluoroacetate anion at its thermal cyclotron radius in a 1 T FTICR and argon was ~0.007
eV, which is similar to the KEcm for collisions between BK2+ at its thermal radius in a 4.7 T FTICR
and argon (noted above). Hence, based on this precedent, it is not surprising that hot BK2+ ions
required 5 – 10 seconds to thermalize with the trapping cell and argon collision gas, and reach
stable low energy conformations.
Overall, after collisional activation, BK2+ cooled through a combination of IR photon
emission and collisional cooling, which allowed the ion to find the favorable intramolecular
interactions that led to a more compact conformation than it possessed when it entered the gas
phase. In short, SORI-wait-CRAFTI allowed me to observe BK2+ refold after collisional
activation!
I also note that the BK2+ SORI-wait-CRAFTI experiments were repeated without SWIFT
isolation of the monoisotopic peak, with the SORI ‘Excitation’ on and off. The ‘SORI off’ curve
was flatter than what is present in Figure 4-8, while the ‘SORI on’ curve exhibited similar
exponential decay behavior. This strongly suggested that the SWIFT isolation did collisionally
activate the isolated ions, and that SWIFT isolation should be avoided in future SORI-waitCRAFTI experiments to eliminate this source of activation.
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Ang II was also sprayed using denaturing conditions, and I easily obtained signal for its
singly charged form (AngII+). Initial experiments were also done with a SWIFT isolation event
which caused the ‘SORI off’ curve to also possess some exponential decay, though not nearly as
much as was present for BK2+. The experiments were repeated (Figure 4-9) without isolating the
monoisotopic peak and are discussed below.

Figure 4-9. SORI-wait-CRAFTI results for AngII+, performed without SWIFT isolation of the monoisotopic peak.

Immediately evident in Figure 4-9 is the fact that the purple ‘SORI off’ curve is relatively
flat compared to the green ‘SORI On’ curve. The lack of SWIFT isolation minimized pre-wait
period collisional activation, thus preserving the initial gas phase conformation and σ. The ‘SORI
On’ curve has a clean exponential decay shape, again indicating that the peptide refolded after gas
phase collisional activation. A unique feature of these results is the fact that whether AngII+ is
activated or not, the minimum σ reached at longer wait times is nearly the same. This suggests that
AngII+ enters the gas phase in a compact conformation, then enlarges when collisionally activated,
then shrinks to a small conformation again as excess energy is given off through radiative and
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collisional cooling. Once again, I was able to observe a peptide refolding after collisional
activation in the gas phase!
It is interesting to compare the data presented in Figure 4-8 for BK2+ and Figure 4-9 for
AngII+. While their relative σ cannot be compared since they were measured by CRAFTI at
different KEcm (73 and 19 eV, respectively), we can compare the differences between their
respective ‘SORI off’ and ‘SORI on’ curves. As stated above, BK2+ appears to enter the gas phase
with a large conformation that becomes slightly more compact with time, but collisional heating
and cooling causes it to anneal to an even more compact conformation. Conversely, AngII+ enters
the gas phase in a compact conformation which enlarges when collisionally heated, then a compact
conformation again results once the peptide cools. These trends likely relate to the individual gas
phase protomers for these two peptides.

Figure 4-10. The single lowest energy gas phase protomer of BK2+. It is zwitterionic with charges located as follows:
[n+R1+R9+c-].
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Figure 4-11. Zwitterionic gas phase protomers for AngII+ as described in reference 30. A) the first protomer is
characterized by the following charge locations: [n+D1-R2+H6+c-]; B) while the second protomers has charges located
as follows: [nD1R2+H6+c-].

While the experimental gas phase protomers are not well defined, the theoretical gas phase
protomers have been explored by molecular dynamics conformational searching and high level
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DFT calculations at the BLYP/TZC2P level of theory.30 A single low energy, zwitterionic, gas
phase protomer was identified for BK2+ (Figure 4-10), whose charges are located at [n+R1+R9+c-],
using reference 30’s nomenclature. This same structure was also suggested by other theoretical
studies.56, 57 AngII+ had two theoretical gas phase protomers within 2 kJ/mol of each other, both
of which are zwitterionic.30 As seen in Figure 4-11, and again borrowing reference 30’s
nomenclature, the first protomer features charges on [n+D1-R2+H6+c-], and the second protomer
features charges on [nD1R2+H6+c-]. The AngII+ protomers can result in compact conformations
stabilized by multiple salt bridge interactions. In contrast to this, BK2+ features three positive
cationic regions and a single c-terminal anion. This could complicate the salt bridge arrangement
and lead to charge repulsion between the positive charges, enlarging the resultant structure. These
competitive salt bridge interactions could result in a large gas phase conformation that becomes
smaller upon annealing.

4.4.5 Collision Induced Unfolding
While post-activation refolding is fascinating, opening the doors to study refolding based
on charge state, protein secondary structure (α-helix vs β-sheet), and host-guest interactions, I also
wanted to find the right experimental conditions to observe collision induced unfolding. My initial
efforts attempted to use SORI to induce unfolding, but no unfolding was observed to occur.
Another collisional activation strategy is on-resonance activation (referred to as CA or CID) but
its on-resonance nature leaves the ions at large cyclotron radii, which may lead to sooner than
expected ion ejection when the on-resonance excite-for-detect is applied.
To determine if cyclotron radii from sequential on-resonance excitations are additive, I
characterized the normalized signal intensity for AngII+ as a function of excite-for-detect
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amplitude (using values entered in the Predator acquisition software) and final cyclotron radius,
with the data displayed in Figure 4-12. The normalized signal intensity was determined by dividing
each data point’s signal intensity by the data set’s most intense signal. Similar data were discussed
in section 2.1, Figure 2-1, when the optimal cyclotron radius was identified to maximize CRAFTI’s
KEcm while minimizing ion ejection. As indicated by equation 2-1, the post-excite cyclotron radius
is independent of ion m/z, so it was reasonable to expect excellent agreement between Figure 2-1
and the red curves in Figure 4-12. A careful comparison of those two figures reveals that good
agreement was achieved, with peak ion signal occurring at a cyclotron radius around 2 cm. The
minor differences between the two figures are likely due to space charge effects since excessive
charge can negatively affect FTICR performance.58-60

Figure 4-12. Characterization of normalized signal intensity for AngII+ as a function of A) Predator software voltage
and B) final cyclotron radius. These data indicate that sequential on-resonance excitations produce cyclotron radii
that are approximately additive, and that data collected at radii larger than 2.5 cm (conservatively estimated) are
likely inaccurate.

The black curves in Figure 4-12 were collected by first targeting AngII+ with a fixed
amplitude and fixed time on-resonance RF waveform, followed by a 1 ms wait event, followed by
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the on-resonance excite-for-detect RF waveform. This experimental sequence is similar to the
sequence used to attempt CIU-CRAFTI experiments, discussed below. The black curve in Figure
4-12A is shifted to a lower voltage compared to the red curve, which indicates that ions started to
be ejected at lower voltages. This behavior was expected if the cyclotron radii for the two
sequential on-resonance excitations were additive. When the same normalized signal intensities
were plotted as a function of final cyclotron radius, with the red curve plotted versus the summed
radii of the sequential on-resonance excitation steps, the curves overlap. This indicates that the
cyclotron radii of the sequential on-resonance excitations are additive since normalized signal
intensities peak and fall at nearly the same radii. These two curves suggest that data collected when
the ion packet has a cyclotron radius beyond 2.5 cm (a conservative estimate) may be inaccurate,
and that data collected for cyclotron radii beyond 3 cm (the maximum for our trapping cell) can
be safely removed from the analysis. Thus, all subsequent data is limited to those points collected
at cyclotron radii less than 2.5 cm. The minor difference between the two curves can likely be
explained by the fact that the above assumptions are simplistic since they assume that the excitefor-detect is applied in phase with the coherent ion packet and no amount of de-excitation (radius
shrinking) occurs. This is likely not true. Despite these limitations, it is apparent that sequential
on-resonance excitations produce cyclotron radii that are additive, and that subsequent data should
be interpreted after those effects are accounted for.
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Figure 4-13. Collision-induced unfolding curves for the 1+ and 2+ charge states of AngII and BK. Since σ for AngII+
and BK+ were measured at similar KEcm, as were AngII2+ and BK2+, those respective pairs can be compared in terms
of cross section. It is not appropriate to compare σ values for 1+ and 2+ states of the same peptide since those KEcm
were vastly different. Both of AngII’s charge states exhibit CIU, with AngII2+ following a sigmoidal trend while AngII+
follows an exponential trend. Neither of BK’s charge states exhibit CIU, though BK+ is rather noisy. These collective
trends suggest that AngII, whether 1+ or 2+ charged, enters the gas phase with a compact conformation that can be
unfolded with collisional activation while BK, whether 1+ or 2+ charged, enters the gas phase with either a highly
stable compact state, or an already large conformation that cannot be unfolded further.

The next set of experiments, whose results are displayed in Figure 4-13, used on-resonance
collisional activation, followed by a 1 ms wait event to minimize refolding, followed by CRAFTI
to study the 1+ and 2+ states of AngII and BK. The first thing to note is that it is inappropriate to
compare the respective 1+ and 2+ states for a given peptide. This is because the σ were measured
at vastly different KEcm, and while the 2+ states are likely in the energetic hard sphere regime (~73
eV) the 1+ states are likely in the hard sphere regime (~19 eV). The cross-peptide 1+ and 2+ states
can be compared since their CRAFTI KEcm were nearly identical. However, the relative σ trends
as a function of CA KEcm can be compared to draw conclusions about gas phase structure and
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stability. Both AngII charge states exhibit collision-induced unfolding, while neither BK charge
state exhibits much cross section change as a function of CA collision energy. This suggests that
AngII enters the gas phase with a compact structure, regardless of charge state, that can be unfolded
via ion-neutral collisions. This also suggests that BK enters the gas phase with either a large
conformation that cannot be unfolded further by collisions, or that each charge state adopts a highly
stable conformation resistant to unfolding at these collision energies. (At this point I remind the
reader that SORI-CA is capable of greater collisional heating than on-resonance CA.55) Based on
the BK2+ data from Figure 4-8, it seems likely that BK2+ enters the gas phase with a large
conformation since the ‘SORI on’ and ‘SORI off’ curves started at nearly identical σ before
shrinking with time.
Both AngII charge states exhibit collision-induced unfolding, while neither BK charge
state exhibits much cross section change as a function of CA collision energy. This suggests that
AngII enters the gas phase with a compact structure, regardless of charge state, that can be unfolded
via ion-neutral collisions. This also suggests that BK enters the gas phase with either a large
conformation that cannot be unfolded further by collisions, or that each charge state adopts a highly
stable conformation resistant to unfolding at these collision energies. (At this point I remind the
reader that SORI-CA is capable of greater collisional heating than on-resonance CA.55) Based on
the BK2+ data from Figure 4-8, it seems likely that BK2+ enters the gas phase with a large
conformation since the ‘SORI on’ and ‘SORI off’ curves started at nearly identical σ before
shrinking with time.
It is interesting that the AngII2+ data exhibit sigmoidal behavior while the AngII+ data
exhibit exponential behavior. The former is expected since a stable peptide should have an
induction period where the collision energy is not high enough to have an effect, while the latter
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is unexpected. It may be possible that AngII+ is simply less stable than AngII2+ and that it unfolds
at lower collision energies. However, the gas phase protomers for AngII+ and AngII2+ suggest that
the 1+ state should be more stable than the 2+ state since the former is zwitterionic (discussed
above) which results in highly stable salt bridge formation, while the latter is not zwitterionic,
possessing two cationic charges on the arginine residues, which should increase Coulombic
repulsion, and possibly minimize conformational stability.30 Then again, the peptide may adopt a
stable conformation that minimizes the repulsion through intramolecular charge solvation. Since
this experimental strategy revealed collision-induced unfolding, I will refer to it as CIU-CRAFTI
for the remainder of my dissertation.
I also performed CIU-CRAFTI experiments on 1-ammonium-12-aminododecane, a system
that intrigued me because: 1) its low m/z makes it perfect for CRAFTI since the collision energy
would be in the energetic hard sphere regime, and 2) computational modeling suggests that its
lowest energy conformation is cyclic via head-to-tail hydrogen bonding. Such a conformation may
be disrupted by collision-induced unfolding, a change quantified via CRAFTI measurements.

Table 4-1. Comparison of experimental and PA-predicted σ values for 1-ammonium-12-aminododecane and 1ammonium-dodec-11-ene. Standard deviation and propagated error are present in parantheses.

Ion
a) DADD+
b) DADD2+
c) ADENE+
Ratio a/b
Ratio a/c

σCRAFTI, Å2
114 (1)
120 (1)
109 (3)
0.94 (0.02)
1.04 (0.03)

σPA, Å2 (cyclic)
89.7
86.2
0.821
1.04

σPA, Å2 (linear)
110.0
109.8
104.2
1
1.06

1: Value determined using the appropriate cyclic value and 1,12-diammoniumdodecane’s linear value

Using simultaneous multi-CRAFTI, 1-ammonium-12-aminododecane (DADD+) and 1,12diammoniumdodecane (DADD2+) were compared to determine if the former adopts a linear or
cyclic conformation. DADD2+ should be linear since both of its terminal amines are protonated
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and the only way to separate the two charges would be a linear structure. The multi-CRAFTI
results and PA-predicted σ are summarized in Table 4-1. They indicate that DADD+ may be
present as a mixture of linear and cyclic forms since the DADD+/DADD2+ experimental σ ratio
was 0.94 ± 0.02, consistent with the PA ratio of 0.91 when the DADD+ predicted values for cyclic
and linear conformations are averaged together. The PA ratio of cyclic DADD+ to DADD2+ is
0.82, clearly not in agreement with the experimental ratio. I also measured DADD+ versus one of
its dissociation products, formed via nozzle-skimmer dissociation, 1-ammonium-dodec-11-ene
(ADENE+). ADENE+ is also predicted to adopt a cyclic conformation via cation-π interactions
between the ammonium group and the terminal C-C double bond. The DADD+/ADENE+ multiCRAFTI ratio was 1.04 ± 0.03, which is consistent with the PA ratio of 1.04 if both DADD+ and
ADENE+ are cyclic or linear. While these results appear conflicting, these two multi-CRAFTI
measurements indicate that DADD+ does indeed adopt a cyclic gas phase conformation, even if
some portion of the ion population is present with a linear structure.
The CIU-CRAFTI experiments were performed the same way as for the AngII and BK
experiments, except for the fact that they were done multi-CRAFTI style against an internal
standard ion to verify that on-resonance CA unfolded DADD+ to a linear conformation. In one
experiment the internal standard ion was Cs+ (Figure 4-14a), and in the second experiment the
internal standard ion was ADENE+ (Figure 4-14b).
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Figure 4-14. Collision-induced unfolding curve for 1-ammonium-12-aminododecane collected multi-CRAFTI style
with: A) Cs+ as the internal standard, and B) with 1-ammonium-dodec-11-ene as the internal standard. The compact,
cyclic and linear conformations for 1-ammonium-12-aminododecane and the compact, cyclic conformation for 1ammonium-dodec-11-ene are also present in B. A and B do not reach the same KEcm because of the different excitation
amplitudes required for each experiment, causing the summed post-on-resonance excitation radii to reach 2.5 cm at
different KEcm. Despite that difference, both cross section curves increased by 15% and had identical CIU50 values.

The first thing to note for both figures is the differing x-axis scales, which refer to the onresonance CA KEcm. Simultaneous multi-CRAFTI excites ions to the same KEcm by using
appropriate RF amplitudes for the on-resonance excitation. As the ions become further apart in
frequency (m/z) space, the heavier ion requires increasingly higher RF amplitudes to match the
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lighter ion’s KEcm. This causes the ion packet to eject at lower amplitudes than when the two ions
are close in frequency space. Since DADD+ and Cs+ are further apart in frequency space than
DADD+ and ADENE+, and there is also an on-resonance CA event, the DADD+/Cs+ experiment
could not go to as high of CA KEcm before DADD+ was ejected from the ion trap.
The second thing to note is how flat the internal standard ion’s σ is with KEcm. These ions
were not targeted by the CA step, so it was expected that their σ would remain flat (especially
Cs+’s!), but the minimal variation across the entire x-axis provides confidence that the change in
DADD+’s σ due to CA is real. The third thing to note is the sigmoidal behavior exhibited in
DADD+’s σ as a function of KEcm. The induction period makes sense since the lowest collision
energies will not cause a detectable change in σ, suggesting that the energies may be too low to
disrupt the ion’s intramolecular interactions. The rise to the maximum σ value has its 50% point
at 34 eV in both experiments, which is amazing agreement, providing additional confidence that
the σ change is real since the experiments were performed with different multi-CRAFTI excitation
parameters. Lastly, the percent change in σ was 15% in each experiment, yet another point that
provides confidence that these results are real. Lastly, the 15% change in experimental σ agrees
well with the PA predicted difference of 18% between DADD+’s cyclic and linear forms.
Based on these results, it appears that DADD+ adopts a cyclic conformation in the gas
phase, which can be disrupted by on-resonance collisional activation. The conformational change
results in σ changes that are easily measured by CRAFTI. While I favor the aforementioned
interpretation, an alternative explanation is that DADD+ is present with both a cyclic and linear
conformation, but the cyclic conformation dissociates via CA at lower energies than the linear
conformation. The remaining ion population is thereby primarily composed of the linear
conformation, resulting in a larger cross section.
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The sigmoidal behavior observed in CIU-CRAFTI experiments is consistent with CIUIMS experiments.10, 11 While CIU-IMS was only recently developed, it has provided insight into
the gas phase stability of protein ions, in their denatured and native states. One advantage that
CIU-CRAFTI has over CIU-IMS is the fact that CIU-CRAFTI can occur tandem in time, rather
than tandem in space like CIU-IMS. Since ions are already accumulated in the FTICR trapping
cell, the CA and CRAFTI events can be as close in time as possible, minimizing cooling to preserve
the change in structure for the smallest of ions. At this time, CIU-IMS cannot do this because the
CIU step happens prior to ion accumulation and injection into the instrument’s mobility region,
which provides time for the vibrationally hot ions to start cooling. Additionally, the IM source is
typically operated at pressures higher than those present in the CIU-CRAFTI experiments, which
may accelerate collisional cooling during IMS’s ion accumulation step. Lastly, CRAFTI measures
σ through single ion-neutral collisions that remove ions from the coherent ion packet. This
minimizes the chance that such collisions may deactivate the vibrationally hot ion, cooling it to a
compact ground state. In contrast, the mobility separation of IMS uses hundreds of low energy
collisions (or more) to separate the ions. These low energy collisions may deactivate the hot ions,
changing their conformation during the separation and complicating the arrival time distribution
and data interpretation. On the other hand, CIU-CRAFTI suffers from KEcm limits imposed by the
sequential on-resonance excitations that produce larger cyclotron radii than a single on-resonance
excitation. This prevents exploring a wide range of collision energies, a limitation that CIU-IMS
does not have. Additionally, CIU-IMS seems especially adept at unfolding protein-sized ions and
detecting the many different conformations that result from unfolding. This is because IMS
separates ions based on their mobility, which depends inversely on the ion’s cross section.
CRAFTI does not separate ions based on cross section, so cannot distinguish different
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conformations for a given ion if multiple conformations are simultaneously present. Altogether, as
chemists already know, we must select the appropriate tool for the job. CIU-CRAFTI appears to
work wonderfully for small ions, and decently well for peptides, while CIU-IMS works best for
protein-sized ions. However, these results are very early in the development of CIU-CRAFTI, and
protein-sized ions are just over the horizon.
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Chapter 5 Gas Phase Cucurbit[7]uril Ternary Complexes
This chapter is adapted (in part), with permission, from reference 1 (specifically pp. 238 – 237
from pp. 208 – 237). Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry.1

In a major shift from investigating gas phase chemistry via FTICR-MS, I investigated
ternary host guest systems via ion mobility mass spectrometry. This collaborative project with Dr.
Angel Kaifer (University of Miami) and his former student Mehdi fell into my lap in the fall of
2019 through Dr. Dearden’s connections in the macrocyclic and supramolecular community.
Mehdi obtained NMR and UV-Vis evidence that CB7 can bind two guests within its cavity,
contrary to conventional wisdom about this host. However, condensed phase studies can only
reveal so much about favorable host-guest binding and the role solvent plays. On the other hand,
gas phase studies remove solvent and can elucidate what unmediated host-guest interactions drive
host-guest binding, and comparison with solution data helps identify the important role of solvent
in the condensed phase. To that end, Dr. Kaifer approached Dr. Dearden for CRAFTI
measurements, and I was fortunate enough to be assigned to do the experiments.
After much struggle, it became apparent that CRAFTI was not suited to this project. This
arises from CRAFTI’s dependence on center-of-mass collision energies (KEcm) between ion and
neutral that are energetic enough to cause single collision decoherence of the ion packet. FTICRMS KEcm depends directly on ion m/z and the square of instrument magnetic field strength (B2).2
As established earlier, CRAFTI requires KEcm of ≥ 30 eV, which, in our 4.7 T instrument, limits
m/z to 750 u The CB7 ternary complexes had m/z values between 582 and 1316u, since each guest
is singly charged and there were two guests per CB7. The low end of this m/z range is at the limit
of what we could reasonably accomplish, while the high end of the range is outside that limit. To
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attempt to fulfill our end of the collaboration I wrote a proposal for instrument time at the National
High Magnetic Field Lab in Tallahassee, Florida, specifically requesting time on the 9.4 T FTICRMS. The proposal was accepted, and the possibility of also using the 15 T instrument was raised.
Instrument time was scheduled for July 2020. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic prevented
me from going to the Mag Lab.
However, in June 2020 the department acquired an Agilent 6560 IM-qTOF, which meant
I could explore CB7 host-guest conformations via the most widely accepted strategy: ion mobility
and ion-neutral momentum transfer cross sections (Ω). This was thrilling since it gave me the
opportunity for training on a commercial instrument, and a new gas phase technique! The next
sections will describe relevant gas-phase cucurbituril chemistry investigations, followed by my
research.
5.1 Gas-phase Investigations of Cucurbituril:Guest Structure1
5.1.1 Confirmation of Cucurbituril Complexation and Host:Guest Stoichiometry via Molecular
Weight
A straightforward use of gas-phase chemistry techniques is the measurement of a
cucurbituril complex’s molecular weight to determine host:guest stoichiometry. Since the masses
of cucurbituril hosts and possible guest(s) are known, mass spectrometric analysis can confirm
target complex formation. An early example of this is an investigation by Osaka et al3 of
[CB[n]+M+M’]2+ where n = 6 and M and M’ are alkali metal cations. After forming solutions of
CB[6] and NaCl and CsCl, and of CB[7] with the same salts, the solutions were electrosprayed
into a triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer. Analysis of the mass spectrum (see Figure 9.3)
confirmed the presence of [CB[6]+2Na]2+ (m/z 521), [CB[6]+Cs+Na]2+ (m/z 576), and
[CB[6]+2Cs]2+ (m/z 631) in solution. Overall, this is excellent early use of mass spectrometry to
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confirm molecular weight and stoichiometry of CB[6] and CB[7] complexes, and to compare
relative stabilities in solution (assuming that ionization efficiencies of all the species being
compared are the same).
While stoichiometric information about CB[n] complexes from mass spectrometry is
valuable, stoichiometry alone gives little detailed information about the structure of the complex.
However, tandem techniques can yield additional structural data.

5.1.2 Structural Information from Trapping Mass Spectrometry: Distinguishing Inclusion
Complexes from Externally-bound Conformations
Tandem mass spectrometric techniques can help to determine whether a CB[n] complex is
an inclusion complex with the guest inside the non-polar cavity, or an exclusion complex with the
guest coordinated to the carbonyl groups or the non-polar cavity’s exterior. Relative collision
induced dissociation energies can reveal much about whether the cucurbituril complex is inclusive
or exclusive in nature.
An early example of this is work performed by Zhang et al. in 2003.4 Using FT-ICR-MS a
mixture of CB[5] and CB[6] with 1,4-butanediamine (DAB) cations was examined for rotaxane
conformations (although such structures might best be described as pseudorotaxanes in solution,
in the gas phase, with nothing to solvate the ammonium groups except the CB[n] host, binding of
the ammonium to the CB[n] rim effectively makes threaded ammonium complexes rotaxanes).
Following electrospray of the acidic mixture the mass spectrum was analyzed for possible rotaxane
structures. Three distinct complexes were found: [CB[5]•(DAB+H)2]2+, [(DAB+2H)@CB[6]]2+,
and [CB[6]•(DAB+H)2]2+. The “•” indicates a likely externally-bound complex due to the presence
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of two protonated DAB molecules with a single CB[n], and “@” indicating a likely inclusion
complex (rotaxane) based on a single, doubly protonated DAB being present with CB[6].
As these conclusions were based solely on stoichiometry, further analysis was performed
via sustained off-resonance irradiation collision induced dissociation (SORI-CID). When
[(DAB+2H)@CB[6]]2+ (nominal m/z 543.2) was subjected to the highest possible SORI
amplitudes, loss of singly-protonated DAB occurred, resulting in singly protonated CB[6]
(nominal m/z 997.3), along with fragmentation of CB[6] with loss of protonated DAB (Figure
5-1A). These results strongly suggested that doubly protonated DAB was bound within the CB[6]
cavity, forming a rotaxane; energies comparable to those required to fragment the covalent bonds
of the CB[6] cage were required to remove the doubly-protonated DAB from the complex,
suggesting DAB is caged inside CB[6]. When this same experiment was performed on
[CB[6]•(DAB+H)2]2+ (nominal m/z 587.2) loss of a single neutral DAB molecule occurred at
lower energies, resulting in [(DAB+2H)@CB[6]]2+ (nominal m/z 543.2) (Figure 5-1B). This
suggests that at least one of the DAB molecules was bound on an exterior binding site, with the
intriguing possibility that dissociation of [CB[6]•(DAB+H)2]2+ results in formation of a doublycharged rotaxane with the remaining DAB threaded through CB[6].
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Figure 5-1 (Figure 9.3 in Reference 1) (a) SORI-CID of proposed (DAB+2H)@CB[6]2+ pseudorotaxane. The SORI
excitation pulse is disabled in the lower (red) trace. The upper (black) trace, with SORI enabled, exhibits extensive
fragmentation of the CB[6] cage. Asterisks indicate noise peaks. (b) SORI-CID of the nonrotaxane
CB[6]•(DAB+H)22+. Some loss of neutral DAB is observed even with the SORI pulse disabled, due to dissociation
while isolating the parent ion (lower, red trace). SORI-CID results in facile loss of neutral DAB. Reprinted with
permission from H. Zhang, E. S. Paulsen, K. A. Walker, K. E. Krakowiak and D. V. Dearden, J Am Chem Soc, 2003,
125, 9284-9285. Copyright (2003) American Chemical Society.

More detailed work using SORI-CID, with resolved relative dissociation energies, was
performed by Zhang et al. in 2007 as α,ω-alkyldiammonium ([H3N(CH2)nNH3]2+, n = 2-10)
complexes of CB[6] were analyzed.5 This work found strong guest size dependence in the relative
collision energies required to dissociate the various CB[6] complexes. The n = 2 diammonium
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guest complex dissociates at low energies, whereas the n = 4 guest led to the greatest dissociation
energy for any of the complexes examined. Higher values of n resulted in decreasing dissociation
energies. This size dependence suggests that all of these complexes involve inclusion of the
diammonium guest inside the CB[6] host under gas phase conditions. This is consistent with earlier
work done in solution by Mock and co-workers,6 which also found that CB[6] binds α,ωalkyldiammonium ions with alkyl chain size selectivity, although the largest binding constant in
solution was for the n = 6 chain length. This difference can be rationalized in terms of solvent
stabilization of the longer-chain complex in an aqueous environment, which of course is not
possible in the gas phase. To complement their experiments, Zhang et al. also employed gas-phase
computational methods at the HF/6-31G* level of theory to determine optimal geometries, binding
energies, and N-N distances between ammonium groups on each diammonium guest in the
complexes. The lowest energy conformations found in these computational studies were inclusion
complexes for each of the guests, with the diammonium threaded through CB[6]’s non-polar
cavity. The calculations also determined that the N-N distance for both free and bound α,ωbutanediammonium is 6.34 Å, which is similar to the O-O distance of 6.14 Å for oxygen atoms on
opposite rims of CB[6], supporting the experimental finding of optimum gas phase binding for the
n = 4 diammonium ion. Thus, the use of tandem-in-time mass spectrometry, combined with
computational work, helped determine that the cucurbituril complex is inclusive.
Another approach to distinguishing between internal and external binding of guests by
CB[n] hosts involves measuring the collision cross section and comparing it with calculated cross
sections for possible structures. So, for example, if the measured collision cross section is
significantly larger than the cross section calculated for the inclusion complex, the experimental
measurement supports external binding of the guest. Conversely, if the measured collision cross
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section resembles the cross section predicted for the inclusion complex then the experimental data
support inclusion. While collision cross sections are typically measured in an ion mobility
spectrometer, which will be covered in the next section, a new method to measure them, in a
FTICR-MS, was described by Yang and co-workers in 2012,7 with additional method development
work being published in 20158 and 2018.9 This method is known as CRAFTI, which stands for
cross sectional areas by Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance. Several cucurbituril complex
collision cross sections were reported in the initial paper. These can be seen in Figure 5-2. Of those
pictured, just a few will be highlighted.

Figure 5-2 (Figure 9.4 in Reference 1) Correlation between CRAFTI cross sections in xenon (average value in the
hard-sphere collision kinetic energy regime) and momentum transfer cross sections computed for collisions with
helium via the trajectory method. The line is a linear least-squares fit to the data; error bars represent one standard
deviation. The point labeled “[CB[6] + n-butylNH2 +H]+ tail out” (and colored green) was not included in the fit
(see original text). Each point is an average over a range of center-of-mass kinetic energies. Reprinted with permission
from F. Yang, J. E. Voelkel and D. V. Dearden, Anal. Chem., 2012, 84, 4851-4857. Copyright (2012) American
Chemical Society.
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Experimental measurements and gas-phase computational studies of two CB[5]
complexes, one with a single potassium ion and a second with two potassium ions, were performed.
Both the experimentally measured and computationally determined cross sections indicated that
[CB[5]+2K]2+ has a slightly larger cross section than [CB[5]+K]+, suggesting that close proximity
of two potassium ions, even when stabilized by ion-dipole interactions, results in repulsion that
increases the cross section. The complexes of mc[5] with one and two potassium ions also show
these same trends. Comparison of collision cross sections for [mc[5]+2K]2+ and the inclusion
complex [MeOH@mc[5]+2K]2+ reveals the surprising result that the inclusion complex is about
20% larger. Computational modeling indicates that these two complexes should have nearly
identical cross sections assuming the guest is within the cavity. The authors concluded that this
disagreement may be an artifact arising from the high mass of the inclusion complex relative to
that of the Xe collision gas used in the experiment. This mass difference means that the collision
energy in the center-of-mass frame of references is quite low, so that the assumption that single
collisions are sufficient to dissociate the complex is poor. If this is the case, ions that dissociate at
lower energies (such as the [MeOH@mc[5]+2K]2+ inclusion complex) will appear to have larger
cross sections than ions that dissociate at higher energies.
Computational work7 reveals two low energy conformations for the [CB[6]+nbutylNH2+H]+ complex, one with n-butylNH2 completely inside the CB[6] cavity, and one with
the alkyl tail outside of the cavity. Because both conformers have the same m/z value, and the
CRAFTI technique does not spatially separate the conformers, it is not possible to use the CRAFTI
results to directly determine which conformer is present. However, the measured cross section
appears to correlate well with the “tail in” computed cross section, and not with the “tail out”
conformer. This is consistent with the expectation that the “tail in” conformer should be
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enthalpically favored because of more favorable van der Waals contacts with the host. It is also
possible that the measured collision cross section is a weighted average of the two possible
conformers, with the “tail-in” conformer contributing the most weight.

5.1.3 Structural Information from Ion Mobility Spectrometry: Distinguishing Inclusion Complexes
from Externally-bound Conformations
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is the most widely-accepted method for measuring
collision cross sections. One study illustrating the utility of IMS for addressing structural questions
involving CB[6] complexes appeared in 2009.10 This drift mobility investigation into CB[6] gasphase shape specificity included 1,2-, 1,3-, and 1,4-phenylenediamine (PDA) isomers as guests.
The ion mobility results compared singly-protonated CB[6] with 1:1, singly-charged CB[6]
complexes of the PDA isomers; a 1:1 doubly-charged complex of CB[6] with 1,4-PDA; and 1:2,
doubly-charged complexes of CB[6] with each of the PDA isomers. We focus here on the singlycharged complexes. Comparison of their mobility spectra (Figure 5-3) reveals that [CB[6]+H]+
yielded a single peak in its spectrum while each [CB[6]+PDA]+ complex had two peaks, one at
the same drift time as protonated CB[6] and one at a later drift time.
The peaks with the same drift time as [CB[6]+H]+ were attributed to inclusion complexes
with PDA inside the CB[6] cavity. The collision cross sections of inclusion complexes reflect only
the CB[6] exterior, and hence are all the same within experimental error. The peaks at later drift
time, which corresponded to collision cross sections about 10% larger than those for the earlier
drift time, were attributed to complexes with PDA bound on the outside of the CB[6] host, with
the amino groups coordinated to the rim’s carbonyl oxygens. All 3 PDA isomers yielded the same
cross section for these externally-bound conformers, although the relative abundance (see Figure
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5-3) was greatest for 1,3-PDA (which showed very little of the peak attributed to the inclusion
complex) and least for 1,4-PDA (for which the inclusion complex represented about 2/3 of the
total signal).

Figure 5-3 (Figure 9.5 in Reference 1) Arrival time distributions for singly charged complexes of cucurbit[6]uril with
(a) 1,2-phenylenediamine; (b) 1,3-phenylenediamine; (c) 1,4-phenylenediamine; and (d) H+. Reproduced with
permission from D. V. Dearden, T. A. Ferrell, M. C. Asplund, L. W. Zilch, R. R. Julian and M. F. Jarrold, J Phys
Chem A, 2009, 113, 989-997.Copyright (2009) American Chemical Society.

Again, computational studies were performed to complement the experiments. The
calculations found potential energy minima corresponding to both internally- and externally-bound
PDA. Counterpoise-corrected results at the B3LYP/6-31G*//HF/6-31G* level of theory found that
the external complexes of 1,2-PDA and 1,3-PDA with CB[6] are 103 and 37 kJ mol-1 lower in
energy than the internal complexes, whereas for the 1,4-PDA complex the internal conformer was
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67 kJ mol-1 lower than the external conformer, consistent with the experiments. Interestingly,
MP2/6-31G*//HF/6-31G* calculations were not consistent with experiment; they predicted that
the internal conformer was lower in energy than the external conformer for all three PDA isomers.
The lowest energy conformer for any [CB[6]+PDA]+ complex was that involving 1,4-PDA.
This is likely due to a single amino group being coordinated to each carbonyl lined rim, with the
hydrophobic cavity stabilizing the benzene ring. This stability, predicted by theory, is consistent
with the experimental results. Examination of the mobility results (Figure 5-3) shows that the
[CB[6]+1,4-PDA]+ inclusion complex is present in greater concentration than the externally-bound
complex, and is in greater relative abundance than the inclusion complexes of either 1,2- or 1,3PDA inclusion complexes. For 1,2-PDA the abundances of inclusion and external complexes are
approximately equal, while for 1,3-PDA the external complex is more abundant than the internal
one. This highlights the extremely strong shape- and size-selectivity of CB[6] as a host of
diammonium guests.
A 2013 study published by Lee et al.11 investigated the structures of CB[6] and CB[7]
complexes with α,ω-alkyldiammonium species, with alkyl chain lengths of 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 carbon
atoms, using traveling wave ion mobility spectrometry (TWIMS) complemented by computational
studies. DFT studies predicted probable structures and facilitated calculation of corresponding
collision cross sections (Ω); these were compared with experimentally measured collision cross
sections. The results are shown in Figure 5-4. CB[6] complexes are in column A with DFTdetermined structures in red, and CB[7] complexes are in column B with DFT-determined
structures in green.
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Figure 5-4 (Figure 9.6 in Reference 1) Arrival time distributions of doubly charged TMD, HMD, OMD, DMD, and
DDMD complexes of (a) CB[6] and (b) CB[7] from TWIMS. The theoretically calculated structure and ΩD for each
complex ion are also shown as the right inset. Reproduced with permission from S. J. Lee, J. W. Lee, H. H. Lee, J.
Seo, D. H. Noh, Y. H. Ko, K. Kim and H. I. Kim, J Phys Chem B, 2013, 117, 8855-8864. Copyright (2013) American
Chemical Society.

The x-axis is the drift time in milliseconds, increasing from left to right. The structure’s
arrival time peak moves to longer times as the structure increases in size, indicating lower mobility
(greater collision cross section) according to equation 1-2. Lee and coworkers determined that all
the doubly-charged alkyldiammonium complexes were threaded through CB[n]’s hydrophobic
cavity. As the alkyl chain became longer it projected further out from the CB[n] host’s portals,
with the diammonium ends bending back towards the carbonyl groups, stabilized by ion-dipole
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interactions. Because CB[7] has a greater inner diameter than CB[6], the alkyldiammonium
species could tip to coordinate to each carbonyl-lined portal as the alkyl chain length increased,
while this tipping in the more constricted cavity of CB[6] appears to be minimal. Additionally, the
study determined that an alkyl chain length of 4 carbons coordinates better to CB[6] than a chain
length of 6 carbons, (the latter being the most stable solution phase structure). Comparison of
experimental collision cross sections and theoretical cross sections indicates an average deviation
of 1.6%, with maximum deviation of 3.7%. This study complements a previous study done by
Zhang et al. in 2007 (discussed above),5 which also determined that α,ω-butyldiammonium
coordinates better to CB[6] than α,ω-hexyldiammonium in the gas phase. The Zhang investigation
was based on SORI experiments in an FTICR-MS to determine relative binding energies, while
the Lee study was done using TWIMS to determine collision cross section. The agreement between
the results from collision-induced dissociation and collision cross section measurements shows
how these very different approaches can complement and strengthen each other.
Using ESI-TWIMS-MS, Noh and coworkers12 analyzed hydrated CB[6] in the gas phase.
The benefit of this hyphenated method is that ESI provides soft ionization, conserving the
important non-covalent interactions between CB[6] and the proton, while separation by cross
section occurs in the TWIMS portion of the instrument (yielding additional structural information),
followed by mass spectrometric determination of molecular weight (confirming the
stoichiometry). This study found that doubly protonated CB[6] (presumably with a proton
coordinated to each carbonyl-lined portal) can have anywhere from 2 to 6 water molecules as
guests, with 2 and 4 water molecules being the most prevalent. As seen in Figure 5-5A, regardless
of the number of water molecule guests, the collision cross section for [CB[6]+2H+nH2O]2+ is
essentially the same as that of [CB[6]+2H]2+, indicating that the water molecules are either inside
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the cavity, or tightly bound with the proton at the carbonyl rim such that they do not increase the
overall size of the complex. Density functional investigations determined that a water dimer can
coordinate to the proton at the carbonyl rim in a Zundel-like structure (Figure 5-5B), with strong
binding energy of 334 kJ/mol at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory.
The same study investigated the effect the water dimer has on coordinating ammonium and
1-alkylammonium species (with 3, 5, or 7 carbon atoms in the n-alkyl chain). IMS measurements
of [CB[6]+guest+H]2+, where guest is one of the four indicated ammonium species, were obtained.
Complexes of the two smallest guests, ammonium and 1-propylammonium, had collision cross
sections nearly matching that of doubly protonated CB[6], indicating the guests were bound inside
the cavity. Complexes of both 1-pentyl- and 1-heptylammonium had two distinct observed
collision cross sections, the smaller being quite similar to that of [CB[6]+guest+H]2+, consistent
with an inclusion complex with the alkyl tail inside the CB[6] cavity, and the larger consistent with
a complex with the alkyl tail outside the cavity. For both of these ammonium species the tail-out
conformation was favored, with the 1-heptylammonium tail-in conformation being barely
detected. These structures were confirmed by DFT investigations.
The next step involved comparison of cross section measurement of dihydrated complexes
with those with no water present, to determine the effect the water dimer has on guest coordination.
For ammonium and 1-propylammonium the collision cross section of the dihydrated complexes
was the same as that for the dehydrated complexes, indicating no net effect from the water dimer
on binding small guests that fit inside the cavity. Density functional studies supported this
conclusion. For 1-pentylammonium the two peaks of the tail-in/tail-out conformations were
present with similar intensities. DFT calculations predict that binding of the water dimer has little
effect in this case; they found the same theoretical collision cross sections for both the dihydrated
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and corresponding dehydrated complexes. However, the experimental results for 1heptylammonium show only the tail-out conformation, with a slightly larger experimental cross
section than was measured for the dehydrated [CB[6]+1-heptylammonium+H]2+ complex. This
larger structure was confirmed by DFT studies, indicating that the Zundel-like water dimer
prevents 1-heptylammonium from threading as far into the cavity as when the dimer is not present.

Figure 5-5 (Figure 9.7 in Reference 1) (a) TWIMS spectra of diprotonated CB[6], CB[6] dihydrate, and CB[6]
tetrahydrate ions, with the x-axis plotted as collision cross section (ΩD). DFT-calculated structures and theoretical
ΩD values for each complex ion are shown as right inset. (b) The top view of the DFT-calculated CB[6] complex with
a proton-bound water dimer. Reprinted with permission from D. H. Noh, S. J. Lee, J. W. Lee and H. I. Kim, J. Am.
Soc. Mass Spectrom., 2014, 25, 410-421. Copyright (2014) Springer Nature.

5.2 Gas Phase CB[n] Complex Thermochemistry
As discussed, generally, in Chapter 1, the usefulness of gas phase techniques extends
beyond structure determination; they can also be applied to thermochemical investigations. These
investigations can determine binding energies between host and guest, and can illuminate solvent
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effects, which can be deduced by comparing gas phase results with those from solution. Finally,
cucurbituril-mediated chemical reactions can be examined.

5.2.1 Extrusion of Guests
As we noted in section 5.1.2 in discussing gas phase techniques for elucidating the
structures of CB[n] complexes, relative dissociation energies can be measured for homologous
series of guests to gain information about how structures change as guest size varies. More recent
studies have extended these ideas. For example, a study of guest extrusion from cucurbiturils,
based primarily on collision-induced dissociation experiments, was published by Hickenlooper et
al. in 2018.13 The cucurbituril investigated was decamethylcucurbit[5]uril (mc[5]), which has 10
methyl groups around the outside of the cavity instead of hydrogens. The internal volume of mc[5]
is similar to that of CB[5].14 Guest extrusion from doubly-charged mc[5] (two alkali metal ions as
portal caps) was investigated experimentally using SORI-CID and theoretically using molecular
mechanics calculations (Merck Molecular Force Field, MMFF94). The experiments showed that
most guests are able to egress from alkali metal-capped mc[5] without loss of the cap. The only
observed exception was the largest guest studied, atomic xenon. Molecular mechanics studies
showed that for the guest to egress from mc[5] the metal cap must be temporarily displaced from
the polar, oxygen-lined rim, disrupting the ion-dipole interactions between the capping alkali metal
cation and the carbonyl groups of the mc[5] host. Binding of the metal to the portal therefore
represents an extrusion barrier that must be overcome to allow egress of the guest. For guests
without polar bonds, the study found that the extrusion barrier depends on guest volume, with
smaller guests having a lower extrusion barrier while larger guests have a larger barrier. This
correlates with the amount of cap displacement required to allow the guest to escape. Guests with
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polar bonds were found to egress from mc[5] with lower extrusion energies than nonpolar guests
of similar volume. A strong linear correlation between extrusion energy and guest polar surface
area was found. This correlation likely results from the proposed mechanism for polar guest
extrusion, which involves stabilization of the alkali metal cation by the guest’s polar surface during
egress, along with coordination of the polar guest with the electronegative mc[5] rim. This
stabilization minimizes the energy required to disrupt the ion-dipole interaction between cation
cap and carbonyl oxygens.

5.2.2 Solvent Effects
The gas phase obviously lacks the influence of neighboring molecules found in solution or
in the solid state, which are a feature of most other studies of CB[n] hosts and their complexes. As
there are no solvent effects in the gas phase, comparison between gas and solution phase can shed
light on how solvent influences CB[n] host-guest chemistry. An example of this is found in the
2010 work of Rauwald and coworkers,15 which investigated solvation effects in CB[8] ternary
complexes through isothermal calorimetry, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, and
computational modeling. Using [CB[8]+methylviologen]2+ as the base complex, aqueous solvent
binding effects involving numerous aromatic guests were investigated. This study found that
guests with multiple hydroxyl groups are bound tightly by CB[8]+methylviologen in the gas phase,
but for the same guest to bind with CB[8]+methylviologen in solution, solvation of both the guest
and the host cavity must first be overcome. Additionally, estimation of Ka (aqueous binding
constant) from externally calibrated ESI-MS signal intensity for an unknown was shown. By
measuring a series of CB[8]+guest complexes to determine solvation free energy, and calculating
theoretical gas phase free energy, an unknown’s Ka can be estimated by bracketing measured gas
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phase ESI-MS signal intensity with the experimentally and theoretically determined values. This
procedure can help determine an unknown guest’s identity through comparison with calibration
data.
A second example of gas phase work aiding understanding of condensed phase chemistry
is found in Lee et al.,16 who studied binding of amino acids by CB[7] in condensed and gas phases.
The amino acids were either basic (Lys, Arg, His) or aromatic (Phe, Tyr, Trp). The solution studies
(using isothermal titration calorimetry), controlled for pH with buffers, found that CB[7] binds
aromatic amino acids better than it binds basic amino acids. In contrast, gas phase investigations
(using ESI-IMS and ESI-MS/MS) found that CB[7] binds basic amino acids more strongly than
aromatic amino acids in the gas phase. The difference between condensed and gas phase CB[7]
binding affinity for amino acids is likely due to the entropic gain of releasing water molecules
upon binding aromatic amino acids in solution, whereas in the gas phase these entropic effects are
not present; instead, the electrostatic (enthalpic) interactions between the host and the basic amino
acid guests are more important. This same theme of binding affinity differences in the gas- and
solution phases can be seen in larger CB[8]-based complexes as well.17

5.2.3 Cucurbituril-mediated Chemical Reactions
A 2013 study by Lee and coworkers18 investigated gas phase chemical reactions of three
separate bicyclic azoalkanes within CB[6], CB[7], and CB[8]. After encapsulation of an azoalkane
guest, the CB[n] complex was collisionally activated at center-of-mass energies between 5 and 7.5
eV, which resulted in either dissociation of the host:guest complex or retro-Diels-Alder reaction
of the trapped guest. The latter had greatest inner-phase reaction efficiency in CB[7] (efficiencies
between 0.19 and 0.69), which facilitated the inner-phase chemical reaction for all three bicyclic
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azoalkane species, while CB[6] only facilitated a retro-Diels-Alder reaction for the smallest guest
(with an efficiency of only 0.04); CB[6] is too small to encapsulate the two larger guests. While
CB[8] had sufficient cavity volume to encapsulate each of the three guests, it only facilitated the
reaction for the smallest bicyclic azoalkane (with a reaction efficiency of 0.37), while the two
larger guests simply dissociated from CB[8]. Packing coefficients (PC) were determined by
dividing the volume of the neutral guest by the host inner cavity volume, determining what
percentage of the cavity was occupied by the guest. For CB[6], PC values ranged from 68 – 89%,
while CB[7] values ranged from 40 – 52%, and CB[8] spanned from 26 – 34%. This trend reveals
that for the retro-Diels-Alder reaction to occur under these experimental conditions, an optimal
cavity size is required to 1) rigidly encapsulate the guest so it is not immediately lost upon
collisional activation, and 2) provide sufficient extra volume to permit guest volume expansion
during reaction.
Computational modelling of Lennard-Jones 12-6 potentials for each host and a spherical
guest revealed potential minima, seen in Figure 5-6, which facilitate forward chemical reaction
progress. When the guest volume is optimal, attractive forces (downward arrows) between host
wall and guest stabilize the guest expansion that occurs during the retro-Diels-Alder reaction. This
accounts for CB[7]’s reaction efficiencies. If guest size is too small, reaction may occur, but there
is insufficient attraction to stabilize guest expansion (as for guests in CB[8]), while a guest size
that is too large results in repulsive forces (upwards arrows) between the host wall and the
expanding guest which destabilizes the reaction and results in poor reaction efficiency (accounting
for the poor reaction efficiencies for CB[6]).
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Figure 5-6 (Figure 9.8 in Reference 1) a, Illustration of the hypothetical expansion of a spherical guest inside
a CB[n] cavity, as a mimic of a chemical reaction with a positive volume of activation. b, Relative potential energies
(Erelpot) of the CB[6] (solid), CB[7] (dashed) and CB[8] (dotted) complexes versus guest volume, modelled with a 126 Lennard-Jones function (see article’s Supplementary Section S2). c, Magnified area of (b) with interval bars for the
volumes that correspond to guests 1 (red), 2 (blue) and 3 (orange) as they expand to the corresponding fragment and
ethylene; the arrows indicate the change in intermolecular potential energy as the intramolecular reaction proceeds.
Reprinted with permission from T.-C. Lee, E. Kalenius, A. I. Lazar, K. I. Assaf, N. Kuhnert, C. H. Grün, J. Jänis, O.
A. Scherman and W. M. Nau, Nature Chemistry, 2013, 5, 376-382. Copyright (2013) Springer Nature.

5.3 Kinetics
5.3.1 Ingress and Egress of CB[n] Guests
As cucurbiturils have polar carbonyl groups lining their narrow portals, the ingress into or
egress out of their cavity depends not only on favorable thermodynamics between host and guest,
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but also on kinetics; complexation is typically slow compared to the timescale of the experiment.
Gas phase techniques can be used to probe the progress of reactions in solution. For example,
Carroy et al. studied ingress of para-phenylenediamine (DAPHEN) in solution into the cavity of
CB[6], over the course of 24 hours, using IMS-MS as a probe of complex formation.19 DAPHEN
seems to have an ideal structure for complexation within CB[6] due to its ability to form hydrogen
bonds with rim oxygens at opposite sides of the molecule, adding additional stability beyond
coordination to a single side of CB[6]. Despite this ideal structure, it must thread through the
cavity, passing through a stable externally-bound structure in the process. Evidence for the stable
external complex is shown in Figure 5-7, which depicts IMS-MS data obtained for doubly
protonated CB[6]+DAPHEN.
As noted above, larger molecules have slower ion mobilities (and longer arrival times) than
smaller molecules. The CB[6]+DAPHEN external complex accounts for the peak between 5 and
6 ms while the inclusion complex is the peak between 4 and 5 ms. For column A, which catalogs
the ingress of DAPHEN into CB[6] at 25 oC as a function of time, the external complex dominates
for the first two hours, with hours 4 – 8 showing increasing inclusion complex peak intensities
until quantitative inclusion complex is achieved at 24 hours. Column B conveys the same ingress
kinetics but at 50 oC as a function of time. Under these conditions quantitative inclusion
complexation is achieved within 4 hours of experiment initiation.
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Figure 5-7 (Figure 9.9 in Reference 1) Time evolution of the IM‐MS plot for the doubly charged 1:1 complex ions
obtained upon ESI of a stoichiometric DAPHEN/CB[6] solution thermalized at a) 25 and b) 50 °C. Reproduced with
permission from G. Carroy, C. Daxhelet, V. Lemaur, J. De Winter, E. De Pauw, J. Cornil and P. Gerbaux, Chemistry,
2016, 22, 4528-4534. Copyright (2016) John Wiley and Sons.

To confirm that the kinetic route to the inclusion complex includes a stable, but fragile,
exclusion topology, energy resolved collision induced dissociation was performed as a function of
time. These results can be seen in Figure 5-8, which shows equilibration-time-resolved survival
yield curves for doubly protonated CB[6]+DAPHEN. As equilibration time increases from less
than five minutes to 24 hours the energy required to dissociate the complex increases. Interestingly,
for measurements of equilibration times between 30 minutes and 8 hours, two dissociation plateaus
are observed, suggesting the presence of at least two isomeric complexes. The first (lowest energy)
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plateau corresponds to the externally-bound complex, and the second (highest energy) corresponds
to the more strongly-bound inclusion complex. At 24 hours of equilibration time only one plateau
is observed, at higher center-of-mass dissociation energies, confirming quantitative formation of
the inclusion complex.

Figure 5-8 (Figure 9.10 in Reference 1) Time evolution of the energy‐resolved CID curves for the doubly charged 1:1
complex ions[CB6 + para-phenylenediamine (DAPHEN)] (m/z 553) at 25 °C. The increase in survival yield (SY) with
center‐of‐mass energy at given times is due to the data‐analysis process. This basically arises from the setting of an
intensity threshold (1 %) for the fragment ion signals that renders the data processing sensitive to the opening of
numerous dissociation routes for the inclusion complexes upon covalent bond breaking of the CB[6] ring. Reproduced
with permission from G. Carroy, C. Daxhelet, V. Lemaur, J. De Winter, E. De Pauw, J. Cornil and P. Gerbaux,
Chemistry, 2016, 22, 4528-4534. Copyright (2016) John Wiley and Sons.

5.3.2 Guest Removal or Exchange
Among the first papers to be published regarding gas phase cucurbituril chemistry was a
kinetics investigation of ammonium cation removal from decamethylcucurbit[5]uril (mc[5]) by
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Kellersberger et al. in 2001.20 Mc[5] guests included N2, O2, methanol, and acetonitrile, with
ammonium cations acting as “lids” on the molecular containers. Introduction of the ionophore 18crown-6 into the trapping cell along with the complex resulted in removal of a single ammonium
cation from [mc[5]+guest+2NH4]2+, followed by the guest’s escape on a time scale more rapid
than could be measured in this experiment. By measuring signal intensity as a function of time,
relative rate constants for ammonium removal from mc[5] were determined and found to depend
on guest size. Assigning a rate of 1.0 to the empty [mc[5]+2NH4]2+ complex, lid removal rates
relative to this ranged from 1.9 ± 0.7 for the smallest guests to 4.3 ± 2.1 for the largest guests,
indicating that as the guest size increased, 18-crown-6 removed the ammonium cap faster. The
mc[5]-ammonium bond strength for the empty mc[5]+(NH4)+2 complex was computed to be 285.5
kJ mol-1 (at the very modest HF/3-21G* level of theory). However, when guests were included the
bond strength weakened, to as low as 209.5 kJ mol-1 for acetonitrile guest. The presence of a cavitybound guest pushed the ammonium outward from the carbonyl oxygens, resulting in a weaker
bond to the lid and more rapid removal by 18-crown-6 than occurs for the empty, ammoniumcapped mc[5].
More recently,10 the kinetics of exchange reactions were examined to confirm whether
ortho-, meta-, and para-phenylenediamine (PDA) guests were internally or externally bound to
CB[6]. After doubly protonated PDA-CB[6] was trapped, tert-butylamine was leaked into the
FTICR cell and allowed to react with the complex for a period of time before acquisition of a mass
spectrum. Reaction between tert-butylamine and [(1,2-PDA+H)2•CB[6]]2+ involved a rapid
exchange of the first PDA by the amine (k1 = 11.1 ± 0.5 × 10-11 cm3 mol-1 s-1), followed by a slower
(k2 = 6.9 ± 0.3 × 10-11 cm3 mol-1 s-1) exchange of the second PDA to produce [(tButNH2+H)2•CB[6]]2+. When [(1,3-PDA+2H)•CB[6]]2+ reacts with t-butylamine, the amine first
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adds to the complex (k1 = 6.3 ± 0.4 × 10-11 cm3 mol-1 s-1), then a second amine exchanges with
PDA at nearly the same rate (k2 = 5.6 ± 0.5 × 10-11 cm3 mol-1 s-1). The reaction between tbutylamine and [(1,4-PDA+2H)@CB[6]]2+ does not involve exchange; rather, two addition
reactions were observed. The first amine adds rapidly (k1 = 5.2 ± 0.4 × 10-11 cm3 mol-1 s-1) while
the second amine adds about 4 times more slowly (k2 = 1.2 ± 0.2 × 10-11 cm3 mol-1 s-1). These rate
constants indicate that 1,2-PDA and 1,3-PDA are bound externally to CB[6], as the exchange
reactions occur rapidly, while 1,4-PDA is bound inside the CB[6] cavity, as addition occurs at
rates slow compared to the exchanges of the other isomers. Another example of guest exchange to
confirm whether the initial guest is bound externally or internally to CB[n] can be found in the
work of Zhang et al.21

5.4 Gas Phase Photochemistry of CB[n] Complexes
Gas phase spectroscopic studies are used to elucidate structural information through
absorption and emission experiments, and/or to determine fragmentation pathways (as in infrared
multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) studies),22, 23 or to determine fluorescence behavior that can be
compared with condensed phase fluorescence behavior to better understand quenching and solvent
effects. While gas phase spectroscopy has established itself as a useful analytical technique,
including in supramolecular chemistry in general,24 based on a survey of available gas phase
cucurbituril literature it is only starting to be used for gas phase cucurbituril investigations.
Work published in 2013 by Czar et al.25 highlights the usefulness of gas phase cucurbituril
spectroscopic analysis. To better understand fluorescent behavior of encapsulated fluorophores
this study measured the fluorescence of cationic acridine orange free and trapped in CB[7], both
in aqueous solution and in the gas phase. Spectroscopic results for this study can be seen in Figure
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5-9. The left side is the free dye in the gas phase (a) and in aqueous solution (c), while the right
side is the CB[7]-encapsulated dye in the gas phase (b) and in solution (d).

Figure 5-9 (Figure 9.11 in Reference 1) Measured fluorescence excitation and emission spectra of a),c) Acridine
Orange (AOH+) and b),d) AOH+‐CB[7] in the gas phase (top) and in aqueous solution (bottom). Circular markers
indicate measured gas‐phase fluorescence excitation data, which are connected by dashed lines to guide the eye.
Measured gas‐phase fluorescence emission spectra (solid traces) were processed with a 200‐point Savitzky‐Golay
smooth using a fifth‐order polynomial (overlayed). The excitation and emission maxima are indicated. (Orange labels
were added by me to help the reader quickly identify what conditions were used for data collection.) Reproduced with
permission from M. F. Czar and R. A. Jockusch, Chemphyschem, 2013, 14, 1138-1148. Copyright (2013) John Wiley
and Sons.
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While both free acridine orange and encapsulated acridine orange have excitation maxima
at 485 nm in the gas phase, the trapped dye emission maximum (502 nm) exhibits a –12 cm-1 shift
compared to the free dye (490 nm). Czar et al. concluded that this is likely due to geometric
rearrangement of trapped dye upon excitation whereas the isotropic environment for free dye
minimizes geometric rearrangement following excitation. Aqueous free dye has an excitation
maximum at 492 nm and an emission maximum at 522 nm while captured dye has an excitation
maximum at 485 nm (the same as free and trapped dye in the gas phase) and an emission maximum
of 511 nm. Solvation of the dye by water likely stabilizes a polarizable excited state, which results
in the lower energy excitation maximum, while trapping inside CB[7] likely shields the dye from
the polar solvent (approximating a gas phase-like state), yielding the same excitation wavelength
as the gas phase dye and complex. Fluorescence brightness was found to increase from free dye to
encapsulated dye. The same qualitative trend is seen in the aqueous phase, likely due to restriction
of dye geometric rearrangement by CB[7]. Free protonated acridine orange had a gas phase
fluorescent lifetime of 3.80 ± 0.05 ns, while the dye-CB[7] complex had a fluorescent lifetime of
4.6 ± 0.2 ns. Verifying that these lifetimes were not excitation wavelength dependent, Czar et al.
concluded that geometric confinement by the host reduces non-radiative decay by constricting the
motion of a dimethylamine group on the dye. These observed effects may have implications for
CB[n]-mediated photosensors.

5.5 Practical Applications of Gas Phase CB[n] Chemistry
Practical applications of gas phase CB[n] chemistry build on the fundamental research
discussed in this chapter. Thus far, the most practical use for gas phase CB[n] chemistry has been
protein labelling by CB[7] to facilitate mass spectrometric protein analysis.26 Building on the
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discovery that cucurbit[7]uril has a strong affinity for phenylalanine27 and other aromatic amino
acid residues,28 CB[7] was added to several different solutions with peptides that possess Nterminal phenylalanine groups. Following introduction into the mass spectrometer, peptide+CB[7]
signals were found to be more intense than the bare peptide signals, likely due to greater proton
affinity once the cucurbituril was bound. Additionally, peptide+CB[7] collision induced
dissociation resulted in b- and y-type fragmentation with wider sequence coverage than occurred
with bare peptide. Overall, this method resulted in better ability to observe and sequence peptides,
with no need for chemical derivatization or prolonged sample preparation.
Cucurbit[7]uril found additional mass spectrometric use in 2018, this time for
quantification of sialic acids N-glycolylneuraminic acid (Neu5Gc) and N-acetylneuraminic acid
(Neu5Ac) in therapeutic proteins.29 The presence of Neu5Gc limits the therapeutic protein
treatment efficacy, interfering with treatment. Quantifying the amount of Neu5Gc is important to
therapeutic protein quality control, but is difficult due to the presence of Neu5Ac. Lee et al.
discovered that the two sialic acids formed 1:1, doubly charged complexes with CB[7] during ESI.
By adding CB[7] to mixtures of sialic acid, with increasing Neu5Gc concentration and decreasing
Neu5Ac concentration, a strong linear correlation between sialic acid concentration in solution and
CB[7]+sialic acid peak intensity in the mass spectra was observed. This strong correlation resulted
in a method to accurately quantify the presence of Neu5Gc in therapeutic protein solutions, without
need to derivatize the sialic acid.
Future applications of gas phase CB[n] chemistry are also likely to involve improvements
to analytical mass spectrometry, particularly with biomolecules, for which there is intense current
interest.
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5.6 Conclusions
Gas phase cucurbituril investigations have led to a wide range of studies, including
host:guest stoichiometry determination, establishment of conformational preferences in the gas
phase, measurement of absolute and relative bond energies between host and guest in the absence
of solvent, determination of energies required to remove a guest from the cavity when the portals
are capped, better understanding of solvent effects, observation of cucurbituril-mediated chemical
reactions following collisional activation, measurement of guest ingress and egress kinetics,
understanding preferential binding of amino acids by cucurbituril hosts, and determination of host
effects on dye fluorescence. Key to these investigations has been trapping mass spectrometry and
ion mobility as they enable isolation of gas phase host-guest complexes for further analysis.
Computational methods have found frequent use in many of these investigations as gas phase
theoretical models are able to accurately describe the solvent-free conditions of the gas phase. A
major advantage of these approaches is the low sample consumption for gas phase methods
compared to conventional condensed phase techniques such as NMR or X-ray crystallography.
We expect that future investigations will shed greater light on the use of cucurbituril hosts in
biological systems through investigations of CB[n]-peptide binding, greater understanding of
guest displacement from CB[n] cavities, and photophysical effects of CB[n].

5.7 Research Article
This section contains a research paper draft describing my work with CB7. Dr. Dearden will submit
this paper, by October 31, 2022, to Supramolecular Chemistry to be included in their special
edition on “Cucurbiturils and Related Cavitands.”
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5.7.1 Title and Authors
Structural Elucidation of Gas Phase Cucurbit[7]uril Host-Guest Ternary Complexes by Ion
Mobility – Mass Spectrometry

Andrew J. Arslaniana, Mehdi Rashvand Aveib,c, Caleb Tinsleya, Noah Mismasha, Tanner Taylora,
Angel E. Kaiferb, David V. Deardena

a

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, United

States of America; bDepartment of Chemistry, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, United
States of America; c(now at) General Motors, Detroit, Michigan, United States of America

5.7.2 Abstract
Novel host/guest ternary complexes are reported featuring cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) and
pyridinium-like and anilinium-like guests. While previously-reported CB7 ternary complexes
featured a single guest bound within CB7’s non-polar cavity, and the second guest bound
externally to CB7’s carbonyl lined rim, this study reports evidence from ion mobility-mass
spectrometry and tandem mass spectrometry for ternary complexes with both guests bound within
CB7’s cavity. While bis-anilinium-CB7 systems are highly stable, stability is enhanced when a
fluoro-substitution is made at the para-position, enhancing guest-guest and guest-host interactions.
These systems present unique opportunities to explore highly stable self-assembled materials built
using the highly water soluble CB7 macrocycle.
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5.7.3 Introduction
Drift tube ion mobility mass spectrometry (DTIM-MS, IM-MS or IMS)30 is a gas phase
technique that separates ions based on their mobility across a voltage difference in the presence of
a neutral buffer gas, then detects them via a mass spectrometer. The separation is enhanced due to
multiple low-energy (momentum transfer) collisions between the ions and the buffer gas, the
frequency of which is dependent on the ions’ physical size (colloquially called the collision crosssection, however momentum transfer cross-section is more accurate).30 Large ions undergo more
collisions than smaller ions, and thus arrive later at the mass spectrometer for detection. The ions’
arrival times are converted to momentum transfer cross-section, Ω, via the low-field ion mobility
(Mason-Schamp) equation31, 32:
3
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eq. 1

In this equation, which is only valid at low electric field relative to ion-neutral reduced mass, z is
the ion’s integer charge value, e is the fundamental ion charge, µ is the ion-neutral reduced mass,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, N0 is reduced neutral number density, and K0 is
the reduced ion mobility. (The full equation with non-reduced variables is available in the
Appendix 2). Out of all these variables, z, ion mass (within µ), and (non-reduced) K are measured
during an experiment (the others are easily available), which enables conversion to Ω.
Within an experiment that analyzes a family of host-guest systems, relative momentum
transfer cross-sections can be highly informative regarding host-guest conformation. For example,
if one ion’s Ω is larger or smaller than another ion’s Ω, then identifying where the guest molecule
is bound can be straightforward. Sometimes though, additional help is needed to connect the dots
between Ω and host-guest conformation. Thus, experimental momentum transfer cross-section
measurements, Ωexp, are typically complemented by host-guest computational modeling which
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identifies low energy conformations based on potential structures. Resultant low energy structures
are then used to predict theoretically derived momentum transfer cross-sections, Ωtheor, which can
help elucidate host-guest conformation based on agreement between absolute or relative Ωexp and
Ωtheor.
This study uses IM-MS to characterize cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) host-guest ternary complexes,
[CB7 + 2Guest]2+, where the guests are pyridinium and anilinium derivatives. Cucurbit[7]uril is
the heptamer product of glycouril and formaldehyde condensation. It is shaped like a hollowedout pumpkin (hence the Latin-based cucurbit name), and possesses two portals, each lined with 7
carbonyl groups, which provide access to the hydrophobic cavity.33 CB7, and the rest of the CBn
(n = 5, 6, 8, 10) family, excel at binding cations of many kinds33, 34 at their carbonyl-lined portals,
as well as small neutrals,13, 35 alkyl chains,36 aromatic rings,37 and anions38 in their hydrophobic
cavities. While CB5 and CB6 are large enough to encapsulate small neutrals and simple alkyl
chains, CB7 may be large enough to bind two guests simultaneously in its cavity if guest structures
and other conditions are favorable.
Previous studies on CB7 ternary complexes were primarily done in the condensed phase,3947

with some use of mass spectrometry (gas phase) techniques to verify host-guest stoichiometry.41-

43, 45

We are not aware of detailed gas phase studies, beyond simple stoichiometry analysis, focused

on CB7 ternary complexes. Many of the published CB7 ternary complexes included one molecule
and one metal cation as the guests. Formation of such ternary complexes with the molecular guest
bound inside CB7 is straightforward, since steric constraints are minimal when only one molecular
guest is present. In some cases there were two molecular guests, but only one guest was bound
inside CB7 while the other guest was bound externally. This study explores the type of guests, and
the favorable host-guest and guest-guest interactions, that cause both molecular guests to be bound
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within CB7’s cavity. Lastly, while IM-MS has been used to characterize CBn host-guest systems
before,1, 11, 37, 48-56 this appears to be the first time that IM-MS has been used to characterize ternary
complexes, where both guests are bound internally, of any member of the CBn family smaller than
n = 8 or 10.51, 54

5.7.4 Experimental
Cucurbit[7]uril was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and was dissolved in HPLC-grade
water (Fisher Chemical), with formic acid, to a final concentration of 200 µM. Pyridine (Pyr) was
obtained from Fisher Scientific, aniline (Anil) from Mallinckrodt Chemical, and 2-, 3-, and 4fluoroaniline (o-FA, m-FA, and p-FA) were purchased from Oakwood Chemical and SigmaAldrich, and were all used without further purification. 1-butylpyridin-1-ium (BuPy), N-ethylN,N-dimethylbenzenaminium (DMEA), N,N,N-trimethylbenzenaminium (TMA), 4-fluoroN,N,N-trimethylbenzenaminium

(FTMA),

2-methylisoquinolin-2-ium

(MeIQ)

were

all

synthesized under Argon atmosphere using standard Schlenk and vacuum line techniques. All
solvents were distilled and dried according to standard procedures. Full synthetic details are found
in Appendix 2. All guest molecules were dissolved in 50:50 methanol:water (HPLC-grade
methanol, also from Fisher Chemical) stock solutions to final concentrations between 1.2 mM and
3.2 mM.
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Figure 5-10. Structures and name abbreviations of guest molecular cations included in this study.

Electrospray solutions had final concentrations between 5 and 20 µM, with host-guest
stoichiometries being approximately 1:2 if solutions were composed of CB7 and a single guest,
and approximately 1:1 if solutions contained multiple guests. In the latter case, TMA and BuPy
were never mixed since they are conformational isomers (m/z = 136.112). It should be noted that
regardless of host-guest stoichiometries, 1:2 complexes were always observed and 1:1 complexes
were only observed after in-source collisional activation, as detailed below. Lastly, sample
solutions containing pyridine and aniline also contained 0.5% (v/v) acetic acid to form Pyr and
Anil.
Mobilities of the host-guest complexes were measured using stepped field ion mobility2 on
an Agilent 6560 IM-qTOF with Agilent’s nanospray source, which was used for direct infusion
electrospray at a rate of 60-120 µL/hour. Nanospray tips (i.d. 30 µm) were made in-house via
chemical etching with hydrofluoric acid.57 Full instrument parameters are based on values that
conserve non-covalent interactions58 and are conveyed in Section 2.2, but relevant parameters are
summarized here: electrospray potential of 2250 V, drying gas (N2) temperature of 300°C, drying
gas flow rate of 1.5 L/hour, fragmentor optic voltage between 300 - 600 V (low end conserves 1:2
host-guest complexes while high end results in 1:1 complexes), drift voltages between 850 and
1450 V (stepped by 100 V for a total of 7 different voltages), and approximate drift gas pressure
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between 3.94 and 4.05 torr, with nitrogen (N2) as the drift gas. Our nitrogen source is the boiloff
from our department’s liquid nitrogen condenser, which has a purity of >99.999%. Prior to
introduction into the instrument the nitrogen passes through Agilent’s Big Universal Trap (part
number RMSN-4). Experiments were 3.5 minutes long (30 seconds per drift voltage) and were
repeated a minimum of four times. Data were analyzed in Agilent MassHunter IM-MS Browser
version B.08.00, which uses the fundamental low-field ion mobility equation to convert measured
mobility values to momentum transfer cross-sections, Ωexp. Cross-section values are averages of
repeated experiments (typically, 3 or more replicates were performed). Agilent Tune Mix was
added to each electrospray solution, and m/z 922 was used as in internal standard to calibrate
conversion from K to Ω, though results were also consistent if m/z 622 was used.59
The instrument also has an updated ‘Fragmentor’ optic that allows a greater voltage
difference between the atmospheric sampling capillary and the optic, which can result in greater
ion acceleration into the front trapping funnel. Greater acceleration results in more energetic ionneutral collisions which result in ion collisional activation.60 In the case of our experiments,
collisional activation was used to disrupt the intramolecular interactions holding CB7 and the two
guests together. This caused [CB7(guest)2]2+ to dissociate to ([CB7(guest)]+ + guest+), which was
useful since only [CB7(guest)2]2+ was observed without activation, even when CB7 was present
in large molar excess to favor [CB7(guest)]+. Measurement of [CB7(guest)]+ cross-sections helped
characterize [CB7(guest)2]2+, specifically giving insight into how the two guests were coordinated
to CB7 and to each other.
Energy-resolved tandem mass spectrometry experiments were performed to obtain
precursor survival curves to compare [CB7(guest)2]2+ relative dissociation energies for Anil, oFA, m-FA, p-FA, and FTMA. These collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments were
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performed on the Agilent 6560 IM-qTOF using nitrogen collision gas via a targeted MS/MS
method in which a range of m/z values and collision energies were provided to MassHunter Data
Acquisition. Collision energies ranged from 0 to 60 eV (laboratory frame) to obtain complete
survival curves. Conversion from laboratory frame energies to center-of-mass energies (KEcm) was
accomplished using:
𝑚𝑚

𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 𝑚𝑚+𝑀𝑀

eq. 2

Where z is the ion charge, V is the software-reported voltage used to accelerate the ion into the
collision cell, m is the collision gas mass, and M is the ion mass.61 By converting to KEcm, the
relative disappearance curves for different host-guest systems can be directly compared.62
Computational modeling started in Spartan ’18. Initial efforts to identify candidate low
energy structures were done via Spartan’s Monte Carlo conformational search algorithm, which
uses the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF) for geometry optimization. Starting structures for
the ternary complexes assumed that guests could be bound to CB7 in the following arrangements:
both guests in (in/in), one guest in/one guest out (in/out), and both guests out (out/out). Despite
these starting structures, all in/in starting structures ended up as in/out arrangements following
minimization and energy scoring by MMFF. This might be expected if MMFF underestimates
favorable dispersion interactions between aromatic ions. As a result, only the in/out and out/out
arrangements were passed onto the next step, while initial in/in structures (with no MMFF
minimization) were directly submitted for density functional calculations (below). Resultant in/out
and out/out structures were submitted for energy calculations at the B3LYP-D3/6-31+G* level of
theory to obtain more accurate energy scoring. The lowest energy structures were submitted for
density functional (DFT) calculations at the ωB97X-D/6-311+G**//B3LYP-D3/6-31G* level of
theory using Gaussian 16. Lastly, optimized structures were again submitted for DFT calculation
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at the B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory to obtain ESP charges for use in N2-based cross-section
calculations (Ωtheor) using the trajectory method (TM) as implemented in IMoS 1.10c.63, 64 These
calculations incorporated the host-guest partial atomic charges and nitrogen’s quadrupole moment
to better account for long-range interactions between ions and neutrals. A sample input IMoS .cla
file is in Appendix 2.

5.7.5 Results and Discussion
As seen in Figure 5-10, the guest ions we examined are all derivatives of pyridinium or
anilinium. The progression from simple pyridinium and anilinium to aliphatic substituted
pyridinium and anilinium allowed us to determine how steric repulsion (guest shape) may affect
the favorable dispersive aromatic stacking between guests, and how large aliphatic groups may
interfere with the favorable ion-dipole interactions between CB7’s carbonyl rim and the guest’s
cationic charge. Fluoro-substituted guests also allowed us to investigate the influence of inductive
effects on dispersive aromatic stacking.65-68
Ion mobility mass spectrometry separated and detected multiple cucurbit[7]uril binary (one
guest) and ternary (two guests) complexes, including homoternary complexes of all guest
molecules mentioned above (for example, [CB7(Pyr)2]2+). Heteroternary complexes of most
possible combinations of guest molecules mentioned above (for example, [CB7•Pyr•Anil]2+) were
also detected, as well as heteroternary complexes of all guests with either a proton, ammonium,
sodium, or potassium cation (for example, [CB7•Na•Pyr]2+). These latter small cations were not
added to the electrospray solutions but were present due to: 1) the protic solvent system, 2) sodium
and potassium’s role in CBn synthesis, and 3) ammonium is a common contaminant in our
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laboratory. The data for heteroternary complexes showed interesting trends that may be discussed
in a future publication, as the focus of the present work is on homoternary systems.
[CB7(Na)2]2+ was also detected during the experiment, and its collision cross-section was
used as an internal collision cross-section standard since it should be similarly sized to CB7 with
guests bound within the cavity. This is helpful since the homoternary complexes have three
possible arrangements: both guests in (in/in), both guests out (out/out), and a mix of in and out
(in/out). In these arrangements the terms ‘in’ and ‘out’ refer to the location of the guest’s aromatic
ring relative to the CB7 host cavity. Most of these guest ions are large enough that some portion
of them protrudes out of CB7, even when the aromatic ring is contained inside the cavity.
Additional help to determine how guests are bound to CB7 is provided through comparison with
[CB7•Na•guest]2+. These complexes have two possible arrangements: guest in or guest out, which
simplifies comparison with the homoternary complexes since the guest in arrangement is smaller
(black bars in following figures) than the guest out arrangement (blue bars in following figures).
Lastly, computationally-predicted relative cross-section values (Ωtheor) for systems of
interest were also useful. The absolute predicted values were not used for direct quantitative
comparison with experiment because the predicted values were systematically 3 – 8% larger than
experimental values. This is a known issue with trajectory method (TM) calculations,69 and is
related to how TM approximates polarization of nitrogen collision gas by a nearby charge, which
influences how ion-neutral long-range interactions are modeled. While it is possible to scale the
predicted values to agree with experiment, there does not appear to be enough empirical evidence
to justify this practice.70, 71 Thus, predicted values were used as ratios of the [CB7(Na)2]2+ predicted
value to [CB7(guest)2]2+ predicted values (2Na/2Guest), which were then compared with the
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corresponding experimental ratio. Subsequently, good agreement between experimental and
theoretical ratios was observed.

5.7.5.1 Binary Complexes of All Guests

Figure 5-11. [CB7(guest)]+ experimental cross-section values.

Figure 5-11 shows Ωexp for all observed binary systems. In every case, [CB7(guest)]+ is
larger than [CB7(Na)]+. This is likely due to the severe pinching that occurs at CB7’s portal when
coordinated to Na+, which distorts CB7 to be smaller than when the portal is not pinched closed to
accommodate binding a small cation. Overall, the Ωexp values are all within 6 Å2 of [CB7(Na)]+,
which suggests that all these guests are bound internally to CB7. Chemical intuition suggests this
to be a reasonable conclusion since CB7’s non-polar cavity could provide excellent dispersive
interactions to stabilize the internally bound guest. In the gas phase, no solvent is present, so the
guest is solvated only by the host, and immersion of the guest inside the host cavity facilitates this.
Computational modeling of these systems largely agreed with this conclusion (with one exception
noted later). The highest-level DFT calculations we performed found that relative energies for
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internally-bound guests were lower than the externally-bound systems by at least 40 kJ/mol. In the
case of [CB7(BuPy)]+, two different internally-bound complexes were subjected to our
computational workflow: 1) BuPy’s ring bound internally, and 2) BuPy’s tail bound internally.
The tail-in system is lower in energy than the ring-in system, by about 9 kJ/mol, at the ωB97XD/6-311+G** level of theory. While we are sure [CB7(BuPy)]+ features the guest bound internally,
we cannot determine if the tail-in or ring-in form is present experimentally. The [CB7(Pyr)]+
system presents the only exception to this internally-bound trend. DFT calculations comparing
internally- and externally-bound Pyr show the externally-bound system to be lower in energy by
36 kJ/mol. Considering Pyr’s small size, and the fact that the positive charge is largely localized
on the aromatic ring, it makes sense that Pyr could be externally bound to CB7, and act as a cap
on one carbonyl-lined portal. This opens the possibility that Pyr could be used to cap CB7, trapping
guests inside, much like metal cations have been used on decamethylcucurbit[5]uril13 and CB5,38
and like guanidinium has been observed to cap CB7.72

5.7.5.2 Ternary Complexes of Pyridinium-like Guests
As seen in Figure 5-12, [CB7(Pyr)2]2+ and [CB7•Na•Pyr]2+ measured slightly smaller than
[CB7(Na)2]2+. Based on computational modeling, this could be due to [CB7(Na)2]2+ being
elongated as the large portals bind the relatively small sodium cations; this stretches CB7 due to
charge repulsion. Such distortion could cause the metal cation system to have a larger rotationally
averaged cross-section than [CB7(Pyr)2]2+, which is less elongated or distorted when binding
pyridinium ions. Computational modeling of [CB7(Pyr)2]2+ with the same three possible guest
binding motifs mentioned previously was helpful in determining the bis-Pyr structure. Given Pyr’s
size, the presence of cationic charges on the Pyr ring, and CB7’s structure, it is likely that the
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pyridinium ions are located on opposite portals, acting as caps on CB7’s container-like structure,
similar to previous work with CB7 and guanidinium cations.72 Of the three possible arrangements
(in/in, in/out, out/out), DFT calculations revealed that the out/out arrangement is at least 74 kJ/mol
lower in energy than the in/in and in/out possibilities. This provides additional support for our
conclusion that each Pyr acts as a cap on one of the portals (Figure 5-13). It may be possible to use
Pyr cations to trap guests in CB7’s cavity, and release the guest through such means as raising the
pH to deprotonate the caps.

Figure 5-12. Momentum transfer cross-section values for homoternary CB7 and pyridinium-like guests.
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Figure 5-13. Most probable gas phase structure of [CB7(Pyr)2]2+

Figure 5-14. Electrostatic potential maps for pyridinium-like guests, calculated at the ωB97XD/6-31G* level of
theory. Red regions indicate high levels of electronegativity, whereas blue areas are high levels of electropositivity.
Molecules are not to scale with each other.

BuPy is pyridinium with a butyl tail on the pyridine nitrogen, which can sterically hinder
the permanent cation’s coordination to CB7’s carbonyl groups. Despite this steric hinderance, the
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nonpolar cavity could easily bind the aromatic ring, or the aliphatic chain. As such,
[CB7(BuPy)2]2+ has five potential arrangements: both rings in, both tails in (rings are on opposing
rims), one tail-in/one tail-out, ring-in/ring-on-the-rim, and both rings on the rim with tails outside
CB7. Computational modeling determined that the tail-in/tail-in arrangement is most favored,
followed by the tail-in/tail out arrangement 10 kJ/mol higher in energy (Figure 5-15). The other
arrangements are 28+ kJ/mol higher in energy. The fact that the tail-in/tail-in and tail-in/tail-out
arrangements are favored is unsurprising, since aliphatic butyl tails are best solvated by CB7’s
non-polar cavity, and by each other, instead of associating with carbonyl oxygens and/or vacuum.
Additional support for the tail-in/tail-in arrangement comes from the electrostatic potential map
for BuPy, as observed in Figure 5-14. At the ωB97Xd/6-31G* level of theory, the butyl tail’s
terminal end is electronegative while the region around the pyridinium nitrogen is electropositive.
These regions can interact, as present in Figure 5-15, creating a highly stable ternary system.
Experimentally, two BuPy-containing ternary systems were detected: [CB7(BuPy)2]2+ and
[CB7•Na•BuPy]2+. Interestingly, [CB7•Na•BuPy]2+ has an Ωexp value nearly the same as that of
[CB7(Na)2]2+ (Figure 3), suggesting BuPy is mostly inside the CB7 cavity when Na• is also
present. As seen in Figure 5-12, the Ωexp for [CB7•Na•BuPy]2+ is smaller than that of the larger
(assumed) guest-out [CB7•Na•MeIQ]2+ system, also suggesting that some portion of BuPy is likely
bound internally to CB7.
Based on the DFT-level energies for [CB7(BuPy)2]2+, either both butyl tails are bound
internally, or one tail is bound inside while the other is bound externally. TM cross-section
prediction for each of these indicates the tail-in/tail-in system to be 3% smaller than the tail-in/tailout system, a difference easily separated by drift ion mobility. As there is only one peak in the
arrival time distribution, we assume that one or the other conformation is present. The
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experimental ratio relative to [CB7(Na)2]2+ was 1.02, which agrees most closely with the computed
tail-in/tail-in TM ratio (1.03), as opposed to the computed tail-in/tail-out ratio (1.06). Thus,
[CB7(BuPy)2]2+ likely features both butyl tails bound within CB7, stabilized by highly favorable
guest-guest dispersive interactions, and cavity-guest dispersive interactions. Such an arrangement,
as seen in Figure 5-15, also results in the pyridine rings protruding away from the cavity, instead
of lying flat over each portal as is likely for the bis-Pyr ion.

Figure 5-15. Most probable structures for [CB7(BuPy)2]2+. The tail-in/tail-in structure is lower in energy due to highly
favorable dispersive interactions between the butyl tails. The tail-in/tail-in structure is also smaller than the tail-in/tail
out structure, which agrees better with the experimentally determined cross-section ratio for
[CB7(BuPy)2]2+/[CB7(Na)2]2+.

MeIQ is a unique guest compared to the other guests included in this study as it is a
quinoline derivative instead of a pyridine or aniline derivative. Recent studies strongly indicate
that dispersive interactions increase in strength when additional aromatic rings are fused
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together,65, 67 which provides a theoretical foundation to expect [CB7(MeIQ)2]2+ should be present
as an in/in complex; however, that does not appear to be the case. The homoternary MeIQ complex
is similarly sized to [CB7•Na•MeIQ]2+, which is significantly larger than [CB7•Na•BuPy]2+. As
discussed previously, the latter ion likely features BuPy bound internally, so the larger Ωexp value
for the MeIQ complex suggests it features MeIQ bound externally. Additional support for this
conclusion is drawn from Figure 5-16, specifically the last three ion systems. Each of these
Na•guest complexes has two peaks in its arrival time distribution (SI): a smaller arrangement,
which is likely guest-in, and a larger arrangement which is likely guest-out. Since
[CB7•Na•MeIQ]2+’s Ωexp is similar to that of the larger, guest-out arrangements of
[CB7•Na•FTMA]2+, [CB7•Na•TMA]2+, and [CB7•Na•DMEA]2+ (Figure 5-16), MeIQ is likely
forced outside the cavity when Na• is present.
Given the fact that Ωexp for [CB7(MeIQ)2]2+ and [CB7•Na•MeIQ]2+ are similarly sized,
[CB7(MeIQ)2]2+ is likely present as an in/out arrangement, instead of an in/in arrangement.
Computational modeling of the in/in, in/out, and out/out arrangements revealed that the in/out
arrangement is lowest in energy, with the out/out arrangement being 60 kJ/mol higher in energy,
and the in/in arrangement being an additional 24 kJ/mol higher in energy. This supports our
conclusion that [CB7(MeIQ)2]2+ is present as an in/out arrangement.
It is unclear why the in/in arrangement for [CB7(MeIQ)2]2+ is so disfavored. The
electrostatic potential map for MeIQ in Figure 5-14 gives the impression that opposite ends could
align together through a mixture of ion-dipole interactions and dispersive interactions to form a
stable in/in complex with CB7. However, the data suggest this is not the case. An additional
possibility is that CB7 possesses an unfavorable shape for binding two MeIQ within the cavity.
This could be manifest through the volume occupied by MeIQ. It is possible that the first bound
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MeIQ occupies so much volume of CB7’s cavity that a second MeIQ simply cannot enter the
cavity. Another possibility is that the combined guest volume of 2MeIQ exceeds CB7’s cavity
volume, which would prevent binding both MeIQ internally. To test this idea, CB7 was removed
from the optimized [CB7(MeIQ)2]2+ in/in structure, and a single point energy calculation was
performed on the remaining [(MeIQ)2]2+ to determine the CPK volume. As calculated by Spartan
’18 at the ωB97XD/6-311+G** level of theory, [(MeIQ)2]2+ possessed a CPK volume of 320.63
Å3. Compared to CB7’s cavity volume of 279 Å3,33 [(MeIQ)2]2+ is clearly too large to be
completely included, which could explain why the in/in arrangement was not observed.
An additional possibility is that localization of the positive charge on the ring may disrupt
the favorable dispersive interactions that would stabilize the in/in arrangement. To test this,
computational work was completed for [CB7(2-naphthylammonium)2]2+ which features the
cationic charge off the ring and is isomeric with MeIQ. All three homoternary arrangements of 2napthylammonium ended up with optimized structures that were similar to the optimized bis-MeIQ
structures. While the in/out arrangement was again lowest in energy, the in/in arrangement was
only 22 kJ/mol higher in energy compared to 84 kJ/mol higher in energy for bis-MeIQ. This
suggests that charged heteroatom substitution in the quinoline ring system disrupts the favorable
aromatic stacking interactions that would dominate for carbon-only ring systems, or, as evidenced
for [CB7(2-naphthylammonium)2]2+, when the charged heteroatom is located off the ring.
Additional work is needed to fully investigate how cucurbit[n]urils can stabilize aromatic stacking
interactions between guests, and how those can lead to fundamental understanding about aromatic
stacking interactions and to highly stable host-guest networks.
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5.7.5.3 Ternary Complexes of Anilinium-like Guests
As shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-16, seven anilinium-type ions were included for
comparative study. Simple anilinium was used as the control system to elucidate the role of fluoro
and alkyl substitutions on host-guest(s) arrangement. As seen in Figure 5-16, complexes with Na+
as well as bis-guest complexes were detected for each guest, and multiple isomeric forms were
seen for some. The corresponding Ωexp values are displayed as bars. For most of the bis-guest
systems, only one peak was present in the drift ATD, representing a population whose Ωexp range
is narrow (red bars). This likely corresponds to closely-related conformers with host-guest
arrangements that are similar. However, bis-FTMA had two distinct peaks in the ATD, indicating
two distinct ion populations with the same host-guest stoichioimetry. The second bis-FTMA Ωexp
is given as the hollow purple bar. The hollow black and blue bars are Ωexp for the mixed guest
(Na•guest) systems, with black bars corresponding to guest-in and the blue bars to guest-out as
discussed below.

Figure 5-16. Cross-section values of anilinium and its derivatives. [CB7(Na)2]2+ included for reference.
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The Na•guest systems were initially characterized as guest-in (black bars) and guest-out
(blue bars) based on their relative Ωexp. As noted above, the simplest arrangements for CB7, Na•,
and guest+ are guest-in and guest-out, since Na+ will occupy one carbonyl-lined portal, (likely)
forcing guest+ to coordinate its cationic charge to the opposite portal, with the bulk of the molecule
either inside the cavity or outside the cavity. Given the fact that the FTMA, TMA, and DMEA
systems each have two Na•guest ion populations, with different Ωexp, it seemed reasonable to
assign guest-in to the smaller Ωexp population (black bars) and guest-out to the larger Ωexp
population. From there, the Na•Anil, Na•o-FA, Na•m-FA, and Na•p-FA were all assigned as guestin since their Ωexp values closely match the guest-in Ωexp values of the FTMA, TMA, and DMEA
systems, and are essentially the same as that of [CB7(Na)2]2+. Additional support for these
conclusions came from the high-level DFT calculations. The relative energies comparing
Na•guest-in and Na•guest-out determined that the Na•guest-in conformations were all lower in
energy than the corresponding Na•guest-out conformation by 15 kJ/mol (Na•o-FA) to 73 kJ/mol
(Na•FTMA). From an electrostatics view, most of the anilinium-like guests have dipoles (Figure
5-17) that can engage in ion-dipole interactions with Na•, creating highly stable Na•guest-in
systems.
Lastly, computatational Ωtheor Na•guest / 2Na ratios generally agreed with the experimental
Ωexp Na•guest / 2Na ratios, though it was less clear for some systems (Na•Anil, Na•FTMA, Na•oFA). These last three complexes feature the aromatic guest lying relatively flat across the portal
opposite that where Na• is bound, making their absolute Ωtheor similar to Na/guest-in. In the case
of o-FA, the proximity of the ammonium and fluoro groups results in a molecular shape that is
difficult to accommodate completely inside or outside CB7’s cavity, resulting in Ωtheor for the
guest-in and guest-out complexes that are similar to each other.
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Figure 5-17. Electrostatic potential maps for anilinium-like guests, calculated at the ωB97XD/6-31G* level of theory.
Red regions indicate high levels of electronegativity, whereas blue areas are high levels of electropositivity. Molecules
are not to scale with each other.

Comparison with the Na•guest host-guest arrangements aided elucidation of the
homoternary host-guest arrangements. Starting with the bis-Anil system, Ωexp for [CB7(Anil)2]2+
is a little larger than that for the Na•guest-in complexes but significantly smaller than that of the
Na•guest-out complexes. This suggests that the bis-Anil system features both Anil bound within
CB7’s cavity. The small size difference between [CB7•Na•Anil]2+ and [CB7(Anil)2]2+ likely
comes from the fact that the small Na• pinches CB7’s portal inward, making it slightly smaller
than when the portal is less perturbed, as when two Anil are present. Computational modeling
found that the in/in arrangement is ~46 kJ/mol more favorable that the in/out arrangement, adding
support to our conclusion that the cross-section value reflects the in/in arrangement. Additionally,
modeling showed the Anil rings in a highly favorable parallel slip-stacked arrangement, which
maximized dispersive interaction between the rings, similar to what was observed computationally
for [CB7(2-Naphthylammonium)2]2+. Additionally, favorable dispersive interactions are present
between CB7’s walls and each Anil (as shown in Figure 5-18). The ammonium groups are oriented
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away from each other and are stabilized by ion-dipole interactions with the carbonyl oxygens.
Lastly, the Ωtheor ratio relative to that of [CB7+2Na]2+ (1.01) for in/in best agreed with the
corresponding Ωexp ratio of 1.01, compared to the Ωtheor in/out ratio of 1.05.

Figure 5-18. Most likely structure of [CB7(Anil)2]2+. The aromatic rings are in a parallel displaced arrangement.

As presented in Figure 5-16, the next three anilinium-like systems are the fluoro-substituted
anilinium ions: ortho-, meta-, and para-fluoroanilinium (o-FA, m-FA, and p-FA, respectively).
Comparison of each of these with Anil, and with each other, revealed the role that fluorosubstitution may play in these host-guest and guest:guest interactions.
As noted above, the drift ion mobility ATDs had only one peak for each Na•guest complex,
and in every case the observed Ωexp is consistent with the guest being bound internally to CB7. As
seen in Figure 5-19, the fluorine location played an important role in how the guest molecule
oriented itself within CB7. The most favorable orientation featured fluorine interacting with Na+,
which caused the guest to rotate to simultaneously maximize the ammonium-carbonyl interactions,
and the fluorine-Na+ interaction. This observation, while chemically intuitive, is supported by the
corresponding electrostatic potential maps in Figure 5-17, which reflect relatively strong negative
electrostatic potentials around the fluoro-group. These negative regions interact with Na+ to
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contribute to formation of the guest-in complexes. The most peculiar Na•guest arrangement
appears for Na•o-FA, which, computationally, features both cationic charges on the same portal.
This is certainly linked with o-FA’s shape compared to m- and p-FA. For Na•o-FA, both charges
are solvated by dipole interactions with CB7’s carbonyl oxygens and o-FA’s fluoro-group.

Figure 5-19. [CB7•Na•FA]2+ guest-in arrangements. A) o-FA, B) m-FA, and C) p-FA.

The homoternary FA systems appear to all be present as in/in arrangements (Figure 5-20),
though computational work for [CB7(o-FA)2]2+ complicates experimental data interpretation. Ωexp
for each of the bis-FA systems are similar to each other, and within a few Å2 of bis-Anil, strongly
suggesting the in/in arrangement. Relative energies from the DFT calculations confirm that the
in/in arrangement is the lowest-energy structure found for all the bis-FA systems, especially for
bis-m-FA and bis-p-FA, whose in/in structures are 77 and 61 kJ/mol (respectively) lower in energy
than the in/out structure, and > 100 kJ/mol lower in energy than the respective out/out arrangement.
However, the relative energy range for bis-o-FA is narrower, with in/in only 0.7 kJ/mol lower than
in/out, and 46 kJ/mol lower than out/out. Based on DFT-level relative energies, it is possible that
[CB7(o-FA)2]2+ is also present with an in/out arrangement. Lastly, the Ωtheor ratios relative to that
of [CB7(Na)2]2+ for bis-m-FA and bis-p-FA that agree best with experiment are the in/in values,
but for bis-o-FA the in/in (1.010) and in/out (1.019) ratios both agree well with the experimental
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ratio of 1.014. While we favor the in/in structure assignment to bis-o-FA, we cannot rule out the
possibility that the in/out structure may also be present in thermal populations.

Figure 5-20. Lowest energy in/in structures for [CB7 + 2FA]2+. A) o-FA, B) m-FA, and C) p-FA. All three FA isomers
form in/in homoternary complexes with CB7.

Table 5-1 shows relative energy comparisons for the various isomeric forms of [CB7(FA)]+
(guest-in), [CB7•Na•FA]2+ (guest-in), and [CB7(FA)2]2+ (in/in). When one FA guest is present,
with or without Na+, the relative energy ordering is the same (m-FA < o-FA < p-FA), but this trend
changes when two FA are present (p-FA < m-FA < o-FA). These trends can be rationalized based
on guest shape. As the fluorine moves from the ortho to the meta and finally the para position, the
ion becomes more “linear,” with the fluoro and ammonium groups in opposite positions on the
ring for p-FA. When only p-FA is bound to CB7 the “linear” shape causes the electronegative
fluorine to interact with the electronegative carbonyl oxygens, raising the relative energy. Overall,
the [CB7(p-FA)]+ (in) is stable due to highly favorable ion-dipole interactions between oxygens
on the opposite portal and the ammonium group, and dispersive interactions between the p-FA
ring and CB7’s cavity walls. While o-FA and m-FA feature these same favorable interactions, the
unfavorable F-O interactions are decreased, lowering the relative energy. In the case of [CB7(oFA)]+, the fluorine group is solvated by the ammonium group and the cavity wall, while the
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ammonium coordinates to the portal oxygens. The proximity of fluorine and oxygens raises the
energy compared to m-FA, whose shape separates fluorine and portal best, but doesn’t raise the
energy as much as occurs for p-FA. Addition of Na+ narrows the relative energy gap by further
solvating the fluoro-group (Figure 5-19). The trend changes for bis-FA, with bis-p-FA lowest in
energy because of p-FA’s linear shape which allows complementary p-FA – p-FA N-F ion-dipole
interactions that solvate the fluorine group (Figure 5-20c), minimizing repulsion between the F
atoms and the carbonyl oxygens. These same guest-guest interactions are present for bis-m-FA
(Figure 5-20b), but are not present for o-FA (Figure 5-20a), which raises the relative energy for
this isomer. Instead, o-FA features ammonium groups on opposite portals, and fluorine groups on
opposite sides of the cavity.
FTMA is an anilinium-like ion with methyl substitutions, all three of which are on the
amino group. FTMA also features a fluoro substitution at the para position, like p-FA. Comparison
of FTMA and p-FA provided insights into the influence of methyl substitution around the cationic
charge. As noted previously, there were two distinct arrival time peaks in the ion mobility spectrum
for [CB7•Na•FTMA]2+, indicating two ion populations with different Ωexp. The ion population
with the smaller Ωexp features FTMA bound within CB7, with the trimethylammonium coordinated
to one portal and the fluoro group coordinated to the Na• on the opposite portal. The ion population
with the larger Ωexp features FTMA bound, through ion-dipole interactions between the
trimethylammonium and one of CB7’s carbonyl-rich portals, externally. The electronegative
fluoro group is thereby oriented away from the electronegative region of CB7. The presence of
both Na•FTMA (in) and Na•FTMA (out) is strange considering the high-level DFT calculations
indicates the in arrangement is 74 kJ/mol lower in energy than the out conformer. This suggests a
few possibilities: 1) our conformation search was not sufficiently thorough, missing the best in
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and/or out structures, causing the in and out structures to be further apart in energy than is real, 2)
calculations at 0 K did not reflect the reality of experiments at ~300 K, or 3) our ion source is
hotter than anticipated, allowing a greater range of host-guest arrangements than expected.
Table 5-1. Relative energy comparison for [CB7(FA)]+ (guest-in), [CB7•Na•FA]2+ (guest-in) and [CB7(FA)2]2+
(in/in).

Guests

Relative Energy (kJ/mol)

1 o-FA

5.43

1 m-FA

0

1 p-FA

17.39

Na•o-FA

0.84

Na•m-FA

0

Na•p-FA

4.38

2 o-FA

43.61

2 m-FA

4.04

2 p-FA

0

[CB7(FTMA)2]2+ also had two distinct peaks in the ion mobility ATD, indicating the
presence of two ion populations with distinct Ωexp. Based on comparison with the other systems in
Figure 5-16, it is likely that the larger Ωexp corresponds with an out/out conformation. This is
reasonable since the Ωexp value is much larger than other systems’ in/out arrangement. Structurally,
having 2 FTMA in proximity leads to repulsion between the fluoro groups and the ammoniums.
Such repulsion is minimized when the groups end up on opposite portals, with their fluoro groups
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oriented away from each other. The smaller homoternary system has Ωexp between those of the
small and large [CB7•Na•FTMA]2+ isomers, so based on that comparison alone it is not clear how
the guests are bound to the CB7 host in the smaller complex. The FTMA homoternary complex is
just 4 Å2 bigger than [CB7(Anil)2]2+, and available evidence indicates that [CB7(Anil)2]2+ is an
in/in complex, thus it is reasonable to conclude that [CB7(FTMA)2]2+ is also an in/in conformation
(Figure 5-21). The size difference between [CB7(FTMA)2]2+ and [CB7(Anil)2]2+ is likely due to
FTMA’s three methyl groups compared to Anil’s three hydrogens. Additionally, computational
modeling revealed that the in/in arrangement is 64 kJ/mol more favorable than an in/out
arrangement. This is further supported by the FTMA electrostatic potential map in Figure 5-17,
which shows a dipole towards the fluoro-group. This dipole would allow the FTMA ions to interact
with each other fluoro to amino, providing additional interactions that would stabilize the in/in
arrangement. Lastly the computed TM ratio for the in/in structure (1.022) agrees extremely well
with the experimental ratio (1.02), compared to the ratio computed for the in/out structure (1.07).
Thus, we conclude that the smaller bis-FTMA system is present with both FTMA bound within
CB7, as seen in Figure 5-21.
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Figure 5-21. Most likely structure for [CB7(FTMA)2]2+. The favorable ion-dipole interactions between the fluorogroup of one FTMA and the ammonium-group of the other FTMA add to the interactions between CB7’s cavity walls
and each ion’s ring, and the ion-dipole interactions between the carbonyl groups and the ion’s cationic charge.

TMA and DMEA both possess three alkyl substitutions on the aniline amino group, causing
these molecules to be permanent cations. While TMA has three methyl substitutions, DMEA has
two methyl substitutions and one ethyl substitution, causing DMEA to be bulkier than TMA. When
TMA or DMEA is bound to CB7, with a Na+ present, two distinct ion populations are observed in
the drift arrival time distribution. As discussed previously, the ion population with the smaller
cross-section (early arrival time) features the guest bound inside CB7, with the guest ammonium
coordinated to the carbonyl rim. The second ion population, with the larger Ωexp (late arrival time),
features the guest bound externally, with the tri-substituted ammonium coordinated to CB7’s
carbonyl rim and the guest ring oriented away from the CB7 cavity. Energetically, the presence of
Na•guest-in makes sense since the Na•guest-in arrangement is lower in energy than the Na•guestout arrangement by 45 kJ/mol for TMA, and is 55 kJ/mol lower for DMEA. Thus, it is again
surprising that both arrangements are observed experimentally. This adds additional support to our
earlier conclusion that our ion source is hot, possibly allowing for in-source host-guest
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rearrangement. Lastly, additional support for the Na•guest-in and Na•guest-out assignments comes
from Ωtheor ratios, which agreed extremely well with the experimental values (SI).
The bis-TMA and bis-DMEA CB7 complexes both showed only single peaks in their
arrival time distributions and have Ωexp values similar in magnitude to those of the corresponding
Na•guest-out complexes, which suggests that the guests are bound to CB7 with an in/out
arrangement. Their Ωexp values are also similar to that observed for the in/out complex of bisFTMA, leading further support to in/out structural assignments. However, we believe the data
actually reflect in/in arrangements, as seen in Figure 5-22, for both bis-TMA and bis-DMEA. The
fact that Ωexp are similar to Na•guest-out is likely due to the alkyl groups protruding from the
cavity, enlarging the ion’s physical size. Additionally, computational modeling of the bis-TMA
and bis-DMEA systems showed the in/in arrangements to be 58 kJ/mol and 43 kJ/mol lower in
energy, respectively, than the corresponding in/out arrangements. Lastly, Ωtheor ratios for the in/in
arrangements of bis-DMEA agreed better with experiment than the in/out ratios: the experimental
value for bis-DMEA is 1.045, the computational in/in value is 1.032 and the in/out value is 1.075.
The situation is less clear for bis-TMA, because Ωexp ratio is 1.033, in/in Ωtheor is 1.018, and in/out
Ωtheor is 1.041. Thus experiment and theory agree on an in/in structure for bis-DMEA, but disagree
for bis-TMA.
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Figure 5-22. Lowest energy host-guest arrangements for: A) [CB7(TMA)2]2+ and B) [CB7(DMEA)2]2+.

Table 5-2. Summary of most likely guest arrangement of homoternary [CB7(guest)2]2+ systems.

Guests

Guest Arrangement

2 Pyr

Out/Out

2 BuPy

In/In

2 MeIQ

In/Out

2 Anil

In/In

2 TMA

In/In?

2 DMEA

In/In
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2 FTMA

In/In & In/Out

2 o-FA

In/In (possibly In/Out)

2 m-FA

In/In

2 p-FA

In/In

Table 5-2 summarizes the likely [CB7(guest)2]2+ arrangements. The complexes which
feature in/in arrangements are indicated in bold. As seen in Table 5-2, all the bis-anilinium-like
guests are present with in/in arrangements. These in/in complexes are facilitated by favorable
dispersive aromatic stacking interactions between the guest ions, favorable dispersive interactions
between the guest ions and CB7’s cavity wall, and by favorable ion-dipole interactions between
the ammonium cation and CB7’s carbonyl oxygens. Additionally, the FA and FTMA guests also
feature favorable ion-dipole interactions between the ammonium cation on one guest and the fluoro
group of the other guest. The lone bis-pyridinium-like guest present with an in/in arrangement is
bis-BuPy. As discussed previously, this system is stabilized by favorable dispersive interactions
between the butyl tails, and between each tail and CB7’s cavity walls. These favorable in/in
arrangements provide starting points for multiple host-guest applications, including construction
of extended CB7-guest networks,73 catalysis (where two guests become one as opposed to
intramolecular Diels-Alder reactions74), and host-guest sensors.75
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Figure 5-23. Comparison of some anilinium-type guests.

In terms of structure, Anil, TMA, p-FA and FTMA are similar (Figure 5-23). With the
possible exception of (FTMA)2, all these guests form in/in complexes with CB7. The difference
between Anil and TMA is the presence of three methyl substitutions on the ammonium cation,
which suggests that steric repulsion prevents formation of the (TMA)2 in/in arrangement. TMA
and FTMA differ at the para position, due to the fluoro-substitution on FTMA. Since (FTMA)2 is
likely present as an in/in arrangement, the mere presence of alkyl groups on the ammonium cation
does not necessarily result in an in/out arrangement. Rather, as p-FA also forms an in/in
homoternary system with CB7, it appears that the fluoro group plays an important role in forming
the total inclusion complex. This suggests that steric repulsion can prevent in/in formation, but if
an inductive group is present on the ring, the intramolecular ion-dipole interactions can overcome
steric repulsion and form an in/in complex. Naturally, the influence of other inductive substitutions
on the aromatic ring begs to be investigated.68 Other halide substitutions may affect the resultant
homoternary geometry very little since they are typically less inductive than fluorine. On the other
hand, cyano- and nitro- substitutions may play a greater role in determining homoternary geometry
since they are more inductive than the halogens, acknowledging that they are more bulky than
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fluorine, which could complicate the analysis. The role of different inductive substitutions on
aniline may be the focus of a future study.

5.7.5.4 Tandem Mass Spectrometry
To investigate how the fluoro substitution affects the relative interaction strength of in/in ternary
complexes, energy-resolved tandem mass spectrometry was performed on the Anil, FTMA, and
FA ternary systems using the Agilent 6560 IM-qTOF. To compare dissociation energies, the
energy values at 50% survival yield (SY50) were determined using sigmoidal fits to the survival
yield curves (Figure 5-24).
On the time scale of the IM-qTOF experiments, the bis-Anil and bis-p-FA ternary systems
have similar SY50 values, which are higher than the SY50 values for the bis-FTMA and bis-mFA systems. The energy ordering is bis-o-FA < bis-m-FA < bis-FTMA << bis-Anil ≈ bis-p-FA.
While it is well established that RRKM effects can result in a kinetic shift in the unimolecular
dissociation of large ions,61, 62, 76 we do not feel that correcting for it is necessary for the purposes
of this paper. As discussed in reference 62,62 energy-resolved tandem mass spectrometry
experiments as conducted in a q-TOF instrument involve multiple collisions between ion and
neutral, and sincethe ions in our study are all similarly sized, as determined by ion mobility, it is
safe to assume that their individual collision frequencies are similar during the MS/MS
experiments. Additionally, while internal degrees of freedom also matter when correcting a kinetic
shift, four out of the five systems examined by MS/MS have the same atom count and therefore
very similar internal degrees of freedom. The fifth system has just 18 additional atoms, and when
the kinetic shift was examined using the approach used in reference 50,76 the difference between
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the uncorrected and corrected dissociation energies was minimal, effecting no change on the
relative dissociation trends.

Figure 5-24. Survival yield curves for ternary complexes composed of CB7 and 2 anilinium-type guests.

The dissociation trends can be rationalized as follows: both Anil fit tightly inside CB7’s
cavity, stabilized by dispersion interactions between the two Anil, and between each ion and CB7’s
walls. Further, the less bulky ammonium ions are stabilized by ion-dipole interactions with CB7’s
carbonyl groups. Finally, hydrogen bonds can form between CB7’s carbonyl oxygens and Anil’s
ammonium hydrogens. While the donor-acceptor directionality may not fit IUPAC’s
recommended criteria of being between 110 - 180°, several other criteria and characteristics are
met to qualify the Anil-CB7 N-H…O-CB7 interactions as a hydrogen bond. These include: the
electrostatic nature of the interaction, the fact that proton transfer reactions occurred as evidenced
by [CB7 + H2]2+ and [CB7 + H + Anil]2+ being CID product ions, which also suggests that the NH bond was lengthened through the N-H…O-CB7 interaction, another IUPAC-defined criteria.
Both p-FA are stabilized by the same interactions, with the addition of ion-dipole interactions
between the ammonium on one ion and the fluoro group on the other. Evidence for p-FA…CB7
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hydrogen bonding is similar to the above evidence for Anil, including the formation of [CB7 +
H2]2+ and [CB7 + H + p-FA]2+ product ions via proton transfer. All told, [CB7(p-FA)2]2+ is a highly
stable host/guest system which results in the SY50 being greater than the trimethyl substituted bisFTMA system.
The bis-FTMA system is sterically hindered by the methyl substitutions on the ammonium
cation. The steric hinderance diminishes the ion-dipole interactions between the ammonium group
and the opposite fluoro group, and the carbonyl oxygens, which results in the lower SY50
compared to the bis-p-FA system. While there is strong evidence for C-H…O-Y hydrogen bonding
in the crystal phase,77-81 little hydrogen bonding evidence is present for bis-FTMA. If C-H…OCB7 electrostatic interactions are present, they are not polarizing enough to cause proton transfer
reactions as part of the CID process. In fact, the only CID product ions observed for this system
were FTMA and [CB7 + FTMA]+.
The bis-o-FA and the bis-m-FA systems possess the same intermolecular interactions as
the bis-p-FA system, including hydrogen bonding since proton transfer reactions were evidenced
in the CID product ions. However, the less-linear shapes of o-FA and m-FA, compared to p-FA,
likely destabilize the ion-dipole interactions, including hydrogen bonding, which leads to lower
SY50 values.

5.7.6 Conclusion
While internally bound CB7 ternary complexes can form when steric repulsion is minimized,
and guest-guest and host-guest ion-dipole and dispersive interactions are maximized, this study
focused on larger aromatic guests. Based on the BuPy data, it is highly likely that CB7 can bind
two aliphatic chains internally when chain lengths are optimal. Additionally, this study suggests
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that extensive CB7-guest networks can be built using aromatic rings and long alkyl chains (for
example, BuPy but with longer chains) since the rings can stack inside CB7 and the chains can
reach out to bind inside another CB7. Lastly, since fluoro substitutions at the para location on
aromatic guests resulted in greater host-guest interactions than the isomeric ortho- or metasubstituted isomers, it may be possible to build highly stable CB7-guest networks when the guest
incorporates an appropriate heteroatom substitution.
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Structural Implications and

Chapter 6 Conclusion
Most of the described work focused on CRAFTI to couple it with ion activation techniques.
SORI-CRAFTI was the first technique developed, and it was used to study metalated leucineenkephalin precursor and product ions in an omics-style workflow. While the relative
precursor/product σ ratios agreed well with CID-IM results, SORI-CRAFTI’s usefulness is limited
because data collection takes a long time. Implementing broadband excitation during the CRAFTI
step would decrease data collection time since it would allow many precursors and their product
ions to be analyzed simultaneously. A second strategy to make SORI-CRAFTI useful for omicsstyle workflows would be single pressure, single KE experiments. Both of these strategies have
been implemented previously with excellent results.1
Reference 1 used broadband excitation (single KE) and a single neutral pressure to measure
ion-neutral σ for two separate groups of similar ions.1 The first ion group was a mixture of twelve
acids with an m/z range of 60 u. The relative error for the σ when compared with literature values
was no more than 2.5%. The second group of ions was a mixture of nine polyalanine peptides with
lengths between 1 alanine residue and 9 alanine residues. The m/z range spanned nearly 600 u!
When compared with previous literature values, the maximum σ relative error was 6.2%. While
this paper successfully showed that broadband excitation and a single collision gas pressure can
be used, my biggest concern is the fact that the collision gas pressure (N2) was limited to 1 × 10-10
mbar, which may be too low to ensure pressure-limited ion cloud decoherence. However, such low
pressures may be needed when broadband excitation is used. A concern that I know Dr. Dearden
has is the fact that broadband excitation doesn’t result in well defined post-excite kinetic energy.
While that may be true since ions would experience more off-resonance excitation than what is
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experienced during a single frequency excite, the kinetic energy should still be well defined enough
to accurately measure σ in an energy-resolved way.
The time-resolved SORI-wait-CRAFTI and energy-resolved CIU-CRAFTI experiments
were limited to systems considered “small” in comparison to the systems that the wider mass
spectrometry community currently favors. Thus, a logical next step for these types of experiments
would be studying larger proteins like ubiquitin and cytochrome c. Both result in various charge
states, so comparing charge dependent refolding rates should be possible. Additionally, the
combination of CA-wait-CRAFTI and native electrospray of α-helices, β-sheets, and nucleotide
chains could produce fascinating results when compared with denaturing electrospray conditions.
Additionally, since this work is pursued in the Dearden lab, host-guest systems would also make
excellent targets for these experiments, especially if the conformation can be switched based on
the collision energy. Lastly, and Dr. Dearden is already pursuing this avenue, is coupling photon
activation strategies (IRMPD and UVPD) with CRAFTI in a time-resolved way. This strategy is
promising since photon absorption would take place at the ion’s thermal cyclotron radius, which
would eliminate radius changes induced by SORI and on-resonance CA.
A future avenue of research I have already opened uses CRAFTI to measure ion-neutral σ
for monatomic metal cations. These types of measurements have been made using beam-type
instruments2, 3 but seem to have fallen out of vogue. Since KEcm increases as m/z decreases,
CRAFTI of small metal cations should allow σ measurement at a wide range of energies, most of
which lie within the energetic hard sphere regime where CRAFTI excels.4 Such measurements
would permit highly accurate σ to be cataloged for the most fundamental of ions.
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Appendix 1: Supplementary Information for Section 3.3
Leucine-enkephalin dehydration products (unrefined). For LE+H+, protonation at nterminus is most likely. For LE+M+, addition of M+ results in dehydrated peptide wrapping around
metal cation.

Table A1-1. Atomic XYZ Coordinates for Dehydration at C-Terminus, Resulting in an Oxazolone Structure.
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0.006797
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-1.58271
-1.60891
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2.323341
2.60207
2.496641
0.330456
-1.02581
1.089873
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Table A1-2. Atomic XYZ Coordinates for Dehydration at 2nd Carboxyl Group, Counted From N-Terminus.
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-0.09454
1.016213
1.723152
0.992182
0.113695
1.427979
1.699392
3.19387
3.393719

H
H
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
N
C
C
O
O
H
H
C
C
H
C
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

Table A1-2 Continued
-2.02512
2.024291
-0.33449
1.586292
-2.40535
-2.74453
-0.80547
-1.08067
-2.91878
-0.39401
-3.27996
-1.73266
-1.16698
-2.41879
0.171903
-0.86333
-3.61287
0.377271
-4.23742
-1.98833
-0.47398
-3.20839
-2.67974
-3.78723
1.093051
2.137718
2.418316
1.932451
2.412395
2.304328
1.424397
2.422391
3.657993
2.452985
1.005521
2.914091
3.063882
2.673211
2.977562
0.516917
4.239769
0.959055
3.943299
0.427021
3.164438
0.120667
2.221626
0.267216
2.321062
-0.21422
3.526281
-1.36381
4.469348
-1.57745
3.632528
-1.67215
2.744792
-1.98461
5.195759
0.896732
4.400784
0.611487
3.949329
2.012097
3.581177
2.535949

3.756233
3.656541
3.729255
3.015227
3.954807
4.11761
3.182765
2.592844
4.284386
4.566688
2.89791
3.873739
1.362518
0.761556
-0.73138
-1.44797
-1.22472
2.008388
1.247199
0.973859
3.145486
0.458615
2.452604
2.991333
0.486204
2.548286
2.033764
3.593782
2.097191
2.614752
4.171794
3.203529
-2.2069

Table A1-3. Atomic XYZ Coordinates for Dehydration at 3rd Carboxyl Group, Counted From N-Terminus.

N
C
C
O
H

1.907212
3.1542
3.027026
2.314896
4.041446

-0.5799
-1.13465
-1.13484
-1.94625
-0.57873
201

0.129441
-0.43339
-1.96735
-2.56789
-0.13383

C
C
H
H
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
O
H
N
C
C
O
H
H
H
N
C
C
H
H
H
N
C
C
O
H
H
C
C
H
H
C
C
C
C

Table A1-3 Continued
3.379653
-2.56861
2.260415
-3.57097
3.577203
-2.50393
4.299072
-2.97416
0.16052
-5.36697
2.338422
-4.53751
1.127193
-3.54875
0.072997
-4.43509
1.288913
-5.43364
3.218113
-4.59382
1.062267
-2.84205
-0.80714
-4.4128
1.370649
-6.16967
-0.89878
-6.19892
-0.6205
-6.95067
3.639686
-0.16582
4.157227
1.102191
2.970216
2.040419
2.248861
2.38519
3.385699
-0.1973
4.774052
0.972751
4.790512
1.52382
2.62514
2.429324
2.905103
1.706639
1.805876
0.626269
1.791839
3.007235
3.914591
1.307884
2.797383
2.42019
0.61574
1.057152
-0.50778
0.129329
-1.20009
-0.15876
-1.26962
-1.2834
0.724136
1.763938
-0.12522
-0.81584
-1.52263
0.730981
-0.93109
0.991337
-2.37912
0.053411
-1.93776
1.666335
0.199713
1.483363
-0.78343
2.304469
-0.519
-0.07234
0.046338
0.174558
202

0.115766
-0.08355
1.194639
-0.32746
-0.50755
-1.09902
0.739806
0.518672
-1.31434
-1.73962
1.563973
1.157214
-2.10973
-0.69898
-1.25105
-2.70276
-2.22301
-2.01902
-2.96081
-3.68562
-1.33685
-3.01018
-0.75611
0.476489
0.585672
-0.75159
0.507347
1.299587
1.156987
1.416062
0.06707
-0.42983
1.884049
1.815473
2.405131
3.77182
2.519029
2.007774
6.290364
4.24189
4.58694
5.838693

C
H
H
H
H
H
N
C
C
O
O
H
H
C
C
H
C
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

Table A1-3 Continued
-0.21809
2.547452
-1.1187
3.152343
-0.64333
-1.10416
0.357387
-0.65488
-0.11491
3.567201
0.63059
1.673319
-1.65843
0.974475
-2.05893
0.940479
-0.74426
0.933502
-0.03045
-0.05735
-0.33293
2.162336
-1.24531
1.846531
-2.55376
-0.01129
-2.98347
2.111
-5.1741
0.863309
-2.47576
3.058208
-4.33761
2.102682
-4.15484
2.122462
-3.15959
2.111102
-5.1282
3.364382
-5.35262
3.402774
-4.56291
4.265281
-6.07678
3.397603
-6.16107
0.928546
-5.32187
0.752187
-4.69859
-0.04733
0.623792
2.122002

203

5.494424
3.648107
4.265205
6.470011
5.858819
7.270857
-0.58062
-1.98702
-2.78131
-2.90827
-3.14288
-0.26432
-2.20852
-2.34203
-1.92285
-2.11442
-1.60237
-0.52078
-3.42595
-1.96001
-3.03146
-1.69883
-1.41357
-1.45201
-3.00231
-1.54662
-3.40626

Figure A1-1 Precursor disappearance / product appearance curves for: A) LE+Li+, B) LE+Na+, C) LE+K+, D)
LE+Rb+, E) LE+Cs+; F) Relative KEcm SORI disappearance curves for LE+H+ and LE+M+.

The product ions explicitly included in the SORI appearance curves are those which
subsequently had cross-section values measured by CRAFTI. For products which could not be
204

measured using CRAFTI (due to low signal intensity), normalized abundances were summed
together and included in the respective "Minor Products (Sum)" curve in each plot.

Table A1-4 LE+M+ Product ions formed due to SORI-CID and CID-IMS

Product Ion
H2O Loss
CO Loss
H2O and NH3 Loss
CO2 Loss
H2O and CO Loss
H2O, NH3, CO and CO2 Loss
b4
b3
b2
a4
a3
a2
c3
c2
y4
y3
b4 + 17
b3 + 17
Metal Cation Loss
s = Minor SORI product
S = Major SORI product
c = Minor CID-IMS product
C = Major CID-IMS product

LE+Li+
sC
SC
s
sC
s
SC
s
SC
C
c

LE+Na+
SC
s
S
sC
sC
s
SC
s
s
SC
C

sC
C
SC
SC

sC
sC
SC
SC

LE+K+
SC
s
S
s
s
s
S
s

LE+Rb+
s

LE+Cs+

s

s

SC
SC
s
sC
sC
SC

S
SC

SC

The uppercase S's indicate major products, which are the same as those explicitly included
in the appearance curves. The lowercase s's indicate minor products, which are those included in
the "Minor Products (Sum)" curves. The table also includes products observed (lowercase c for
minor products and uppercase C for major products) after in-source CID in the Agilent 6560. In
this case, 'minor products' means product ions that were present in the mass spectrum, with good
match to theoretical m / z values, but whose arrival time peak was not detected using Agilent's IM205

MS Browser, which prevented cross-section calculation. CID-IMS products are included to
compare product ion formation by SORI and in-source CID.

Table A1-5. Comparison of Projection Approximation Predicted Precursor / Product Ratios and CRAFTI
Experimental Cross-section Ratios.

Computational Pair (Precursor / Product)
c = canonical, z = zwitterion

LE+Li_c / b4+17_c
LE+Li_c / b4+17_z
LE+Li_z / b4+17_z
LE+Li_z / b4+17_c
LE+Li_c / b4
LE+Li_z / b4
LE+Li_c / a4
LE+Li_z / a4
LE+Li_c / b3+17_c
LE+Li_c / b3+17_z
LE+Li_z / b3+17_z
LE+Li_z / b3+17_c
LE+Na_c / b4+17_c
LE+Na_c / b4+17_z
LE+Na_z / b4+17_z
LE+Na_z / b4+17_c
LE+Na_c / b4
LE+Na_z / b4
LE+Na_c / a4
LE+Na_z / a4
LE+Na_c / b3+17_c
LE+Na_c / b3+17_z
LE+Na_z / b3+17_z
LE+Na_z / b3+17_c
LE_Na_c / WaterLossAve
LE_Na_z / WaterLossAve
LE_Na_c / WaterLossCtermOx
LE_Na_z / WaterLossCtermOx
LE_Na_c / WaterLossNtermCtermCycle
LE_Na_z / WaterLossNtermCtermCycle

Projection Approximation
Ratio ± 1 Standard
Deviation

1.129 ± 0.002
1.166 ± 0.002
1.208 ± 0.004
1.170 ± 0.004
1.135 ± 0.003
1.176 ± 0.004
1.207 ± 0.002
1.251 ± 0.004
1.505 ± 0.006
1.467 ± 0.002
1.520 ± 0.005
1.559 ± 0.005
1.1974 ± 0.0005
1.175 ± 0.002
1.150 ± 0.004
1.171 ± 0.004
1.258 ± 0.003
1.230 ± 0.004
1.275 ± 0.001
1.224 ± 0.004
1.632 ± 0.003
1.502 ± 0.002
1.469 ± 0.005
1.597 ± 0.005
1.048
1.025 ± 0.03
1.018
0.996
1.051
1.028
206

CRAFTI Ratio ± 1
Standard Deviation (± 95%
Confidence Interval)

1.153 ± 0.007 (0.005)

1.15 ± 0.06 (0.04)
1.23 ± 0.01 (0.01)

1.49 ± 0.02 (0.01)

1.15 ± 0.02 (0.02)

1.16 ± 0.07 (0.05)
1.28 ± 0.04 (0.03)

1.65 ± 0.04 (0.03)

0.87 ± 0.12 (0.09)

Table A1-5 Continued
Computational Pair (Precursor / Product)
c = canonical, z = zwitterion

Projection Approximation
Ratio ± 1 Standard
Deviation

LE+K_c / b4+17_c
LE+K_c / b4+17_z
LE+K_z / b4+17_z
LE+K_z / b4+17_c
LE+K_c / b4
LE+K_z / b4
LE+K_c / a4
LE+K_z / a4
LE+K_c / c3
LE+K_z / c3
LE+K_c / WaterLossAve
LE+K_z / WaterLossAve
LE+K_c / WaterLossCtermOx
LE+K_z / WaterLossCtermOx
LE+K_c / WaterLossNtermCtermCycle
LE+K_z / WaterLossNtermCtermCycle

1.167 ± 0.001
1.160 ± 0.002
1.123 ± 0.003
1.130 ± 0.002
1.258 ± 0.004
1.218 ± 0.004
1.283 ± 0.001
1.242 ± 0.003
1.497 ± 0.002
1.450 ± 0.003
1.026
0.993 ± 0.032
0.981
0.950
1.042
1.009

CRAFTI Ratio ± 1
Standard Deviation (± 95%
Confidence Interval)

1.15 ± 0.02 (0.02)

1.31 ± 0.08 (0.06)
1.24 ± 0.13 (0.08)
1.57 ± 0.22 (0.14)

0.94 ± 0.07 (0.04)

Table A1-6. Comparison of Trajectory Method Predicted Precursor / Product Ratios and IM-MS Experimental
Cross-section Ratios.

Computational Pair (Precursor / Product)
c = canonical, z = zwitterion

Trajectory Method Ratioa

LE+Li_c/b4+17_c
LE+Li_c/b4+17_z
LE+Li_z/b4+17_z
LE+Li_z/b4+17_c
LE+Li_c/b4
LE+Li_z/b4
LE+Li_c/a4
LE+Li_z/a4
LE+Li_c/b3+17_c
LE+Li_c/b3+17_z
LE+Li_z/b3+17_z
LE+Li_z/b3+17_c

1.112
1.107
1.168
1.174
1.094
1.155
1.193
1.259
1.373
1.342
1.417
1.449

207

IM-MS Ratio ± 1 Standard
Deviation (± 95%
Confidence Interval)

1.15 ± 0.02 (0.02)

1.18 ± 0.02 (0.02)
1.21 ± 0.02 (0.02)

1.41 ± 0.02 (0.02)

Table A1-6 Continued
Computational Pair (Precursor / Product)
c = canonical, z = zwitterion

Trajectory Method Ratio

LE+Li_c/WaterLossAve
LE+LI_z/WaterLossAve
LE+Li_c/WaterLossCtermOx
LE+Li_z/WaterLossCtermOx
LE+Li_c/WaterLoss2ndCarboxy
LE+Li_z/WaterLoss2ndCarboxy
LE+Li_c/WaterLoss3rdCarboxy
LE+Li_z/WaterLoss3rdCarboxy

0.991
1.046
0.976
1.030
1.003
1.059
0.994
1.049

LE+Na_c/b4+17_c
LE+Na_c/b4+17_z
LE+Na_z/b4+17_z
LE+Na_z/b4+17_c
LE+Na_c/b4
LE+Na_z/b4
LE+Na_c/a4
LE+Na_z/a4
LE+Na_c/b3+17_c
LE+Na_c/b3+17_z
LE+Na_z/b3+17_z
LE+Na_z/b3+17_c
LE_Na_c/WaterLossAve
LE_Na_z/WaterLossAve
LE_Na_c/WaterLossCtermOx
LE_Na_z/WaterLossCtermOx
LE_Na_c/WaterLossNtermCtermCycle
LE_Na_z/WaterLossNtermCtermCycle

1.118
1.104
1.065
1.079
1.180
1.138
1.263
1.168
1.428
1.345
1.298
1.378
1.012
0.976
1.002
0.967
1.019
0.983

LE+K_c/b4+17_c
LE+K_c/b4+17_z
LE+K_z/b4+17_z
LE+K_z/b4+17_c
LE+K_c/b4
LE+K_z/b4
LE+K_c/a4
LE+K_z/a4
LE+K_c/c3
LE+K_z/c3

1.169
1.147
1.109
1.131
1.224
1.184
1.260
1.219
1.399
1.353
208

IM-MS Ratio ± 1 Standard
Deviation (± 95%
Confidence Interval)

0.97 ± 0.01 (0.01)

1.15 ± 0.02 (0.02)

1.20 ± 0.04 (0.03)
1.21 ± 0.02 (0.02)

1.41 ± 0.02 (0.02)

0.99 ± 0.04 (0.04)

1.11 ± 0.01 (0.01)

Not Measured
1.20 ± 0.02 (0.02)
1.30 ± 0.02 (0.02)

Table A1-6 Continued
Computational Pair (Precursor / Product)
c = canonical, z = zwitterion

Trajectory Method Ratio

IM-MS Ratio ± 1 Standard
Deviation (± 95%
Confidence Interval)

LE+K_c/WaterLossAve
LE+K_z/WaterLossAve
LE+K_c/WaterLossCtermOx
LE+K_z/WaterLossCtermOx
LE+K_c/WaterLossNtermCtermCycle
LE+K_z/WaterLossNtermCtermCycle

1.031
0.997
0.987
0.99 ± 0.01 (0.01)
0.954
1.045
1.011
a
Since the trajectory method results are based on the single lowest structure of each type, no
standard deviations were calculated.
Table A1-7. LE+H+ IM-MS Cross-section Values.

Ion Identity
Precursor
Water loss
b4+17
b4
a4
y4
y3
b3+17
c3
y2

m/z
556.28
538.27
443.19
425.18
397.19
393.21
336.19
296.15
295.14
279.17

Average CCS (Å2)
226
220
200
192
192
189
180
168
166
173

CCS Stdev (Å2)
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
1

Table A1-8. LE+Li+ IM-MS Cross-section Values.

Ion Identity
Precursor
Water loss
H2O and NH3 loss
H2O and CO loss
b4+17
b4
a4
y4
y3
b3+17
a3

m/z
562.29
544.28
527.25
516.28
449.21
431.19
403.19
399.22
342.20
302.13
256.12

Average CCS (Å2)
228
235
221
220
199
194
188
191
184
162
160
209

CCS Stdev (Å2)
2
1
4
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

Table A1-9. LE+Na+ IM-MS Cross-section Values.

Ion Identity
Precursor
Water loss
CO2 loss
H2O and CO loss
b4+17
b4
a4 trans
y4
y3
b3+17
a3

m/z
578.26
560.25
534.27
532.25
465.17
447.16
419.17
415.19
358.18
318.11
272.10

Average CCS (Å2)
228
230
221
222
199
190
188
193
182
162
157

CCS Stdev (Å2)
2
8
3
2
2
5
1
2
1
2
1

Table A1-10. LE+K+ IM-MS Cross-section Values.

Ion Identity
Precursor
Water loss
b4+17
b4
a4
y4
y3
c3

m/z
594.23
576.22
481.14
463.13
435.13
431.18
374.13
333.09

Average CCS (Å2)
231
232
208
Not Measured
192
207
204
177

CCS Stdev (Å2)
2
2
2
3
2
1
2

Figure A1-2. Full multi-CRAFTI ratio results for 222+M+/222+K+. The large ratio jump from 222+Rb+ to 222+Cs+
suggests Cs+ is bound externally. SORI activation was used to anneal 222+Cs+ to feature Cs+ bound internally, which
has a smaller ratio value, indicated by the red diamond.
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Appendix 2: Supplementary Information for Section 5.7
A2.1 Full low-field ion mobility equation:
3

2𝜋𝜋

𝛺𝛺 = 16 � 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑔𝑔

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 +𝑚𝑚𝑔𝑔

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇0
𝐾𝐾
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 𝑝𝑝 𝑇𝑇
0

3

2𝜋𝜋

= 16 �𝜇𝜇𝑘𝑘

𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

(A-1)

𝑁𝑁0 𝐾𝐾0

A2.2 Synthetic Details
A2.2.1Experimental details
All reactions were performed under Argon atmosphere utilizing standard Schlenk and
vacuum line technique. Solvents were distilled and dried according to reported standard
procedures.

A2.2.1.1 Synthesis of FTMA
To a stirred solution of 4-Fluoro-N,N-dimethylaniline (1.00 g, 7 mmol) in 10 mL of
dichloromethane (DCM), was added dropwise (1.50 g, 10.5 mmol) of methyl iodide at room
temperature. The reaction mixture was stirred for 16 hrs at room temperature and then diethyl ether
(Et2O) 5 mL was added and set aside for 1 hr. The precipitate was filtered, washed with Et2O (5
mL × 3), and dried under vacuum to give a white solid (yield = 81 %).
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Figure A2-1. FTMA and counteranion

A2.2.1.2 Synthesis of DMEA
2.07 g (15 mmol) of anhydrous K2CO3 was added to a solution of N,N-dimethylaniline
(0.60 g, 5 mmol) in 50 mL of acetonitrile (ACN), followed by the dropwise addition of (2.39 g, 15
mmol) of ethyl iodide at room temperature. The reaction mixture was stirred for at 70 °C for 24
hrs and then cooled to room temperature. The volume of solvent was reduced using rotary
evaporation and then 5 mL of methanol and 10 mL of diethyl ether (Et2O) was added successively
and set aside for 1 hr, resulting in the formation of a white precipitate. The precipitate was filtered,
washed with Et2O (5 mL × 3), and dried under vacuum (yield = 86 %).

Figure A2-2. DMEA and counteranion.
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A2.2.1.3 Synthesis of TMA
To a solution of N,N-dimethylaniline (0.63 mL, 5 mmol) in 50 mL of acetonitrile (ACN),
2.07 g (15 mmol) of K2CO3 was added followed by the addition of (2.12 g, 15 mmol) of methy
iodide drop by drop at room temperature. The reaction mixture was stirred for at 70 °C for 18 hrs
and then cooled to room temperature. The volume of solvent was reduced using rotary evaporation
and then 5 mL of methanol and 10 mL of diethyl ether (Et2O) was added successively and set aside
for 15 min, resulting in the formation of a white precipitate. The precipitate was filtered, washed
with Et2O (5 mL × 3), and dried under vacuum (yield = 79 %).

Figure A2-3. TMA and counteranion.

A2.2.1.4 Synthesis of N-Butyl-Pyridine (BuPy)
11.78 g (85 mmol) of 1-Bromobutane was added to a solution of pyridine (4.00 g, 50 mmol)
in 30 mL ethanol. The reaction mixture was stirred reflux for 16 hrs and then cooled to room
temperature. 10 mL of n-Hexane was added to precipitate out the desired product which was
washed successively with n-Hexane (5 mL × 3) and dried under vacuum (yield = 87 %)
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Figure A2-4. BuPy and counteranion.

A2.2.1.5 Synthesis of N-Methyl-Isoquinoline (Me-Iso-Q)
To a solution of Isoquinoline (3 g, 23 mmol) in 45 mL of ethanol, was added dropwise
(6.84 g, 48 mmol) of methyl iodide at room temperature. The reaction mixture was stirred under
reflux for 18 hrs and upon cooling to room temperature, the yellow needles of the desired
compound formed in the same container. The precipitate was filtered, washed with n-Hexane (5
mL × 3), and dried under vacuum (yield = 80 %).

Figure A2-5. MeIQ and counteranion

A2.3 IMoS .cla sample:
excelfile
Savefile
Gas
filefolder/CB7_2Na_TM.xls savefolder/CB7_2Na_TM.txt N2
interface 0 0
fromvalue 1
tovalue 1
Charge 2
Mgas 28.0134
radgas 1.5
Polarizability 1.710
Pressure 526.62
Mweight 55000
Temperature 298
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NrotationsPA 500
NgastotalEHSS 100000
NgastotalTM 300000
Acommodation 1.0
reemvel 6
PA 0
EHSS/DHSS 0
TM 1
LennardJones 1
qpol 1
TDHSS 0
seed 13
Numthreads 8
Repeat_seed 1
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